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Chapter 1

Introduction

The market for commodity integrated circuit (IC) solutions is dominated by comple-
mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication technology. This is due to
the low static power, high device density, and cheap manufacturing cost of CMOS
chips. Analog circuits, such as analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, radio frequency
(RF) front end interfaces, and frequency synthesizers are often implemented as com-
ponents of a mixed-signal CMOS IC that is dominated by a large digital core, such as
a microcontroller or digital signal processor (DSP) [KCJ+00]. The evolution of CMOS
mixed-signal fabrication technology is focused on improving the specifications of the
digital core, including higher gate andmemory densities, lower power consumption,
and a longer mean time to failure (MTTF). In order to improve the latter specifica-
tions, CMOS devices have been scaled down to deep sub-micron dimensions and are
designed to operate at a low supply voltage [ANvLT05].

This course of technology progression has imposed many challenges on the ana-
log designer. The designer must account for complex nonlinear device models, low
threshold voltages, large process parameter variations, channel length modulation
caused by short device length, and gate leakage when designing a circuit to meet a
set of performance specifications, such as minimum gain and maximum power.

To aid the analog designer, research in analog electrical design automation (EDA) has
focused on two tasks. The first task is to addmore layers of hierarchy and abstraction
in the design flow, while the second is to find means of automation in each design
step, such as the dimensioning of components and layout synthesis.

High level programming languages and modeling tools are often used at the first
stage of analog design, as they are fast and easy to set up [Mata]. Commercial tool-
boxes are available for some applications [Matb]. At a lower level, a hardware de-
scription language (HDL), such as Verilog-A [VLR] or VHDL-AMS [DV03], is used to
create behavioral models of analog circuits. Tools for the automatic dimensioning of
circuit components are available [AEG+00a, Cad03b], as are tools for automatic ana-
log placement and routing [SEG+08, Cad03a]. These tools, however, still lag behind
their digital counterparts – offering many opportunities for original research.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Analog Integrated Circuit Design

1.1.1 Basic Analog Design Flow

The design flow of an analog circuit at the device (transistor) level of detail consists
of four standard and consecutive steps:

1. Circuit topology selection: A circuit topology, also referred to as a circuit structure,
is a network of electrical devices; each device has at least two terminals and a
behavioral model for analytical or numerical simulation. A circuit structure is
selected that has the potential to fulfill the specified functional purpose of the
circuit.

2. Circuit sizing: Constituent in each behavioral device model is one or more device
design parameters, for example, in the CMOS device model, the drain to source
current is a function of channel width and length. During circuit sizing values
are assigned to the design parameters of each device in the circuit topology. De-
sign parameter values are selected so that the circuit operates with the desired
functionality.

3. Circuit layout synthesis: A circuit layout is the blueprint of planar geometric shapes
used to create photo masks for the physical realization of the circuit in a specific
fabrication technology using the technique of photo lithography. During layout
synthesis, the geometric shapes representing sized topology devices are drawn
on an IC floor plan. The network connections between devices are also drawn
according to the circuit topology.

4. Post-layout circuit extraction and electrical verification: A new network of electrical
devices is generated based on the circuit layout. This new network is a closer
approximation to the physical circuit than the sized circuit topology. It is used to
verify that the circuit still has the desired functionality after layout synthesis.

1.1.2 Circuit Performances, Specifications, and Constrain ts

A circuit performance is a descriptive quantity of circuit behavior deemed of value
by the analog designer. It is useful to divide circuit performances into geometric
and electrical categories. Electrical performances are selected based on the intended
function of the analog circuit, for example, operational amplifier, low noise amplifier,
or mixer. Geometric performances describe the spacial properties of the circuit, such
as the area and aspect ratio of the circuit after layout.

A circuit specification is a functional equation or inequality of circuit performances.
When the circuit specification is true, the circuit is said to exhibit the proper behavior.
In practice most specifications take the form of an upper or lower bound on the value
of a circuit performance.
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1.1 Analog Integrated Circuit Design

Circuit specifications alone may not be sufficient to describe the behavior of an ana-
log circuit [MCR00, MGS08]. Additional designer knowledge about the circuit topo-
logy can be translated into functional equations or inequalities of the circuit topology
node voltages and branch currents, hereafter called electrical constraints, and func-
tional equations or inequalities of the design parameters, hereafter called geometric
constraints.

The circuit topology is electrically controllable through a subset of its network nodes,
which are defined as external nodes. In order to calculate the electrical performances,
specifications, and constraints, one or more test bench circuits are constructed by
the analog designer and connected to the external circuit nodes. Test bench circuits
are electrical networks that establish the electrical operating conditions under which
the circuit is expected to operate. These include the voltage and current stimulus,
the correct loading at each external node, and the correct external feedback paths
between the external nodes.

Electrical performances and specifications are typically calculated as an expression
or sequence of expressions from the voltages at and currents through the external
topology nodes. The test bench setup for the measurement of electrical performances
and specifications is normally independent of the circuit topology and depends only
on the electrical signals at the external circuit nodes. In contrast, electrical constraints
are often calculated from internal topology node voltages and branch currents. They
are topology dependent and must be redefined for a change in the topology.

The circuit and test bench form a mathematical model of a closed electrical system.
A numerical circuit simulator is used to study the behavior of this system, such as
SPICE [Nag75], Spectre [Kun95a], or Titan [Inf08]. Numerical simulation requires
detailed mathematical device models such as BSIM [SSKJ87] and EKV [EKV95].

The type of analysis method that is used in simulation is dependent on the type of
stimulus sources present in the test bench network and the type of response that
is to observed. The analysis methods typically used for analog circuits include the
following:

• DC analysis, or circuit quiescent (bias) point calculation.

• AC analysis, or linear small signal frequency domain circuit analysis.

• Transient simulation, or the time domain large-signal solution of differential al-
gebraic circuit equations.

• Harmonic balance – to calculate the steady-state response of an electrical circuit
without the need for a transient simulation.

• Periodic steady state (PSS) simulation and Periodic small-signal analysis [YP02].
PSS directly computes the periodic steady-state response of a circuit without tran-
sient analysis.

3



1 Introduction

1.1.3 Process Parameters, Operating Conditions, and Relia bility

In addition to design parameters, several process parameters constitute terms in a
device model. As the name implies, the value of the process parameters depends on
the semiconductor fabrication technology used to realize the IC [LJX+]. Due to the
imperfections of sub-wavelength lithography, random dopant fluctuations, and line
edge roughness during the IC fabrication procedure, process parameters are often not
constant in value after manufacturing the IC. Process parameters values may change
systematically or stochastically between silicon wafers, between dies on the same
wafer, or between devices on a single die [AN07, BMR07, LBSG07, LDH+08]. The
general trend in CMOS semiconductor fabrication technology is that the coefficient of
variation of the process parameters increases with every new technology generation
and reduction in device scale [tec09]. Variable process parameters increase the com-
plexity of analog circuit design, as appropriate layout techniques, production yield
levels, and margins of error in specifications and constraints must be considered in
the design flow [Has01, AEG+00a, CLW10, GMGS09, YL08].

Circuit behavior is also dependent upon the operational conditions external to the
circuit topology. Circuit stimulus, loading, and feedback conditions, as imposed by
the test bench circuit, influence the circuit through electrical signals at the external cir-
cuit nodes. For example, the value of the DC supply voltage and the load impedance
are set in the test bench circuit. In addition, environmental parameters, such as tem-
perature, are normally considered within device models. These operating conditions
are typically represented by a set of operational parameters; their value is typically
not constant, but fluctuates over a range that needs to be taken into account during
circuit design.

Reliability is defined as the ability of a circuit to conform to its specifications over
a specified period of time under specific conditions [GDWM+08]. The effects of
electromigration (EM), time-dependent-dielectric-breakdown (TDDB) and hot carrier
degradation (HCI and NBTI) significantly affect circuit reliability in deep sub-micron
CMOS fabrication technologies and must be taken into consideration during analog
circuit design [WVN+06].

1.1.4 Hierarchical Top-Down Design and Abstraction

A large analog system, such as a frequency synthesizer or RF front end, may be com-
prised of many thousands of devices. For complete architectures, such as a WLAN
physical layer, there may be digital and software components that are integral to the
system and that must be designed in tandem with the analog sections. Constructing
test benches, selecting appropriate constraints and specifications, then synthesizing
and verifying such systems is intractable using only the basic analog design flow.

Large systems are therefore partitioned into sub-blocks by identifying the sub-tasks
performed by the system. If the design of a sub-block is still infeasible, then further

4



1.1 Analog Integrated Circuit Design

partitions may be necessary until the basic analog design flow can be applied. The
result of system partitioning is a hierarchy tree of circuit blocks. At each level in the
hierarchy, constraints, performances, and specifications need to be identified accord-
ing to the function of each block and its relation to the block above it in hierarchy.
Abstraction of functionality can be employed to create a simplified behavioral model
of a block in the hierarchy tree before it is designed at the detailed device level and
to reduce the time needed to simulate large blocks [RGR07].

1.1.5 Analog Circuit Design Automation

Complete or partial automation techniques are available for each step of the basic
analog design flow.

Two broad approaches are used to automate topology selection. In the first approach,
designer knowledge or an iterative search algorithm is used to create a circuit of
small functional blocks. Each functional block performs an elementary analog op-
eration, for example a current mirror. Multiple structures for each functional block
are predefined and saved in a library along with the constraints necessary to ensure
correct behavior. The structure with the greatest potential to fulfill the purpose of
the complete circuit is then chosen for each functional block. circuit sizing is often
combined with topology selection in this approach [HRC89, ETP89, DCR05]. The
second widely used method of topology selection is topology generation from basic
devices, for example CMOS transistors, using graph grammar rewriting [DV09], or
signal flow graphs [GE95].

For circuit sizing automation, a set of design parameters that satisfy the circuit con-
straints and specifications is sought out using a numerical optimization algorithm.
Design parameter values are systematically selected by the optimization algorithm
and the corresponding value of the constraints and performances are evaluated by
numerical circuit simulation. The optimization algorithm terminates when a set of
design parameters is found that evaluates all constraints and specifications to true.
In this case the circuit is designated as feasible. Circuit sizing automation using a
numerical optimization algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

algorithm
optimization Constraint and specification

values

schematic
netlist

circuit
simulation

Design parameter values

Figure 1.1: Sizing by an amalgamation of numerical simulation and optimization.
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1 Introduction

Many optimization algorithms have been used in analog circuit sizing, the most
popular categorization of algorithms is to divide them into deterministic [LD81,
NRSVT88, AEG+00a, GH10, Soo08, EDGS03, AEG+00b, LGXP04] and stochastic al-
gorithms [Kes95, GWS90, SCP07, ORC96, MFDCRV94, ABD03, PKR+00]. Since the
numerical simulation of analog circuit incurs a high computational cost, the number
of constraint and performance evaluations needed to terminate the algorithm is an
important measure of algorithm fitness.

Circuit layout synthesis is comprised of the device placement and routing operations.
There are many design heuristics and constraints that must be fulfilled during the
placement and routing of devices, such as device orientation, proximity, and symme-
try conditions [Has01]. Several algorithms to automate placement and routing are
available in literature [ESGS10, XY09, WCC03, PCLX01, RM08, HRM08, Cad03a].

Geometric and electrical verification ensure that the post-layout circuit fulfills the
technology layout rules and that the circuit will operate correctly after layout synthe-
sis. Mature commercial tools to extract a circuit model from a layout and to perform
verification are readily available [Cad05].

1.2 Motivation

1.2.1 Backtracking in the Analog Design Flow

As stated in Section 1.1.1, the basic analog design flow consists of four steps that are
completed consecutively. It may be necessary to backtrack one or more steps up the
design flow if progress cannot be made towards completion, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Backtracking is costly, the problem blocking progress must be identified and a rem-
edy determined; multiple iterations through the design flowmay be necessary before
successful completion.

If no combination of circuit topology and design parameter values exists to fulfill the
specifications, then a redesign of the system at a higher level must be performed.
This is illustrated by backtracking paths (1) and (2) in Figure 1.2. One remedy is to
pursue a bottom-up design approach whereby all attainable performance values are
ascertained before high system level design is begun.

A failure detected during the layout synthesis or electrical verification steps typi-
cally means circuit sizing and layout creation must be repeated. This is illustrated by
backtracking paths (3) and (4) in Figure 1.2. A remedy is to consider or estimate the
effects of layout synthesis during circuit sizing. This is the principle objective of this
dissertation, and is expanded upon in Section 1.2.2.

6



1.2 Motivation

Topology Selection

Circuit Sizing

Layout Synthesis

Electrical Verification

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

aspect ratio specifications unsatisfied.
(3) Unsuccessful synthesis, e.g., area or

(4) Low yield, or specifications are no
longer satisfied.

(2) Circuit sizing failed for a topology.

(1) No topology can fulfill the specifications.

System design or higher architectural level (block specifications set here)

The basic analog design flow

Figure 1.2: Backtracking and reiteration through the design flow may be necessary.

1.2.2 Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

Layout synthesis may have a critical effect on circuit behavior:

• Layout-induced parasitic components, such as routing resistance and coupling
capacitance, affect electrical performance.

• Systematic and intra-die random process parameters that depend on device
placement, such as the distance between symmetric devices in Pelgrom’s
law [LBSG07], process gradients, and anisotropic effects, affect electrical perfor-
mance and yield numbers.

Circuit performance values may change significantly after layout synthesis due to
these two items, consequently a specification may become unsatisfied.

In top-down design, geometric specifications, such as the maximum area and aspect
ratio of a circuit block, may be set at the system level. The location of pin connections
on the boundary of the layout silhouette might also be fixed during chip floorplan-
ning prior to circuit block design [KWY96]. If the geometric specifications cannot be
satisfied during the layout synthesis step, then device dimensions, such as CMOS
transistor widths, must be reduced and circuit sizing repeated.

Several remedies can be applied to mitigate these flaws:

• Design heuristics are applied during layout synthesis to help match the electrical
performance of the circuit before and after layout synthesis [Has01]; for example,
the use of common centroid device placement and symmetric signal path routing
to improve matching and increase common mode signal rejection in differential
signal paths.

7



1 Introduction

• Circuit area is estimated from device dimensions, such as CMOS transistor width
and length, before layout synthesis; maximum area is then set as a specification
during circuit sizing.

• Performance specifications are tightened by an extra margin to account for the
effects of layout synthesis.

It may not be feasible to negate the complete effects of layout synthesis or to estimate
area with enough accuracy before actual layout.

For example, Table 1.1 states the specifications and lists the simulated performance
values of a CMOS operational amplifier after both circuit sizing and layout synthe-
sis. The value of some performances, such as common mode rejection ratio (CMRR),
power supply rejection ratio (PSRR), and total harmonic distortion (THD), change
significantly. The PSRR and THD specifications are unsatisfied after layout synthe-
sis. Area estimation is too pessimistic – a more favorable tradeoff can probably be
found between performances in the feasible performance space, and the result of cir-
cuit sizing is sub-par after layout synthesis.

Table 1.1: Performances and specifications of a CMOS operational amplifier

Specification Unit
After After

Circuit Sizing Layout Synthesis

Gain ≥ 80 dB 83 83

CMRR ≥ 100 dB 114 111

PSRR ≥ 90 dB 90 86

Power ≤ 0.50 mW 0.41 0.42

THD ≤ 0.100 % 0.091 0.104

Area ≤ 3500 µm2 3495⋆ 3229

⋆Estimated layout area used during circuit sizing.

For problematic circuit problemswheremitigationmethods are unsatisfactory, layout
synthesis can be integrated into the circuit sizing step to create a so-called layout-
driven solution to the circuit sizing problem as illustrated in Figure 1.3. The result of
layout-driven sizing is a layout that meets the circuit specifications and constraints.

Several layout-driven circuit sizing methods, as well as placement and routing algo-
rithms, can be found in literature; they are reviewed in the state of the art section.
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1.3 State of the Art

Topology Selection

algorithm
optimization Constraint and specification

values
circuit

simulation

layout
synthesis

layout
netlist

Design parameter values

System design or higher architectural level (block specifications set here)

Layout-driven circuit sizing:

Modified analog design flow

Figure 1.3: Analog design flow with layout-driven circuit sizing.

1.3 State of the Art

The state of the art in layout-driven (or layout-aware) circuit sizing can be divided
into template-based and non-template-based methods.

As the name implies, template based methods rely on the use of layout tem-
plates [CLGRF08, BJS05, JZB+06]. A template specifies the spatial relation between
circuit devices, such as transistors and capacitors, as well as fixed interconnect paths
for routing. The template is created for each circuit topology prior to circuit sizing.

Template methods can be roughly categorized according to the data structure used to
store the spacial relation between devices and the algorithm used for automatic cir-
cuit sizing. Used data structures include the slicing tree, O-tree, and B*-tree. Global
optimization algorithms were used in the state of the art methods, including evolu-
tionary algorithms and simulated annealing.

In [CLGRF08] a template defined by a slicing tree is used to estimate circuit area and
layout parasitics. Interconnect parasitic estimates are stored in a lookup table asso-
ciated with the template, while analytical-geometric techniques are used to extract
the parasitics of placed devices. A simulated annealing algorithm is used for cir-
cuit sizing, requiring several thousand iterations for convergence in the given circuit
examples.

Other methods, such as [HJBRS05, LZ10], are aimed at process migration or perfor-
mance retargeting. An existing circuit layout is used as a template, device dimensions
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1 Introduction

aremodified, after which interconnects are shrunk or extended tomeet the layout and
electrical design rules of the process technology.

For process migration, the technology layout rules may change prohibiting a direct
downscaling of a template. As an example, in some 65 and 45nm technologies, tran-
sistor gates must be aligned on a grid while all gates must share the same orientation.
It may also be difficult to avoid new routing conflicts or an increase in routing con-
gestion when downscaling.

For performance retargeting, the aspect ratio of circuit devices may become extreme
if the device parameters, such as CMOS width, change by a significant amount. This
was solved in the references by the addition of geometric constraints on template
devices. However, due to the fixed spatial relation between template devices, these
geometric constraints must be severe, this will decrease the size of the optimization
search space.

The non-template-based layout-driven sizing methods rely on simplifying approxi-
mations for performance evaluation, layout construction, and the modeling of layout
parasitic devices in order to perform expeditious circuit sizing.

In [PV09] a linear regression model of the performances is used. The design space
is sampled and a layout netlist is generated for each sample to define model pa-
rameters. The Pareto tradeoff [Par06] between performances is then explored using
a multi-objective simulated annealing algorithm. Only layout parasitic devices are
roughly approximated, while geometric constraints andmatching are not considered.

In [YD09] performance sensitivity to node capacitance and device mismatch is used
to direct placement using an algorithm based on slicing trees. Different shapes are
considered for each device. A custom fast circuit simulator is used, however only DC
and AC performance sensitivities can be calculated.

Several constraint-driven placement and routing algorithms can be found in [XY09,
WCC03, PCLX01, SEG+08] and [RM08, HRM08] respectively. In [ESGS10], the circuit
graph is subdivided into hierarchical proximity and symmetry groups and placement
constraints are automatically generated. The tool of [SEG+08] was then used for the
placement generation of several example circuits. Although not complete layout-
driven circuit sizing solutions, these algorithms automate key layout synthesis steps.

10



1.4 Contributions of this Thesis

1.4 Contributions of this Thesis

A design flow is presented for automatic layout synthesis starting with a topo-
logy and a set of circuit design parameter values. The flow is driven by geomet-
ric design, placement, and routing constraints and is not a template-based method.
The new flow is integrated with the deterministic nonlinear optimization algorithm
in [SSGA00] to perform layout-driven circuit sizing.

The novelty, in comparison to the state of the art, is summarized in six items:

• A deterministic optimization algorithm is used. In contrast to stochastic global
search algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithms and simulated annealing, the
deterministic algorithm has local scope, but converges to a solutionwithin a small
number of iterations, moreover, it requires a small number of performance evalu-
ations. Less than 250 performance evaluations were needed for the most compli-
cated circuit example. Theoretically, Q-superlinear convergence is possible with
a smooth objective function.

• In the state of the art, simplifications are made to expedite performance evalua-
tion. Knowledge-based equations, regression models, or a custom numerical sim-
ulator is used that is limited to DC and AC analysis. This is necessary as the used
stochastic search algorithms demand thousands of performance evaluations. No
simplifications are made in the proposed method; any numerical simulator can
be used.

• The closest competitor in literature pursuing a method that is not template-based
generates layout placements using a slicing tree algorithm. In the new method, a
placement algorithm based on B*-trees is used [SEG+08]. It is known that a wider
range of placement arrangements can be explored using B*-trees than slicing or
O-tree algorithms [WCC03].

• Layout parasitics are extracted by an integral equation field solver with an per-
missible error of 3%. No analytical-geometric models are used to expedite para-
sitic estimation.

• DC electrical constraints are employed during layout synthesis to ensure correct
circuit function and robustness. It has been shown in [MCR00, MGS08] that ge-
ometric and electrical circuit sizing rules are important for circuit function and
robustness. Whilst almost all layout-driven methods in the state of the art im-
plement the geometric constraints during layout synthesis, none check that the
electrical constraints also remain satisfied. Parasitic resistance, however, can have
an effect on the DC bias point of the circuit. In this thesis, the DC electrical con-
straints are ensured during routing by dynamically setting the upper bound on
the allowed resistance of each routing path, by solving an optimization subprob-
lem.

• The effect of routing congestion is considered in the new method. Layouts are
adjusted to eliminate congestion.
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1 Introduction

The bulk of the state of the art methods and the ones that consider the most details in
layout synthesis are template-based methods. In addition to the six items above, the
presented method is distinguished from template-based methods in some categories:

• For each device in the circuit, a multi-valued mapping between device design
parameters (such as CMOS transistor width and length) and possible device lay-
outs is performed. Only layouts that satisfy certain geometric constraints and
minimize discretization error due to manufacturing grid alignment are consid-
ered as possibilities for placement.

• For devices in a common centroid placement configuration, the number of divi-
sions and the interleave pattern is selected during layout synthesis for an optimal
layout. Traditionally, the number of divisions is fixed at the schematic level.

• In template-based methods, devices have a set location in the layout template
that is fixed by a single slicing tree, O-tree, or B*-tree. During synthesis, only
placements that conform to the fixed tree can be considered. In contrast, every
possible B*-tree is considered by the new method.

1.5 Related Publication

Parts of the research work completed in this dissertation have been published
in [HG11]. The principle steps of automatic constraint-based layout synthesis were
described, as was the integration with a deterministic circuit sizing algorithm. The
new layout-driven circuit sizing algorithm was demonstrated on two circuit exam-
ples, an operational amplifier and a tunable operational transconductance amplifier.

1.6 Organization of this Thesis

The reminder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, mathematical
definitions are given for circuit parameters, performances, and sizing rules. This is
followed by a formulation of the circuit sizing problem. In Chapter 3, the basic steps
of layout synthesis are detailed. Techniques to extract an electrical model from a ge-
ometric layout are also reviewed. In Chapter 4, the new automatic constraint-driven
layout synthesis flow is presented. In Chapter 5, the new layout-driven circuit siz-
ing procedure is presented. The issues resulting from numerical function evaluation
and layout synthesis are described, as are techniques to handle these issues for suc-
cessful sizing. Chapter 6 details the circuit sizing process for three circuit examples.
The results of layout-driven sizing are compared to those of traditional circuit sizing
without integrated layout synthesis. Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Formulation of the Circuit Sizing
Problem

This chapter starts with mathematical definitions for circuit parameters, perfor-
mances, and sizing rules. This is followed by a description of the circuit sizing prob-
lem for feasibility and for the fulfillment of performance specifications.

2.1 Basic Definitions

2.1.1 Electrical Circuit Topology

An electrical circuit topology, T , is an interconnection of electrical devices, in which
each device has two or more terminals. The topology can be represented by a hy-
pergraph HG(V , E), were the vertices, V , are the interconnects (circuit nodes) and the
hyperedges, E , are the devices [EGB06]:

T −→ HG(V , E) (2.1)

Each device δ ∈ E is associated with a 3-tuple consisting of the device name, device
type, and a list of device-terminal to vertex connections:

δ =





”name”
”type”

”connections”





e.g., MN1, MN2, MP1, C1, R1, . . .
e.g., NMOS, PMOS, polysilicon-capacitor, . . .
e.g., [ν3 , ν1, ν9 ] with {ν1 , ν3 , ν9}∈V

(2.2)

The possible device types depend on the used technology. Each device type is associ-
ated with an electrical model for simulation and geometric rules for layout synthesis.

The circuit is electrically controllable through a subset of its vertices, Ve ⊆ V , defined
as external circuit nodes.
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2 Formulation of the Circuit Sizing Problem

2.1.2 Electrical Test Bench Topology

A test bench topology, T B, is an interconnection of electrical devices. It is designed
to be connected to the external nodes, Ve, of a circuit topology, T , and establish the
operating conditions under which electrical behavior is studied. This includes bias,
stimulus, and external load and feedback conditions. Open paths in the hypergraph
of T must also be closed by connecting to a test bench.

As with the circuit topology, the test bench can be represented by a second hyper-
graph with vertices VB and devices (edges) EB:

TB −→ HG(VB, EB) ; Ve = V ∩ VB (2.3)

2.1.3 Circuit Parameters

The circuit and test bench depend on a number of parameters that control how device
models will behave during numerical simulation. These parameters can be classified
into three separate categories:

Design Parameters
These are the parameters that can be freely adjusted by the circuit designer. A further
distinction can be made between design parameters attached to circuit devices, E ,
such as the width and length of a CMOS transistor, and the capacitance of a polysil-
icon capacitor; and design parameters attached to test bench devices, EB, typically
the DC voltage or current of power source used to bias the circuit.

As well as electrical behavior, design parameters attached to circuit devices will affect
the geometric attributes of the circuit, such as layout area.

Let dδ denote the design parameters of a device δ∈E ∪ EB, Dδ denote the associated
domain. For example, if δ is CMOS device, then dδ =dCMOS and Dδ =DCMOS as given
in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: CMOS device design parameters

dCMOS∈DCMOS, DCMOS = DW ×DL

i description dCMOS[i] Domain

1 total width W DW = [Wmin ,Wmax]

2 total length L DL = [Lmin , Lmax]

The CMOS design parameters are the transistor width and length. The domain of
each parameter is a bounded interval of real numbers. A bound may denote a tech-
nology constraint or a designer preference.
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2.1 Basic Definitions

The circuit design parameters are ordered as vector dE , with ndE = |dE |:

E = {δ1, δ2, . . .} ⇒
{

dE = [dT
δ1; d

T
δ2; . . .]

T (circuit design parameters)
DE = Dδ1 ×Dδ2 × · · · (associated design space)

(2.4)

The test bench design parameters are ordered as vector dEB , with ndEB= |dEB |:

EB = {δ1, δ2, . . .} ⇒
{

dEB = [dT
δ1; d

T
δ2; . . .]

T (test bench design parameters)
DEB = Dδ1 ×Dδ2 × · · · (associated design space)

(2.5)

The design parameters are combined in vector d, with nd = |d|; the complete design
space is denoted by D and is assumed to be a bounded subset of an Euclidean space:

d ∈ D such that d =

[
dE
dEB

]

, D = DE ×DEB , D ⊂ R
nd (2.6)

It is necessary to normalize the design parameters, so that design parameters with
different units and with widely different design space bounds are comparable. Nor-
malization is also necessary to avoid ill-conditioned transformations during numer-
ical analysis [TB97]. In general, normalization can be accomplished by a bijective
linear transformation, and is represented here by a normalization matrix N:

dnormalized = N · doriginal; Doriginal
N7−→ Dnormalized (2.7)

doriginal = N−1 · dnormalized; Dnormalized
N−17−→ Doriginal (2.8)

Unless explicitly mentioned, it will be assumed in subsequent analysis and discus-
sion that the design parameters are suitably normalized.

Process Parameters
Process parameters denote properties of the semiconductor fabrication technology
as represented in device electrical models. For example, the BSIM3 model for CMOS
devices [LJX+] has 16 important process parameters [PDML94, MI92]. It is worth
noting that the effect of the fabrication process on geometric properties, such as the
effective channel width and length of CMOS devices, is normally considered in the
electrical models with suitable relations and process parameters.

Due to manufacturing imperfections, the value of some process parameters may vary
between fabricated circuits. If variability is large enough to have a measurable effect
on electrical circuit behavior, then it must be accounted for during circuit design.

Process parameters can have components that vary systematically, such as across-
field and layout dependent variation terms [AN07], as well as statistical components
that are values of a random variable. A statistical component is global if it has the
same value of random variable for all devices on the same die. A statistical com-
ponent is local if the value can be different for each device on the same die. Global
components can be represented by a single random variable, while local component
values must be picked individually for each device.
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2 Formulation of the Circuit Sizing Problem

In [PDML94], global variance and correlation is estimated for 16 CMOS process pa-
rameters in the BSIM model, while in [LHC86, PDW89] the mismatch in CMOS
threshold voltage, current factor, and drain current due to the local variation of pro-
cess parameters is studied. In [MI92], a stochastic model for the value of process
parameters is developed that includes local variation components. Local variance
and correlation was estimated for 16 CMOS process parameters in the BSIM model.
Another model of local variation that takes into account the distance between the
barycenter of devices according to Pelgrom’s law is given in [LBSG07].

Examples of process parameters with a global statistical component in the BSIM3
model are gate oxide thickness (Tox), channel doping concentration (Nch), and drain-
source sheet resistance (Rsh). Process parameters with a large enough local variation
component to cause amismatch in electrical properties, such as drain current, include
mobility at nominal temperature (µ0) and the nominal threshold voltage (Vth0).

It is possible to transform the random variables of an arbitrary probability density
function (PDF) into random variables of a Gaussian distribution [Esh92]. This al-
lows the global and local statistical component values to be selected from a Gaussian
distribution.

Let s, be the vector of transformed statistical component values of the complete cir-
cuit with nxs = |s|. The joint Gaussian PDF of s is pdfN(s):

s ∈ R
nxs; s ∼ pdfN(s); pdfN(s) =

1√
2π

nxs√
det(C)

· exp(−β2(s)

2
) (2.9)

β2(s) = (s− s0)T · C−1 · (s− s0) (2.10)

where s0 is the mean value of the Gaussian PDF and C is the covariance matrix.

When modeling nominal circuit behavior only, the value of s is fixed to s0.

Operating Parameters
These are test bench and environment parameters that depend on the operating con-
ditions and cannot be adjusted freely.

Environmental operating parameters, such as temperature, are set in the simulation
environment – to be used directly in device models. Test bench operating parameters,
such as the supply voltage or a load capacitance, are attached to test bench devices.

The test bench and environment operating parameters are combined and ordered in a
vector of operating parameters, θ, with nθ = |θ|. Operating conditions may vary; this
must be taken into account during circuit design. For this purpose it will be assumed
that each operating parameter varies within a bounded interval of real numbers. The
lower and upper bounds are denoted by the vectors θl and θu respectively:

θ ∈ R
n` ∧ θl � θ � θu (2.11)
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2.1 Basic Definitions

The relation � is defined for arbitrary vectors x and y with |x|= |y| as follows:

x � y ⇐⇒ ∀
1≤i≤|x|

xi ≤ yi (2.12)

The nominal value of the operating parameters is denoted by θ0 and is used when
simulating nominal circuit behavior.

2.1.4 Circuit Performances

A circuit performance is an indicator of circuit behavior that is important to the circuit
designer or is useful in hierarchical design and function abstraction.

Electrical performances, such as gain and power consumption, depend on the elec-
trical behavior of the circuit. Each is obtained by electrical simulation of the circuit
using a suitable test bench, simulator, and analysis method.

Let fe denote the vector of electrical performances, such that nfe = |fe|, and φfe denote
the mapping of circuit parameters to electrical performances:

φfe : R
nd ×R

ns ×R
nθ −→ R

nfe :





d
s
θ



 7−→ fe (2.13)

When only the nominal electrical behavior of the circuit as a function of the design
parameters is of interest, the statistical and operational parameters are fixed to their
nominal values:

φfe,0 : R
nd −→ R

nfe :





d

s0

θ0



 7−→ fe (2.14)

Geometrical performances represent the geometrical properties of the circuit, such
as area, width, length, and aspect ratio. Layout synthesis must be completed to get
accurate values of geometric performances, as the graph representation of a topo-
logy has insufficient geometrical information for accurate calculation. Nevertheless,
a model to estimate the geometrical performances from the circuit design parameters
could be used, as is done for area in [Has01].

Let fg denote the vector of geometric performances, such that nfg = |fg|, and φfg

denote the mapping of circuit design parameters to geometric performances.

φfg : R
ndE −→ R

nfg : dE 7−→ fg (2.15)

The nominal electrical and the geometric performances are combined in one vector:

φf : R
nd −→ R

nf : d 7−→ f (2.16)
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2 Formulation of the Circuit Sizing Problem

With

f =

[
fe
fg

]

; nf = nfe + nfg (2.17)

The image of the design space, D, by the mapping φf is denoted by F :

D φf7−→ F (2.18)

2.1.5 Circuit Sizing Rules

An analog circuit topology, T , is normally composed of smaller functional sub-
blocks, each of which performs a recognized analog operation. For example, two
CMOS devices can be connected as a simple current mirror or as a differential
pair [GZEA01].

Each sub-block is associated with a set of sizing rules to ensure that it functions as
intended and to reduce the mismatch due to statistical variation in parameters. These
rules can be derived algebraically, often from simple analytical models, such as the
Schichman-Hodges model for CMOS devices [SH68], and from mismatch models,
such as the mismatch model of drain current [LHC86, PDW89].

At the circuit level, identification of all sub-blocks and the application of the asso-
ciated sizing rules should improve overall circuit functionality and ensure that the
circuit continues to operate when considering process and operating parameter vari-
ation. Identification of sub-blocks and the application of sizing rules may also be
necessary for correct layout synthesis.

Functional blocks and sizing rules have been described under various names in
a series of publications [HRC89, VLv+95, dMHBL01, DNAV99, dMHBL98, MV01,
DGS03, BSV04, LHC86, GZEA01, SPS+03, MGS08]. In [MGS08], a library of more
than 26 CMOS and Bipolar functional blocks is presented, along with a structure
recognition algorithm to automatically identify them in a circuit topology. For exam-
ple, the sizing rules of theNMOS differential pair in Figure 2.1.5 are listed in Table 2.2.

ids2

N2

ids1

N1

vgs1
vds1 vgs2

vds2

Figure 2.1: NMOS differential pair.

Sizing rules can be separated into two categories:
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2.1 Basic Definitions

Table 2.2: Sizing rules of an NMOS differential pair based on [MGS08]

Geometric rules Electrical rules

/1/ L1 = L2 /9/ |Vds2 −Vds1| ≤V(1)

/2/ W1 = W2 /10/ |Vgs2 −Vgs1| ≤V(2)

/3/ W1 · L1 ≥ Aream /11/ Vds1 −Vgs1 +Vth1 ≥V(3)

/4/ L1 ≥ Lm /12/ Vds1 ≥V(4)

/5/ W1 ≥Wm /13/ Vgs1 −Vth1 ≥V(5)

/6/ W2 · L2 ≥ Aream /14/ Vds2 −Vgs2 +Vth2 ≥V(3)

/7/ L2 ≥ Lm /15/ Vds2 ≥V(4)

/8/ W2 ≥Wm /16/ Vgs2 −Vth2 ≥V(5)

V(1) to V(5)∈R
+ are electrical margins,

Aream , Lm,Wm∈R
+ are geometric margins.

Electrical rules
These are inequality constraints that depend on the circuit DC bias point under nom-
inal conditions. They can be formulated in terms of the design parameters:

d
DC analysis7−→ V(d), I(d); he(V(d); I(d)) � cme (2.19)

where he denotes the vector of all the electrical constraint functions, the elements of
V are the DC voltages of the topology vertices in V , and the elements of I are the DC
terminal currents of the topology devices in E . The constant cme is a vector of margins.

For abstract analysis, the formulation can be simplified:

φce(d) = he(V(d); I(d)); (2.20)

φce : R
nd −→ R

nce : d 7−→ ce; ce � cme (2.21)

where ce denotes the vector of electrical constraints, such that nce = |ce|.
Geometric rules
These are algebraic equalities and inequalities involving the geometric properties of
topology devices, such as the width, length, and area.

The geometric equalities are used to reduce the dimensions of the design space by
identifying and eliminating dependent design parameters. For instance, for the set
of linear equalities, the dependent parameters can be identified by the application of
the Gaussian elimination algorithm.

Let cg denote the vector of geometric inequality constraints, such that ncg = |cg|, and
let φcg denote the mapping of topology design parameters to geometric inequality
constraints:

φcg : R
ndE −→ R

ncg : dE 7−→ cg; cg � cmg (2.22)
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2 Formulation of the Circuit Sizing Problem

Variable elimination methods can also be applied to the system of inequality con-
straints to create a reduced system of same kind, but with fewer variables:

[
DE ,original

cg,original � cmg,original

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

original problem

elimination
methods
=⇒

[
DE ,reduced

cg,reduced � cmg,reduced

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

reduced problem

(2.23)

dE ,original = [dT
δ1; d

T
δ2; . . .]

T

elimination
methods
7−→ dE ,reduced; |dE ,reduced| ≤ |dE ,original| (2.24)

For example, the Fourier-Motzkin elimination algorithm [DE73, SGA07] can be ap-
plied to the set of linear inequalities to reduce the number of parameters.

A necessary condition of variable elimination is that the original and reduced systems
have the same solutions over the remaining variables. This is necessary so that the
individual device design parameters can be calculated and the circuit sized:

dE ,reduced

inverse of
elimination
7−→ dE ,original = [dT

δ1; d
T
δ2; . . .]

T (2.25)

Unless explicitly mentioned, it will be assumed in subsequent analysis and discus-
sion that the mapping of (2.24) has been performed implicitly for the design param-
eters and inequality constraints and that d=[dE ,reduced; dEB ].

The electrical and the geometric constraints are combined in one vector:

φc : R
nd −→ R

nc : d 7−→ c; c � cm (2.26)

With

c =

[
ce
cg

]

; cm =

[
cme
cmg

]

; nc = nce + ncg (2.27)

2.1.6 The Feasible Design Space and Performance Space

The feasible design space, D́, is defined as the subset of the design space, D, that
fulfills the electrical and geometric circuit constraints (the circuit sizing rules):

D́ = {d ∈ D | φc(d) = c ∧ c � cm} (2.28)

The feasible performance space, F́ , consists of all elements in the performance space
corresponding to elements of the feasible design space, D́, according to mapping φf:

F́ =

{

f ∈ R
nf | ∃

d∈D́
φf(d) = f

}

(2.29)
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The mapping of the feasible design space to the feasible performance space can be
written as:

D́ φf7−→ F́ (2.30)

Vectors f+ and f− denote the upper and lower bounds of the feasible design space
and are defined below:

f+ = inf F́ (infimum of F́ in R
nf) (2.31)

f− = sup F́ (supremum of F́ in R
nf) (2.32)

It is assumed that these bounds always exist for analog circuit design problems.

2.2 Circuit Problem Formulation

In this section, a series of related circuit problems will be defined based on the map-
ping of the feasible design space to the performance space.

2.2.1 Feasibility Analysis

Feasibility Analysis is the problem of finding any element of the feasible design space:

Find any d ∈ D́ (2.33)

Conversely, the sizing rules are feasible if they are satisfied by at least one design
parameter vector.

2.2.2 Circuit Sizing to Meet Performance Specifications

A general specification is an inequality involving a function of circuit performances.
Specifications are set at the system design level for each sub-block circuit. The correct
operation of a system depends on specification satisfaction in each sub-block. Let s(f)
denote a general vector of specification functions, and let fl and fu denote lower and
upper specifications respectively:

fl � s(f) � fu (2.34)

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the specifications take the form of an
upper bound, fu, on the value of the performances:

f � fu (2.35)
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If necessary, a performance space can be transformed so that the specifications take
the form of (2.35):

fl � s(f) � fu

specifications in original
performance space

=⇒ fnew � funew
specifications in a new
performance space

(2.36)

For example, general specifications fl � s(f) � fu can be transformed as follows:

fl � s(f) � fu =⇒
[

s(f)
−s(f)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

fnew

�
[

fu

−fl
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

funew

(2.37)

This transformation preserves the differentiability class of s(f), but has twice asmany
dimensions after transformation, such that |fnew|=2|s(f)|.
The circuit sizing problem is formulated as follows in the performance space:

Find any f ∈ F́ subject to f � fu (2.38)

The solution to the circuit sizing problem in the design space is usually of interest,
since it can be readily used to synthesize a circuit:

Find any d ∈ D́ subject to f � fu where φf(d) = f (2.39)
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Chapter 3

Overview of Layout Synthesis Steps

3.1 Introduction

A layout is blueprint of planar geometric shapes used to create photo masks for the
physical realization of an IC in a specific fabrication technology using the technique
of photo lithography.

The layout of a circuit block can be separated into three steps:

• Layout of individual physical devices, such as MOS transistors, and polysilicon
capacitors.

• Compact placement of device layout polygons relative to each other on a plane.

• Routing of connections between device terminals, as well as the circuit pins.

Layout synthesis is followed by electrical and geometric verification to ensure the
correctness of the synthesis process.

Electrical behavior may change in ways that may not be accounted for during cir-
cuit sizing at the topology level. Electrical verification aims to check if the electrical
constraints and the specifications set on electrical performances are satisfied by the
circuit post-layout synthesis. In order to complete electrical verification, an electrical
model must be extracted from the layout geometry and the technology information.

Geometric verification checks if the layout geometry fulfills the technology layout
rules (design rule checking or DRC), as well as the specifications set on geometric
performances, such as width, length, area, and aspect ratio. Layout design rules
specify geometric and connectivity restrictions at the layout level. They are particu-
lar to a semiconductor manufacturing process and ensure the correctness of a mask
set. They also ensure sufficient margins to account for variability in semiconductor
manufacturing processes.

The remainder of this chapter is organized in four sections. Sections 3.2 through 3.4
describe the three steps of layout synthesis in detail. The conditions necessary to
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ensure circuit functionality and robustness after layout are explained. Algorithms
and techniques found in literature to automate each step are also listed. Section 3.5
reviews the techniques used to extract an electrical model from a geometric layout.

3.2 Layout of Individual Physical Devices

For each device in the circuit topology, the planar geometric layers needed to create
the physical realization using the process of photolithography are drawn.

For example, Figure 3.1(a) shows a simplified cross section of a fabricated NMOS
transistor, while Figure 3.1(b) shows the geometric layout information needed to cor-
rectly fabricate the NMOS device. The NMOS device layout, as pictured, is formed
of 16 rectangles in five different layers.

n-diffusion

p-well

polysilicon

contact

(a) (b)

P-well

P-substrate

p+

b s g d

contact

n+n+

polysiliconSiO2

p-diffusion

Figure 3.1: Physical cross section and layout of an NMOS transistor.

In order to systematically create device layouts, each device in the circuit topology
is attached to a list of layout parameters that depend on the device type, such as
NMOS, PMOS, polysilicon capacitor, etc. For example, the number of folds and gate
orientation are two layout parameters of a CMOS device. The layout parameters are
used to draw the geometric layout of the device according to the layout rules of the
used fabrication technology.

3.2.1 Device Layout Automation

A procedure can be used to map a list of layout parameters to a device layout in a
systematic manner that meets all technology layout rules. For example, in the com-
mercial Cadence analog design framework, parametric cells (PCELLS) are created for
each type of device, and used to map layout parameters to a device layout [Cad08].
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3.3 Device Placement

The individual device layouts are placed relative to each other on a plane. There
may be innumerable possible arrangements to place the devices, however certain
considerations must be taken into account during placement; these considerations
are listed below:

• Circuit geometric constraints must be satisfied by the layout; these constraints
include the technology layout rules and the circuit dimension, area, and aspect
ratio specifications.

• The placement should be compact – maximizing area utilization.

• The parasitic devices on both halves of a differential circuit must be balanced.
At the placement level, this is ensured by placing devices symmetrically along
differential signal paths.

• In order to be successful, circuit routing should be taken into account during the
placement step. Connected devices should be placed in proximity, thereby reduc-
ing total wire length and parasitic routing resistance. Noise sensitive signal paths
should be kept away from noise sources to avoid coupling through layout para-
sitic coupling capacitors. Margins of space must be left between devices to insure
that device terminal are unblocked and reachable by routing layers. These mar-
gins must also be wide enough to avoid routing congestion [Sax07]. Symmetric
device placement is also necessary to create symmetric routing.

• The variation in the electrical behavior between matched devices is dependent
on device placement, as will be described here: Process anisotropic effects are
caused by certain manufacturing steps, such as plasma etching, ion implant an-
gle, or from lattice orientation. Adjacent structures to matched devices may have
a systematic influence on the value of the process parameters. Die stress from
packaging or thermal gradients may cause considerable systematic drift in pro-
cess parameter values. Finally, the variance in the value of some process param-
eters, such as CMOS nominal threshold voltage Vth0, depends on the distance
between devices; this is modeled by the distance term in Pelgrom’s law [LBSG07].
It is difficult to numerically model the effect of placement-dependent variation
at the device level, since information about the spacial variation in the value of
the process parameters is typically not supplied by the fabrication technology
foundry. However, the effect of placement on electrical performance can be min-
imized by using appropriate layout techniques [Has01].
For example, the appropriate techniques for matched CMOS devices are tabu-
lated in Table 3.1, along with the source of mismatch that is minimized by each
technique. The techniques are adjacent parallel placement, matching drain-to-
source orientation, splitting and interleaving of devices fingers, splitting and
common centroid layout, and the use of dummy elements to surround matched
devices.
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Table 3.1: Layout techniques for matched CMOS devices

Layout techniques
Local process Systematic Adjacent Anisotropic

parameters gradients structures effects

Adjacent parallel placement X X

Surround by dummy elements X

Common centroid X X

Split and interleave X X

Match drain-to-source orientation X

In the state of the art, placement considerations have been formulated as geomet-
ric constraints to limit the space of possible placement arrangements. In [EK96], the
proposed constraints are maximum area, the deviation from a specified circuit as-
pect ratio, and a maximum path delay for each routing path. Common centroid and
symmetry constraints are formulated in [XY09], while in [SEG+08], device proximity,
symmetry, common centroid, and minimum distance constraints are used.

The type and number of placement constraints considered during placement will
affect the electrical circuit performance values as demonstrated in [ESGS10, ESL+11].

3.3.1 Circuit Placement Automation

Automation can be applied to two aspects of circuit placement:

The first aspect is the automatic formulation of geometric placement constraints. A
successful automation method will recognize the possible constraints involving two
or more devices, then rank conflicting constraints according to importance in opti-
mizing the layout. In [LCL09, SEG+08], placement constraints are grouped accord-
ing to the clusters of devices to which they are applied. The constraint groups are
then hierarchically ordered according to the importance of individual constraints.
In [CMSV93, CSV93, MCFSV96, CS92], circuit sensitivity analysis is performed prior
to placement in order to identify the matching and symmetry constraints that must
be used to improve electrical behavior. The method in [HDC+04, KSH94, Ars96]
performs a structural analysis of the circuit topology to recognize basic circuit sub-
blocks and generate symmetry constraints. The algorithm in [ESGS10] generalizes
the structural analysis method to the recognition of proximity, alignment, symme-
try, and common centroid constraints; these constraints are ordered hierarchically
according to importance and circuit topology.

The second aspect is the automatic generation of circuit placements that satisfy
the placement constraints. Two approaches towards placement generation can be
found in literature. In the first approach, the position of each device is stored as
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an (x, y) planar coordinate, and the space of circuit placements is set of all possi-
ble combinations of device coordinates. Circuit placement can commence by using a
search algorithm to find a set of device coordinates that satisfied all placement con-
straints [NSS85, CGRC91, LGS95, MCFSV96]. The overlap of devices on the plane is
avoided by introducing additional placement constraints. The disadvantage of this
approach is the high dimensionality of the search space (the space of possible place-
ments), which is R

2|E |, where |E | is the number of devices. Each additional device
increases the dimensions of the search space by two. High dimensionality will result
in a high computational time to find a feasible circuit placement; furthermore, it is
impossible to find the complete set of feasible placements with this approach.

In the second approach to automatic placement, a topological representation is
used to encode placements. Topological representation does not allow device
overlap and the number of possible placement arrangements is finite [GCY99].
There are many mathematical structures for the topological representation of pla-
nar rectangular shapes, they include the Sequence Pair [MFNK96], Bounded Sliceline
Grid [NFMK96], O-Tree [GCY99, PCLX01], Corner Block List [HHC+00,MYP07], and
B*-tree [CCWW00, BMM+04, WCC03, SEG+08] structures. The B*-tree structure has
the lowest solution space redundancy and can represent the largest space of possi-
ble placements when compared to other topological representations [CCWW00]. All
the topological methods found in literature use non-deterministic simulated anneal-
ing [BSMD08, SK06] to search the topological placement space for feasible placements
that meet the placement constraints; the only exception is the method of [SEG+08]
that uses a deterministic enumeration using enhanced shape functions and B*-trees.

3.4 Routing

After the individual device layouts are drawn and compactly placed, the connec-
tions between device terminals, as well as device terminals and the (external) pin
connections of the circuit block are routed. Typically two or more metal layers in a
fabrication technology are designated for circuit routing.

As with device placement, the routing operation is restricted by a set of geometric
constraints:

• The technology layout rules must remain satisfied after routing.

• Geometric constraints, beyond what is included in the technology layout rules,
are set to improve post-layout electrical behavior in terms of functionality. A
maximum wire length and minimum wire width are specified for each metal
layer to limit connection resistance and total load capacitance. The allowed num-
ber of contacts (vias), wire corners, and wire crossovers along a connection may
be limited to reduce resistance and coupling capacitance. The minimum sepa-
ration between parallel and between tandem wires is specified to limit coupling
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capacitance. For symmetrically placed devices and differential signal paths, re-
sistance and load capacitance is matched, or the routing geometry is mirrored
when possible. For noise sensitive nodes in the circuit topology, the maximum
coupling capacitance to other nodes may be specified. Routing congestion can
also be estimated and minimized [Sax07, CSX+05, AKSW06, SYL09].

• Additional rules may be specified to improve post-layout robustness and relia-
bility and to address failure mechanisms. For example, the minimum wire width
of a routing connection may be increased to insure that the maximum current
density through the connection does not exceed the preset technology limit. This
is important to avoid metal migration, in which the atoms move within the wire,
leaving a break in the conductor [WVN+06, CLL+06].

3.4.1 Circuit Routing Automation

Several automatic routing algorithms are found in literature [CGRC91, RM08,
HRM08, Cad03a].

The dominant automatic routing methodology is shape-based routing. Shape-based
routing algorithms can handle complex constraints such as differential pair routing,
wire shielding, bounds on parasitic coupling capacitance and wire resistance, as well
as other custom design requirements.

The method in [Cad03a] uses adaptive routing. In a first run of the shape-based
routing algorithm, the auto-router tries to wire all connections while ignoring some
routing constraints, such as minimum wire separation and the clearance rules be-
tween components. In subsequent runs, connections with constraint violations are
ripped off and routing is retried.

3.5 Post-Layout Electrical Model Extraction

In order to simulate the post-layout electrical performances, an electrical model of
the circuit is extracted from the layout geometry. A review of layout electrical model
extraction can be found in [KLBS01].

Circuit topology devices are identified directly from the layout geometry layers (LVS
extraction). Some parasitic components, such as CMOS coupling capacitors cdb and
csb, depend on the area and perimeter of the topology devices and are accounted for
directly within the device models.

The layout features that must be considered in the electrical model depend on circuit
application, operating environment, and the level of accuracy desired in the calcu-
lated value of the electrical performances. The computational effort the designer is
willing to expend in model extraction is an additional factor.
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The substrate structure needs to be modeled if there are noise generating devices on
the chip, and the coupling of noise through the substrate has a significant effect on the
value of the electrical performances [vHBD+02, Hey04, HMF05, AM08]. Algorithms
to extract andmodel the substrate can be found in [Cad, OBA+03]. Some applications
may require eddy currents in the substrate to be modeled.

For routing interconnects, self and mutual inductance is significant in circuits op-
erating at a relatively high frequency, such as radio frequency (RF) circuits, while
only parasitic wire resistance and coupling capacitance is important in low frequency
analog circuits. The methodology used to extract the inductance and coupling ca-
pacitance will affect the accuracy of electrical performance calculation as well as the
computational cost of extraction.

For high accuracy and high computational cost, a three dimensional (3D) electromag-
netic field solver based on the finite difference or finite element methods is used, such
as the algorithm and commercial tool in [Mag06].

For low accuracy and low computational cost, analytical-geometric models of ca-
pacitance may be used. The models need only be generated once for a fabrica-
tion technology, after which the can be applied to any circuit layout. Examples
of analytical-geometric model generation and application can be found in [LGS95,
ARSR96, CHA+92]. The algorithm in [LGS95] claims a 10% error in the value of
coupling capacitors in comparison to a 3D solver.

Algorithms based on the boundary elementmethod (BEM) or integral equations offer
a compromise in the tradeoff between accuracy and cost. The algorithm in [YLWH04]
implements a hierarchical form of the BEM to extract the whole interconnect capac-
itance matrix with one computation and with an average error of 2.7% compared to
a 3D solver. The method in [KL00] is an integral equation method with a new rep-
resentation for charge distributions that decouples charge variation from conductor
geometry. In this method, the error is claimed to be below 3% compared to the 3D
solver in [Mag06] for capacitors of a value greater than 2fF.

Diffusion area impedance can be calculated by formulating and solving the diffusion
equation. In [Cad05], the diffusion equation is formulated as a two dimensional (2D)
problem that can be expediently solved using a 2D Laplace solver.

Lossy or lossless model order reduction can be used to reduce the complexity of the
passive parasitic network of extracted devices; this is done under consideration of
the circuit bandwidth [FF95, OCP98, PCL96, PS05].
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Chapter 4

New Automatic Constraint-Based
Layout Synthesis Flow

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a novel automatic layout synthesis flow is presented. The new flow
combines placement and routing algorithms from the state of the art with new con-
cepts to create a functional and robust circuit layout. This is done starting from a
circuit topology, T , and a list of design parameters, d. Steps that require the input of
a decision maker in traditional layout synthesis are replaced by automata.

Each step in the synthesis flow is completely constraint-driven, such that layout se-
lection is completed under consideration of a predefined set of device, placement,
and routing constraints – collectively called the synthesis rules.

The synthesis rules can be selected automatically or set up by the designer. They
need only be defined once for a circuit topology and fabrication technology, after
which they can be applied for different values of the circuit design parameters.

The space of all possible layouts that satisfy the synthesis rules is thoroughly ex-
plored. From this exploration, a final layout is selected that best meets the electrical
and geometric performance specifications. The steps of the new flow are illustrated
in Figure 4.1, while the details of each step are given in Sections 4.2 through 4.6 of
this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: A new automatic layout synthesis flow.

4.2 Enumeration of Device Layouts

The design parameters of each circuit device, δ ∈ E , are elements of the circuit de-
sign parameters, such that dE = [dT

δ1; d
T
δ2; . . .]

T. If the design parameter space is nor-
malized according to (2.7) or transformed according to (2.23) and (2.24), then these
mappings are inverted:

dE ,reduced,normalized
(2.8), (2.25)7−→ dE ,original = [dT

δ1; d
T
δ2; . . .]

T (4.1)

Let λδ denote the vector of layout parameters of device δ ∈ E . The elements of λδ

depend on the device type, such as NMOS, PMOS, polysilicon capacitor, etc. The
space of all valid device layouts is denoted by Lδ, such that λδ∈Lδ.

For example, if δ is an CMOS device, then λδ = λCMOS as given in Table 4.1. The
CMOS layout parameters in this example are the number of device fingers, n f , and
the transistor finger width and length, W f and L f respectively. Additional layout
parameters define the device orientation, ORE, and the location of substrate taps,
STL. In Figure 4.2, the layout parameters in combination with the technology layout
rules are used to create the layout of an NMOS device. Geometric dimensions not
explicitly fixed by the value of the layout parameters or the technology layout rules
offer additional degrees of freedom during layout creation.
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n f = 1

W f

L f

STL = left

λδ = [W f , L f , n f , STL, ORE]

ORE =

[
1 0
0 1

]

draw device layout

Layout Design Rules

Figure 4.2: Layout parameters mapped to the layout of an NMOS transistor.

Table 4.1: CMOS device layout parameters

λCMOS∈LCMOS, LCMOS = LW f × LL f × Ln f × LSTL × LORE

i description (λCMOS)i Domain

1 finger width W f LW f = [Wmin : Wstep : Wmax]

2 finger length L f LL f = [Lmin : Lstep : Lmax]

3 # of fingers n f Ln f = N
+

4
Substrate Tap

STL LSTL = {left, right, both, none}
location

5

Orientation

and

Reflection

ORE

LORE =










1 0

0 1



 ,




0 −1
−1 0



 ,




0 −1
1 0



 ,




0 1

−1 0



 ,




−1 0

0 −1



 ,




0 1

1 0



 ,




1 0

0 −1



 ,




−1 0

0 1











(described by rotation and reflection matrices)

The device design parameters, dδ, are mapped to device layout parameters, λδ, in a
manner that preserves the electrical characteristics of the device. In general, multiple
valid layouts can be realized for the same value of the device design parameters.
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Let Vδ denote the set of layout parameters possible for a single value of the device
design parameters:

dδ

multivalued
mapping
7−→ Vδ; Vδ = {λ(1)

δ , λ
(2)
δ , . . . , λ

(n)
δ }; n ≥ 1 (4.2)

For the purpose of illustration, Figure 4.3 shows five different layouts of an NMOS

device, denoted by parameter vectors λ
(1)
δ to λ

(5)
δ , that are valid for the same value of

device design parameter vector dδ.

λ
(2)
δ

λ
(5)
δ

λ
(3)
δ

λ
(4)
δ

λ
(1)
δ

Figure 4.3: Many device layouts are possible for the same device design parameter

values: dδ 7−→ {λ(1)
δ , λ

(2)
δ , λ

(3)
δ , λ

(4)
δ , λ

(5)
δ }.

The complete set, VCMOS, of valid layouts parameters for a CMOS device with design
parameters, dCMOS =[W, L], is defined in (4.3)∗:

VCMOS =















W f

L f

n f

STL
ORE









∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

W f ∈ LW f , L f ∈ LL f , n f ∈ Ln f ,
STL ∈ LSTL, ORE ∈ LORE,

W f =

⌊

W

n f ·Wstep

⌉

·Wstep, L f =

⌊
L

Lstep

⌉

· Lstep







(4.3)

The CMOS layout parameters and domains LW f , LL f , Ln f , LSTL, andLORE are defined
in Table 4.1. ConstantsWstep and Lstep are the minimum increment step for width and
length allowed because of layout manufacturing grid alignment.

The folding of a single CMOS device into a number of fingers, n f , connected in par-
allel helps to create compact placements – thereby improving the value of the geo-
metric circuit performances, fg, such as area and aspect ratio. Folding also changes
the parasitic gate, drain, and source resistance, as well as each extrinsic device ca-
pacitance; this, in turn, alters the drain current, small signal transconductance, and
frequency response of the CMOS device [YKC+05, KKC+08]. As a result, electrical

∗ ⌊· · · ⌉: is used to denote rounding to the nearest integer.
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performances, fe, must be evaluated to find the optimal number of fingers for each
circuit device. The electrical constraints, ce � cme , must also remain satisfied.

The number of possible folding combinations for the complete circuit is exponential
in the number of CMOS devices:

possible folding combinations =
∣
∣Ln f ,δ1 × · · · × Ln f ,δi × · · · × Ln f ,δm

∣
∣ (4.4)

where {δ1, . . . , δi , . . . , δm} are the CMOS devices in the circuit and Ln f ,δi is the set
possible fingers allowed for the i-th device.

A solution to find the optimal number of fingers for each device is to replaceW with
[W f , n f ] as device design parameters. Parameters n f and W f have discrete domains,
therefore discrete algorithms are needed to explore this revised design space.

Stochastic algorithms are used in [ABD03, ORC96, GWS90, PKR+00, SCP07] for
discrete circuit sizing, while a deterministic approach was employed in [PMGS08,
PZG10, PG11]. Using circuit examples, stochastic approaches have been shown to
converge slowly. The referenced deterministic approaches can be used to solve a
problem, only if the circuit performances and constraint functions can be evaluated
in between the discrete elements of the design space. If the discrete design space can-
not be extended to a continuous domain and the circuit performances and constraint
functions cannot be evaluated over this extended domain, then the deterministic ap-
proaches cannot be applied directly. A principal problem of all the discrete sizing
methods is that the effect of circuit placement is not considered. Many possible fold-
ing combinations can be readily discarded post placement, since they do not lead to
compact circuit placements – wasting effort in design space exploration.

A second solution to find the optimal number of fingers for each device, and the one
used here, is to retain total width, W, as a design parameter, then enumerate and
collectively assay all possible folding combinations.

Additional constraints can be applied to the multivalued mapping of (4.2) and to
membership in Vδ in order to preclude layout realizations that will not result in com-
pact device placement, good routing quality and proper electrical behavior after syn-
thesis. Hereinafter, these constraints will be called device layout rules. The placement
exploration algorithm, discussed in Section 4.3, is then applied to identify the possi-
ble folding combinations that result in the most compact of circuit placements only.
Finally, electrical constraints and performances need only be considered for the re-
maining fraction of possible finger combinations

The constrained multi-valued mapping between design and layout parameters is de-
scribed in Section 4.2.1 for single CMOS devices. In Section 4.2.2 constrained enu-
meration is extended to CMOS functional blocks, such as matched devices, current
mirrors, and level shifters, that are split and laid out in a common centroid configu-
ration to improve performance.

A similar constrained mapping is possible for other types of devices, such as polysil-
icon capacitors and resistors; and for other CMOS layout configurations, such as
merged fingers.
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4.2.1 Constrained Enumeration of CMOS Device Layouts

Device layout rules along with a procedure for the constrained mapping of de-
sign parameters to layout parameters for a single CMOS device is described below;
Algorithm-1 is an equivalent given in pseudo code.

First, designer preferences are applied to restrict the space of valid layouts. The de-
signer specifies three subsets, L′n f ⊆ Ln f , L′STL ⊆ LSTL, and L′ORE ⊆ LORE as inputs to
the procedure. These sets are used to restrict the space of valid layouts, such that
[n f , STL,ORE] ∈ L′n f ×L′STL ×L′ORE.

For example, the designer may specify that the number of fingers is to be even and
up to 30, such that L′n f←{2, 4, 6, 8, . . . , 30}, and that left substrate taps only are to be
used, such that L′STL←{left}. To reduce anisotropic layout effects and improve circuit
routing, all CMOS device gates are often oriented identically (vertically, for example);
if the devices also have one reflection symmetry along an axis, then the number of
orientations is reduced from eight to two, for instance L′ORE←{[ 1 0

0 1
], [ −1 0

0 −1 ]}.
Designer preferences are handled in lines /2/ and /4/ of Algorithm-1.

A geometric constraint is applied to ensure compliance with the layout design rule
prescribing minimum device width:

Wmin ≤ W f (4.5)

Wmin is the minimum finger width, as given in Table 4.1, andW f is defined in (4.3).

Constraint (4.5) is handled in line /9/ of Algorithm-1.

Skewed device geometries will not result in compact circuit placements and are dis-
carded:

Asmin ≤
device length
device width

≤ Asmax (4.6)

Asmin and Asmax are the minimum and maximum device aspect ratio respectively, for
example Asmin =1/3 and Asmax =3/1.

Constraint (4.6) is handled in line /13/ of Algorithm-1.

A disadvantage of folding is a larger statistical variation in the effective device width,
as well as a larger discretization error in width due to manufacturing grid alignment.
These disadvantages can offset advantages of folding by reducing nominal circuit
performance as well as robustness to manufacturing variations. Constraints to re-
duce these disadvantages are derived below.

The effective finger width, W f ,e f f , is defined in the I-V modeling section of the BSIM
model [SSKJ87]:

W f ,e f f = W f − 2δW (4.7)

where 2δW is the difference between specified and effective finger width; δW is com-
posed of a constant, Wint, a contribution to model the effect of gate, source, and bulk
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voltage bias, δW f ,b, a contribution to model the effect of device width, length, and
area, δW f ,g, and a statistical component to model manufacturing variation, δW f ,s:

δW = Wint + δW f ,b + δW f ,g + δW f ,s (4.8)

Wint can be adjusted for systematically prior to device layout generation:

W f ←−W f + 2Wint (4.9)

In the current generation of fabrication technologies, the bias and geometric compo-
nents are an order of magnitude smaller than the constantWint and can be neglected.
What remains of importance to consider is the statistical component in δW:

W f ,e f f = W f − 2δW f ,s (adjusting forWint and neglectingW f ,b & δW f ,g) (4.10)

In [PDML94], δW f ,s is represented by a global circuit process parameter.

Following from the equation of finger width, W f , in (4.3) and the equation for effec-
tive finger width, W f ,e f f in (4.10), the effective total width of a device, denoted by
We f f , is derived as follows:

We f f =
(
W f − 2δW f ,s

)
· n f

=

⌊

W

n f ·Wstep

⌉

·Wstep · n f

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Wdiscrete

− 2δW f ,s · n f
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δWs

= Wdiscrete + δWs

(4.11)

whereWdiscrete represents the discretization of total width and is amodulated function
of n f , and δWs represents the statistical variation in total width and is a linear function
of n f .

LetWerror denote the magnitude of error due to discretization:

Werror = |Wdiscrete −W| (4.12)

The number of fingers, n f , is limited to values that result in as small error magnitude:

Werror ≤Werror-max (4.13)

Constraint (4.13) is handled in lines /8/ and /11/ of Algorithm-1.

Let σ(δW f ,s) denote the standard deviation of δW f ,s. The standard deviation of total
width, denoted by σ(δWs), increases linearly with n f :

σ(δWs) = 2σ(δW f ,s) · n f (4.14)
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Figure 4.4: Werror vs. n f = [1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 26] for W = 100µm and L = 0.7µm. Con-
straints (4.5), (4.6), (4.13), and (4.16) are satisfied for n f ∈{4, 6, 8, 10, 12}.

Without loss of generality, let µ(δW f ,s)=0. The termWdiscrete has no statistical compo-
nent, therefore µ(Wdiscrete) =Wdiscrete and σ(Wdiscrete) = 0. The coefficient of variation
in total effective width, denoted by CVW,e f f , can be calculated as follows:

CVW,e f f =
σ(We f f )

µ(We f f )
=

2σ(δW f ,s) · n f

Wdiscrete

(4.3), (4.11)
=

2σ(δW f ,s)

W f
(4.15)

For robustness, statistical variation inW f ,e f f is limited by selecting a sufficiently large
minimum value,Wm, forW f :

Wm ≤ W f (4.16)

Constraint (4.16) is handled in line /10/ of Algorithm-1.

Figure 4.4 plotsWerror versus n f =[1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 26] for [W, L]= [100, 0.7]µm. IfWmin =
5µm, Asmin =1/3, Asmax =3, andWerror-max =0.3µm, then constraints (4.5), (4.6), (4.13),
and (4.16) are satisfied for n f ∈{4, 6, 8, 10, 12}. If, in addition, L′ORE = {[ 1 0

0 1
], [ −1 0

0 −1 ]},
and L′STL={left}, then the total number of valid layouts is 5×2×1=10.
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Algorithm-1 constrained-enumeration-of-CMOS-layouts

/1/ input: [W, L] (device design parameters)
/2/ L′n f , L′STL, L′ORE (designer preferences)
/3/ output: set, V , of acceptable device layout parameters

(apply the designer preferences to reduce the layout space)
/4/ Ln f ← L′n f ∪ {1}, LSTL ← L′STL, LORE ← L′ORE

(initialize the output set)
/5/ V ← ∅

for each [n f , STL, ORE] in Ln f ×LSTL × LORE do

/6/ W f ←
⌊

W

n f ·Wstep

⌉

·Wstep

/7/ L f ←
⌊

L

Lstep

⌉

· Lstep

/8/ Werror ← |W f · n f −W|

/9/ ifW f < Wmin then next iteration
/10/ ifW f < Wm then next iteration
/11/ ifWerror-max < Werror then next iteration

/12/ Map [W f , L f , n f , STL, ORE] to a geometric layout
(e.g., call a PCELL in the Cadence framework)

/13/ Aspect-ratio← device length
device width

/14/ if Aspect-ratio < Asmin or Asmax < Aspect-ratio then next iteration

(add the current layout parameters to the output set)
/15/ V ← V ∪ {[W f , L f , n f , STL, ORE]}

return
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4.2.2 Constrained Enumeration of CMOS Devices in Common
Centroid Layout

A single device in the circuit topology may be divided into a number of smaller iden-
tical devices in the layout. This is typical when two or more devices are to be laid out
in a common centroid configuration to improve the matching of device properties
post fabrication.

The number of device divisions is often fixed in the circuit topology prior to circuit
sizing. If the value of the device design parameters is allowed to vary within a wide
range, then a fixed number of divisions may produce a sub-optimal layout.

An example is given in Figure 4.5. Two matched NMOS devices, δ1 and δ2, are laid
out in a common centroid configuration; variable M denotes the number of device
divisions. If W = 100µm for each of the two devices, then M = 4 results in devices
with suitable layout dimensions. IfW=50µm, then M=4 results in devices that vio-
late constraints (4.5) and (4.6), furthermore, the common centroid block has a skewed
aspect ratio and a large area; setting M=2 produces a better layout.

In order to solve the problem illustrated in the example above, an extension to the
constrained mapping procedure of Section 4.2.1 is described here for a CMOS device
placed in a common centroid configuration. In this extension, the number of device
divisions is taken into consideration. Algorithm-2 is a an equivalent in pseudo code.

M = 2, n f = 2
W = 50µm

M = 4, n f = 2

δ1,2δ2,2

δ2,1δ1,1

δ1,4δ2,4δ1,3δ2,3

δ2,2δ1,2δ2,1δ1,1

W = 100µm
M = 4, n f = 2

δ1,4δ2,4δ1,3δ2,3

δ2,2δ1,2δ2,1δ1,1

W = 50µm

Figure 4.5: Common centroid configurations for twomatched NMOS devices, δ1 and
δ2; n f is the number of fingers and M is the number of divisions.
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First, designer preferences for n f , STL, and ORE are imposed as in Section 4.2.1. Here,
n f refers to the number of fingers per division, therefore L′n f is typically a set of small
positive integers, for example L′n f←{1, 2, 4}.
Designer preferences are handled in lines /2/ and /4/ of Algorithm-2.

A set of division values, LM, is defined. The set LM depends on the interleave pat-
terns sanctioned during common centroid layout. For example, if LM={2, 4, 10, 18},
then a device may be divided into two, four, 10, or 18 devices in the layout.

This step handled in line /5/ of Algorithm-2.

Geometric constraints (4.5), (4.13), and (4.16), defined in Section 4.2.1, are reapplied
here. Only number of divisions, denoted by M, is added to the calculation of W f

in (4.3) and to (4.11), to become (4.17) and (4.18) respectively:

W f =

⌊

W

M · n f ·Wstep

⌉

·Wstep (4.17)

We f f =

⌊

W

M · n f ·Wstep

⌉

·Wstep ·M · n f

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Wdiscrete

+ 2δW f ,s ·M · n f
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δWs

(4.18)

The geometric constraints are tested in lines /10/ through /17/ of Algorithm-2.

If W is very small, then the device will default to a layout with a single gate and no
divisions, so that [n f ,M]= [1, 1]. This is achieved, indirectly, by the steps in lines /7/,
/8/, and /9/ of Algorithm-2.

In general, multiple combinations of finger and division count may fulfill geometric
constraints (4.5), (4.6), (4.13), and (4.16). For the case of anNMOS devicewith [W, L]=
[100, 0.7]µm, the shaded cells in Table 4.2 denote combinations of [n f ,M] that fulfill
the four geometric constraints, and populate the output set, V , of Algorithm-2.

Further elimination of layout parameter vectors from the output set; for instance, to
improve the aspect ratio of the common centroid layout block; will not be made at
the level of an individual device. Aspects of the complete block that is laid out in
common centroid configuration will be considered.

Table 4.2: The shaded cells fulfill the geometric constraints (4.5), (4.6), (4.13),
and (4.16) for an example NMOS device with [W, L]= [100, 0.7]µm

Ln f × LM 1 2 4 10 18

1 − − − + −
2 − − − + −
4 + + + − −
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Algorithm-2 enumerate-CMOS-layouts-common-centroid

/1/ input: [W, L] (device design parameters)
/2/ L′n f , L′STL, L′ORE (designer preferences)
/3/ output: set, V , of acceptable device layout parameters

(apply the designer preferences to reduce the layout space)
/4/ Ln f ← L′n f ∪ {1} , LSTL ← L′STL , LORE ← L′ORE

(define the set of device dividers)
/5/ LM ← {1, 2, 4, 10, 18}

(initialize the output set)
/6/ V ← ∅

for each n in Ln f do

(find the largest possible number of device multiples)
/7/ if W

max(LM)·n ≥Wmin then Mmax ← max(LM)

else Mmax ← sup{x∈LM : x ≤ max( W
Mmin·n

, 1)}
(from step /4/, 1∈LM, and the supremum is always an element of LM)

for each M in LM with M ≤ Mmax do

/8/ Wtemp ← max( W
M·n ,Wmin)

/9/ n f ← sup{x ∈ Ln f : x ≤ max( W
Wtemp·M , 1)}

for each [STL,ORE] in LSTL ×LORE do

/10/ W f ←
⌊

Wtemp
M·n f ·Wstep

⌉

·Wstep

/11/ L f ←
⌊

L
Lstep

⌉

· Lstep

/12/ Werror ← |W f ·M · n f −W|

/13/ ifW f < Wmin orW f < Wm then next iteration
/14/ ifWerror-max < |Werror| then next iteration

/15/ Map [W f , L f , n f , STL, ORE] to a geometric layout
(e.g., call a PCELL in the Cadence framework)

/16/ Aspect-ratio← device length/device width
/17/ if Aspect-ratio < Asmin or Asmax < Aspect-ratio then next iteration

(add the current layout parameters to the output set)
/18/ V ← V ∪ {[W f , L f , n f , STL, ORE;M]}

return
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4.2 Enumeration of Device Layouts

Three cases are identified for analog functional blocks that can take advantage of the
common centroid configuration:

Case 1: the devices in common centroid configuration have equal device de-
sign parameter values.

This is case of two devices δ1 and δ2 forming a differential pair, such that
[W1, L1]= [W2 , L2] according to the geometric sizing rules covered in Section 2.1.5.

In this case, the number of divisions, M, and fingers, n f , as well as parameters W f ,
L f , STL, and ORE are equal for each device, and Algorithm-2 need only be called
once. A common centroid interleave pattern with the ratio M1 :M2 =1 : 1 is used. The
following items are considered when selecting from the output set, V , of Algorithm-2:

• The area and aspect ratio of the common centroid array, as well as overall cir-
cuit compactness, improve with an increase in the number of fingers, n f , and the
number of divisions, M, therefore [n f ,M] should be maximized.

• When M= 1 the benefits of common centroid layout are lost, therefore combina-
tions with M=1 should be avoided if possible.

• To benefit from device folding, n f is to be maximized when possible.

For illustration, the shaded cells in Table 4.2 are ranked as shown in Table 4.3 accord-
ing to the considerations itemized above.

Table 4.3: The shaded cells of Table 4.2 are ranked for two matched devices

Ln f × LM 1 2 4 10 18

1 − − − 4 −
2 − − − 3 −
4 5 2 1 − −

Case 2: the devices in common centroid configuration have equal lengths, but
device widths are independent design parameters.

This is case of two devices δ1 and δ2 forming a simple current mirror or level
shifter, such that L1 =L2 according to the sizing rules of [MGS08].

In this case, Algorithm-2 is called independently for devices δ1 and δ2. The result is
two outputs sets, Vδ1 and Vδ2. The elements of each set can be ranked in an analogous
manner to Case 1, however the ratio of M1 and M2 must fit the desired interleave
pattern. For example, to use an interleave pattern with M1 :M2 = 1 : 1, the elements
selected from Vδ1 and Vδ2 must satisfy M1 = M2, and to use an interleave pattern
with M1 :M2 =1 : 2, the elements selected from Vδ1 and Vδ2 must satisfy 2M1 =M2.
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If dummy devices can be used to complete the interleave pattern, then the pattern
ratio can be modified. For example, (M1 + Mdummy,1) : (M2 + Mdummy,2)= 1 : 1, where
Mdummy,1 and Mdummy,2 are the number of dummy devices used to complete the ratio
of M1 and M2 to 1 : 1.

The cascode, Wilson, improved Wilson, and wide swing cascode current mirrors can
be deconstructed into a simple current mirror and a level shifter that are identical in
placement, but differ in the routing of connections only.

For level shifter and current mirror banks consisting of many devices, δ1, δ2, . . . , δn,
Algorithm-2 is first called independently for each device, after which the common
centroid interleave pattern and the ratios M1 : M2,M1 : M3, . . . ,M1 : Mn must be
selected appropriately. Dummy devices may also be used.

Case 3: the devices in common centroid configuration have equal lengths,
while the ratio of device widths is a rational value.

This is case of two devices δ1 and δ2 forming a simple current mirror or level
shifter, such that L1 =L2 according to the sizing rules of [MGS08]. In contrast to Case
2, onlyW1 is independent, whileW2 = a

bW1, where a, b∈N
+.

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that a
b ≥ 1. The common centroid can be

constructed with equal finger widths,W f ,1=W f ,2, if the equation in (4.20) is satisfied:

W2 =
a

b
W1

(4.17), (4.18)
=⇒ W f ,2 · n f ,2 ·M2 =

a

b
W f ,1 · n f ,1 ·M1 (4.19)

W f ,1 = W f ,2
(4.19)
=⇒

n f ,2 ·M2

n f ,1 ·M1
=

a

b
; n f ,1,M1, n f ,2,M2 ∈ N

∗ (4.20)

In this case, Algorithm-2 is called for device δ1. The result is output set Vδ1. The
elements for which ( abn f ,1 · M1) is a natural number are selected from Vδ1. The el-
ements of the second device, δ2, are constructed by selecting n f ,2 and M2 to satisfy
the rational equation in (4.20). For example, let the shaded cells in Table 4.2 denote
combinations of n f ,1 and M1 that fulfill constraints (4.5), (4.6), (4.13), and (4.16) for
device δ1 and let a

b = 5
4 . The elements of Vδ1 with [n f ,1,M1] = [4, 4] are valid for δ1,

since 5
4 × 4× 4= 20∈N. The corresponding elements for δ2 are constructed directly

by selecting [n f ,2,M2]= [4, 5], as this satisfies the rational equation in (4.20).

If dummy devices can be used, then equation (4.20) can be modified:

W f ,1 = W f ,2
(4.19)
=⇒

n f ,2 · (M2 + Mdummy,2)

n f ,1 · (M1 + Mdummy,1)
=

a

b
; n f ,1,M1, n f ,2,M2 ∈ N

∗ (4.21)

where Mdummy,1 and Mdummy,2 are the number of dummy devices used to complete the
ratio to a :b.

When dummy devices can be used, the elements for which ( abn f ,1 · (M1 + Mdummy,1)
is a natural number are selected from Vδ1. Variable Mdummy,1 provides an additional
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degree of freedom. The elements of the second device, δ2, are constructed by selecting
n f ,2 and M2 to satisfy the rational equation in (4.21). Variable Mdummy,2 provides an
additional degree of freedom.

As in Case 2, the cascode, Wilson, improvedWilson, and wide swing cascode current
mirrors can be deconstructed into a simple current mirror and a level shifter.

For level shifter and current mirror banks consisting of many devices, δ1, δ2, . . . , δn,
only the first device width,W1, is independent, while [W2, . . . ,Wn]= [ a2b , . . . ,

an
b ] ·W1.

In this case, Algorithm-2 is called for device δ1. From the output set, Vδ1, the ele-
ments for which {( a2b n f ,1 · M1), . . . , (

an
b n f ,1 · M1)} are natural numbers are retained.

The elements of each subsequent device, δ2, . . . , δn, are constructed by selecting
[n f ,2,M2], . . . , [n f ,n,Mn] to satisfy the rational equation in (4.20). Dummy devices
can also be used, in which case the rational equation in (4.21) must be satisfied for
each subsequent device.

4.3 Enumeration of Circuit Placements

For circuit topology T with devices E={δ1 , δ2, . . . , δ|E |}, the possible layout variants
for each device, {Vδ1, Vδ2, . . . , Vδ|E |}, can be generated by the methods discussed in
Section 4.2.

The next step in the flow of Figure 4.1 is the enumeration of possible circuit place-
ments given the possible variations of each individual circuit device.

Placement constraints and the minimum margins between devices must be set prior
to placement. This is discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. A formulation for place-
ment enumeration that can be used to generate the most compact circuit placements
is described in Section 4.3.3. In Section 4.3.4, a scalar objective function is defined to
amalgamate multiple geometric performance specifications in one quality measure;
this measure is used in Section 4.3.5 to rank the generated circuit placements.

4.3.1 Placement Constraint Generation

In Section 3.3 the advantages of constrained device placement were discussed. The
algorithm of [ESGS10] is used here to generate placement constraints. Structural
analysis of circuit topology is performed and the circuit subdivided into hierarchi-
cal proximity and symmetry groups, after which proximity, alignment, symmetry,
and common centroid constraints are automatically generated. These constraints are
ordered hierarchically according to importance and order of application. The au-
tomatically generated constraints can then be edited or adjusted by the designer if
necessary; layout-bound components such as guard rings and well trenches can be
specified as additional placement constraints.
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4.3.2 Minimum Device Margins

Minimum margins are specified for each device with regards to every other device
in the layout. This is to ensure compliance with the technology layout rules and
to ensure that all device terminals are reachable for routing (unblocked). Routing
congestion will also be reduced by increasing the margin values.

Minimummargins are illustrated in Figure 4.6 with a diagram and a table of margins
for a circuit consisting of three devices. Characters (T, B, L, R) stand for (Top, Bottom,
Left, Right). The term ML(j, i) refers to the margin between device i and device j
when device i is placed directly to the left of device j in a layout. The terms MT(j, i),
MB(j, i), and MR(j, i) have analogous definitions.

Every ordered combination of devices, (i, j), has four distinct margins: ML(j, i),
MT(j, i), ML(i, j), and MT(i, j). This is because MB(j, i)=MT(i, j), MR(j, i)=ML(j, i),
MB(i, j)=MT(j, i), and MR(i, j)=ML(j, i), as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

A minimum margin table can be generated automatically for a topology, T , given
the set of possible layout variants {Vδ1, Vδ2, . . . , Vδ|E |}. The minimummargins about
layout-bound components, such as wells or guard rings, and pin connections must
also be added to the margin table.

MR(i, j) = ML(j, i)
M

T
(k
,j

)
=

M
B
(j
,k

)

k

j

i

Device

Device i j k

i – ML(i, j),MT(i, j) ML(i, k),MT(i, k)

j ML(j, i),MT(j, i) – ML(j, k),MT(j, k)

k ML(k, i),MT(k, i) ML(k, j),MT(k, j) –

Figure 4.6: Minimum margins between three devices.

4.3.3 Generation of Pareto-Optimal Placements

For circuit topology T with devices E = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δ|E |} and corresponding device
layout variants {Vδ1, Vδ2, . . . , Vδ|E |}; let Cp denote the list of placement constraints
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4.3 Enumeration of Circuit Placements

and minimum margins that must be satisfied; p denote any possible circuit place-
ment; and W(p) and L(p) denote the width and length of placement p respectively.
Compact constrained placement can be expressed as a multi-objective minimization
problem:

min
Vδ1×Vδ2×···×Vδ|E |

[
W (p)
L (p)

]

subject to Cp (4.22)

Problem (4.22) is a two-objective minimization problem. In general, there is no place-
ment solution that simultaneously minimizes both circuit width and length; instead
there is a finite set of Pareto-optimal solutions [Par06]:

P =
{
p1, p2, . . . , pn

}
is the set of circuit placements to solve (4.22) =⇒

¬ ∃
{pi ,pj}∈P

[
W
(
pi
)

L
(
pi
)

]

≺
[
W
(
pj
)

L
(
pj
)

]
(4.23)

The relation ≺ is defined for arbitrary vectors x and y with |x| = |y| as follows:

x ≺ y ⇐⇒ x � y ∧ ∃
1≤i≤|x|

xi < yi (4.24)

All possible circuit placements not in P will be worse in satisfying the geometric
circuit specifications and are discarded.

The placement exploration algorithm in [SEG+08] is used to solve (4.22) and gen-
erate set of placement solutions, P . This algorithm is deterministic and performs a
quasi-complete exploration of the possible placement space. It is considered quasi-
complete because the B*-tree topological structure it uses can represent the largest
space of possible placement arrangements when compared to other topological rep-
resentations [CCWW00].

Figure 4.7 plots the width and length of a set of example Pareto-optimal placements
found using the placement exploration algorithm in [SEG+08].

If the device layout variants, {Vδ1, . . . , Vδ|E |}, and the placement constraints andmin-
imum margins, Cp, are well constructed, then P is not empty.

4.3.4 Geometric Placement Specifications

In a top-down design methodology, maximum circuit area, permissible aspect ratio,
and/or maximum circuit width and length may be set as geometric circuit specifica-
tions. Boundary values may be assigned at the system or chip floor planning stage.

LetW(p), L(p), A(p), and As(p), denote the width, length, area, and aspect ratio of
circuit placement p respectively, such that:

A(p) = W(p) · L(p); As(p) = L(p)/W(p) (4.25)
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Figure 4.7: A Pareto-optimal set of circuit placements that differ in width and length.

Without loss of generality, two groups of geometric circuit specifications are consid-
ered in this section. In the first group, an upper bound is set on the value of circuit
width and length:

W(p) ≤ Wmax, L(p) ≤ Lmax (4.26)

In the second group, an upper bound is set on circuit area, while circuit aspect ratio
is constrained to a range:

A(p) ≤ Amax, Asmin ≤ As(p) ≤ Asmax (4.27)

If the circuit aspect ratio is fixed such that Asmin = Asmax = k, then the specifications
in (4.27) become a special case of the specifications in (4.26), since:

W · L (4.25)
= A

(4.27)
≤ Amax, As

(4.25)
=

L

W
= k =⇒ W ≤

√

Amax/k
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Wmax

, L ≤
√

Amax · k
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lmax

(4.28)

In the worst case, the geometric specifications are not satisfied by any placement
found with the placement exploration algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 4.8.

It is desired to rank the Pareto-optimal set of placements according to how well the
geometric specifications are satisfied. After ranking it is possible to discard the worst
placements and reduce the cost of further synthesis steps. For example, the rightmost
placement in Figure 4.8(b) has an aspect ratio of 60/225 ≈ .27, while Asmin = 4/5;
the aspect ratio of the aforementioned placement is clearly too skewed to be further
considered in synthesis, especially since other placements with much better aspect
ratio and similar area are present in the Pareto-optimal set of placements.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Width and length specifications, as given by (4.26), are not satisfied by
any placement. (b) Area and aspect ratio specifications, as given by (4.27),
are not satisfied by any placement.

In addition to (ordinal) ranking, it is desirable to have a suitable metric combining
the geometric performances – width and length, or area and aspect ratio – so that
meaningful comparison can be made with the electrical performances, such as gain
and bandwidth, as is done, for example, in Section 4.6.2.

Towards the goal of systematic ranking and suitable metric, a scalar objective is de-
fined that combines the value of the geometric performances. The new objective
function is called the modified area and is denoted by Á. The minimum value of Á is
set to Amax – attained when the geometric specifications are met.

Two different functions will be used for the two groups of geometric specifications
given in (4.26) and (4.27):

Case 1: circuit width and length specifications are given by (4.26).

In this case, the modified area will penalize the normalized maximum devia-
tion in circuit width or length beyond the specification bounds:

Á(p) =
(

1 + max
(
W(p)−Wmax

Wmax
, L(p)−Lmax

Lmax
, 0
))

· Amax

= max (W(p) · Lmax, L(p) ·Wmax, Amax)
(4.29)

where Amax
(4.25)
= Wmax · Lmax.

There is an equivalence between the original specifications in (4.26) and Á as given
by (4.29) such that:

(W(p) ≤ Wmax ∧ L(p) ≤ Lmax) ⇐⇒
(
Á(p) = Amax ∧ A(p) ≤ Amax

)

¬ (W(p) ≤ Wmax ∧ L(p) ≤ Lmax) ⇐⇒
(
Á(p) > Amax

) (4.30)
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Figure 4.9: (a) W ≤ 100µm and L ≤ 100µm, Á is calculated according to (4.29). (b)
A≤10000µm2 and 4

5 ≤ As ≤ 5
4 , Á is calculated according to (4.33).

In Figure 4.9(a), the value of Á as calculated by (4.29) is plotted for the placements
and geometric specifications illustrated in the example of Figure 4.8(a).

Case 2: circuit area and aspect ratio specifications are given by (4.27).

If As(p) < Asmin, then circuit length is increased till the minimum aspect ratio
is satisfied; this is done mathematically by replacing L(p) with

Ĺ(p) = max (L(p),W(p) · Asmin) (4.31)

If As(p) > Asmax, then circuit width is increased till the minimum aspect ratio is
satisfied, this is done mathematically by replacingW(p) with

Ẃ(p) = max
(

W(p),
L(p)

Asmax

)

(4.32)

After adjustment of width and length, the modified area is set to the larger of Amax

and Ẃ(p) · Ĺ(p):

Á(p) = max
(
Ẃ(p) · Ĺ(p), Amax

)

(4.32), (4.31)
= max

(

A(p),
L2(p)

Asmax
,W2(p) · Asmin, Amax

)

(4.25)
= max

(

A(p),
A(p) · As(p)

Asmax
,
A(p) · Asmin

As(p)
, Amax

)
(4.33)

There is an equivalence between the original specifications in (4.27) and Á as given
by (4.33) such that:

(A(p) ≤ Amax ∧ Asmin ≤ As(p) ≤ Asmax) ⇐⇒
(
Á(p) = Amax

)

¬ (A(p) ≤ Amax ∧ Asmin ≤ As(p) ≤ Asmax) ⇐⇒
(
Á(p) > Amax

) (4.34)
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In Figure 4.9(b), the value of Á calculated by (4.33) is plotted for the placements and
geometric specifications illustrated in the example of Figure 4.8(b).

4.3.5 Ordering and Curtailing of Circuit Placements

If the geometric specifications are given by (4.26) or (4.27), then the Pareto-optimal
set of placements, P is ordered according to the value of Á given in (4.29) or (4.33)
respectively:

P = ordered elements of P such that Á(P[i]) ≤ Á(P[i + 1]), i=1, . . . , |P|−1 (4.35)

Since all placements p ∈ P for which Á(p) = Amax satisfy the geometric specifica-
tions, an additional measure must be applied to ensure strict total order amongst
placements, for example circuit area, A, can be used:

P = ordered elements of P such that

Amax < Á(P[i]) ≤ Á(P[i + 1]) or
{

Amax = Á(P[i]) = Á(P[i + 1])
∧ A(P[i]) ≤ A(P[i + 1])

}

with i=1, . . . , |P|−1
(4.36)

If the device layout variants and placement constraints are well constructed, then the
list |P| can be large. The computational cost of the subsequent synthesis steps – circuit
routing, extraction of an electrical model, electrical performance evaluation, and final
layout selection – is proportional to the number of placements, |P|, that are consid-
ered. Furthermore, the value of Á, indicating the degree to which placements meet
the geometric placement constraints may increase quickly, as demonstrated by the
examples in Figure 4.9. In consideration of these three points, the list of placements,
P, is truncated before passing on to circuit routing.

Two control parameters are set to control the truncation of P. The first parameter, m,
denotes the maximum number of placements to consider during synthesis; list P is
truncated to a maximum length of m. The second parameter, ǫ, is a small fraction;
list P is truncated so that all elements p ∈ P satisfy Á(p) ≤ (1 + ǫ) · Á(P[1]). Since
P is ordered according to increasing values of Á and A, as established by (4.36), the
truncation of list P can be performed as follows:

P ←− [P[1], P[2], . . . , P[min(|P|,m, n)]] such that

∀
n<i≤|P|

(1 + ǫ) · Á(P[1]) < Á(P[i]); m, ǫ are predefined constants (4.37)

For example, if the 17 placements illustrated in Figure 4.8(b) are labeled p1 to p17

from the left to the right of the figure, then the ordered vector of placements accord-
ing to (4.36) is P=[p10 , p9, p8, p7, p11, p6, p5, p12, p4, p13, p3, p14, p15, p16, p2, p1, p17].
The ordered placements are plotted in Figure 4.10. If m = 10 and ǫ = 0.02, then ac-
cording to (4.37) n=4 and the list of placements, P, is truncated to four elements.
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p10 p8 p11 p5 p4 p3 p15 p2 p17

p9 p7 p14p6 p13p12 p16 p1

1e4

3.4e4

2.2e4

2.8e4

1.6e4

4e4

Á
[µ
m

2
]

m=10

(1 + 0.2) · Á(p10)

placements P

Figure 4.10: The placements in Figure 4.8(b) are ordered according to (4.36); the first
four placements, {p10, p9, p8, p7}, are considered according to (4.37).

The subsequent steps in the layout synthesis flow are computationally costly. Con-
versely, these steps can be performed in parallel for the elements of P. Truncation
may also discard viable placements. The designer must balance these considerations
when assigning values to m and ǫ.

4.4 Circuit Routing

For circuit topology T with devices E={δ1 , δ2, . . . , δ|E |}, and possible layout variants
for each device, {Vδ1, Vδ2, . . . , Vδ|E |}, a set of Pareto-optimal placements is generated
then ordered and truncated in a vector, P, according to how well the geometric spec-
ifications are met as discussed in Section 4.3.

The next step in the flow of Figure 4.1 is the routing of device connections, as well as
the connections to the circuit pins for each of the considered placements in P.

Geometric routing constraints are set up for the circuit as discussed in Section 3.4.
General constraints are set up to meet the technology layout rules and to address
robustness and reliability issues, while constraints specific to a circuit topology are
set up to improve circuit matching and electrical behavior post-layout synthesis.

The industrial tool [Cad03a] is used to perform circuit routing. The underlying rout-
ing algorithm is a constraint-driven shape-based router. This router is sufficiently
fast for small analog circuit topologies with less than 100 vertices and a large number
of custom geometric routing constraints.
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4.4 Circuit Routing

Two issues associated with routing are pin assignment and the problem of routing
congestion. They are handled as described in the following two subsections.

A third issue is the satisfaction of the circuit electrical sizing rules after routing. A
method is introduced whereby the circuit electrical constraints, ce � cme , are indi-
rectly transformed into geometric constraints on routing resistance. Section 4.5. is
dedicated to a description of this method.

4.4.1 Pin Assignment

Circuit pin location affects internal circuit routing, as well as the chip floor plan and
and system-level (global) routing. Three scenarios for pin assignment are considered
here, one of which must be selected by the designer before layout synthesis is begun:

• Pin assignment is performed prior to circuit layout synthesis. This is typical in
top-down design, such as in [KWY96]. In this case instructions are given for the
permissible shape and location of each pin on the circuit layout boundary.

Without loss of generality, an example of this scenario is illustrated in Figure 4.11.
The maximum dimensions of the circuit are set in the floorplan, and the placement
specifications follow (4.26). Pin locations have also been assigned during global sys-
tem routing: power and ground pins trunks are laid along the left and right of the
circuit, the location of pin-i for i=1, . . . , 4, is [xi ·Wmax, yi · Lmax] relative to the lower
left corner of the circuit layout.

If the circuit does not meet the geometric specifications, such that W > Wmax or L >
Lmax, then the pin locations are rescaled according to the dimensions of the circuit:

geometric specifications: W ≤ Wmax ∧ L ≤ Lmax

=⇒
location of pin-i = [xi ·max(Wmax,W), yi ·max(Lmax, L)]

(4.38)

• Pin assignment is performed independent of circuit layout synthesis, and pin
location is unknown at time of circuit synthesis. In this case only the internal
circuit connections are routed; no pin assignment or routing is performed during
circuit synthesis layout.

Example routing for this scenario is illustrated in Figure 4.12(a). An algorithm such
as [ZS02] is used for subsequent pin assignment and to complete both the internal
circuit and the global system-level routing.

• Pin assignment can be performed freely during circuit layout synthesis. In this
case the pins are placed during the routing procedure to best fulfill the routing
constraints, and ensure routing symmetry.

The outcome of pin assignment in this scenario would be similar to the example in
Figure 4.12(b). In this example only the location of the power and ground trunks
is set prior to layout synthesis; pin-1 through pin-4 are placed freely by the routing
procedure.
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pin-2 : [ 1114 ·max(W,Wmax), max(L, Lmax)]

pin-5 : ground trunk along right edge
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Figure 4.11: (a) Example circuit topology. (b) Circuit dimensions and pin locations
are set during floorplanning. (c) Pin locations relative to lower left corner
of the circuit layout. (d) Routing performed according to the fixed pin
locations.
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Figure 4.12: (a) pin-1 through pin-4 are added and connected externally after layout
synthesis. (b) Pin assignment performed in conjunction with routing.
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4.4.2 Congestion Control

If all device terminals are reachable (unblocked) and the routing constraints are con-
sistent, then the probable reason for the failure to complete circuit routing is routing
congestion [Sax07]. Barring failure to find a feasible routing solution, congestion will
degrade electrical circuit performances after layout synthesis.

Congestion occurs when the minimum margins between devices, illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.6, are too small to properly fit circuit routing in the same layout along with the
placed devices.

There are many methods of congestion estimation in literature [Sax07, SYL09]. Here,
fast grid-based maze routing is applied with relaxed routing constraints to quickly
estimate congestion, after which congested placements are adjusted.

Congestion estimation: The grid-based maze routing algorithm in [Cad03a] is ap-
plied to the circuit layout. Evenly spaced tracks, called grids, are superimposed hor-
izontally and vertically over the complete layout area. The intersection of a vertical
and horizontal track is called a grid point. Any routing operation that is performed
must take into account all the grid points in the complete layout area. Maze routing is
then performed considering only connectivity; technology layout rules; wire width,
length, and separation; geometric symmetry; and path resistance.

Let M[i, j] denote the width of the margin between adjacent devices i and j in a place-
ment. The width of each margin is divided into tracks of pitch α. The value of α
is process and layer dependent; for example, the value of α can be set so that a
wire of minimum width can be laid along a track without breaking any clearance
rules. The number of unused tracks between adjacent devices i and j is denoted by
T[i, j]. If there are not enough tracks to complete routing, then M[i, j] is congested
and T[i, j] < 0. To add a safety margin, the minimum number of unused tracks is
set to a small positive value, Tmin, and M[i, j] is nearly congested if T[i, j] < Tmin; for
example, Tmin=2

Placement adjustment: If the margin between adjacent devices i and j is congested,
then M[i, j] is increased to Ḿ[i, j] according to (4.39):

T[i, j] < Tmin ⇒ Ḿ[i, j] = M[i, j] + α · (Tmin − T[i, j]) (4.39)

For placement, p, with devices E = {δ1, . . . , δ|E |} and corresponding layout param-
eters {λδ1 , . . . , λδ|E |}, the margins between adjacent devices are checked for conges-
tion. If congestion is found, then the margins are adjusted and circuit placement is
repeated to produce an adjusted placement, ṕ. Repeated placement with adjusted
margins is cheap in comparison to the original placement generation process, since
there are no device variants or placement possibilities to enumerate and the relative
location of the devices is already fixed in the placement.

Algorithm-3 details congestion control and placement adjustment in pseudo code.
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Algorithm-3 placement-with-congestion-control

/1/ input: placement, p with a set of margin values M[i, j]
for each pair [i, j] of adjacent devices in p

/2/ output: adjusted placement, ṕ

/3/ adjust-placement←− FALSE (the placement does not need adjustment)

/4/ Perform grid-based maze routing using the algorithm in [Cad03a]

(check the placement margins and perform margin adjustment if necessary)
for each pair [i, j] of adjacent devices in p do

/5/ Get the number of unused tracks, T[i, j]
/6/ if T[i, j] < Tmin then

/7/ Ḿ[i, j] ← M[i, j] + α · (Tmin − T[i, j])
/8/ adjust-placement←− TRUE (the placement needs adjustment)

if adjust-placement = TRUE then

/9/ repeat circuit placement with adjusted margins to get ṕ
else

/10/ accept placement p as is (ṕ = p)
return
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4.5 Post-Layout Satisfaction of Electrical Sizing Rules
by Limiting Routing Resistance

The electrical sizing rules for CMOS functional blocks are reviewed in Section 2.1.5;
they depend on the circuit DC bias point, as formulated in (2.19). As discussed in
Section 4.2, the folding of a single CMOS device into multiple fingers changes the
parasitic gate, drain, and source resistance and alters the DC drain current of each
finger. The wire interconnects that route device terminals contribute an additional
parasitic resistance. As a result of these changes, the electrical sizing rules may be
violated post-layout

Electrical sizing rules are applied because they help ensure the functionality and ro-
bustness of the circuit, it would be favorable if they are still satisfied post-layout
synthesis without the need to change the value of the design parameters, d.

In this section, a method will be presented to attempt and rectify electrical sizing
rules that are violated post-layout, by setting an upper bound on the routing resis-
tance between device terminals. This method is computationally cheap to implement
because of two facts: Firstly, the gate, active area, and interconnect resistance values
are cheap to extract post-layout in comparison to complete parasitic device extraction
(including inductance and capacitance), as discussed in Section 3.5. Secondly, the cir-
cuit DC bias point is cheap to compute in comparison to other types of analysis, such
as AC or transient analysis.

To implement the new rectification method, post-layout electrical sizing rules must
be defined, after which the algorithm to set a boundary on routing resistance can be
explained.

4.5.1 Post-Layout Electrical Sizing Rules

Each device, δ∈ E , in the original circuit topology, T , is represented by one or more
devices in the placement, while topology vertices, V , are replaced by resistor net-
works for post-layout DC analysis. Each resistor network is a connected undirected
graph.

There is no one-to-one correspondence between the vertices and edges of the pre and
post layout circuit topologies. The electrical sizing rules of analog functional blocks,
addressed in [MGS08], need to be modified, so that they can be applied to the post
placement circuit.

An example is given in Figure 4.13(a). Two NMOS devices, N1 and N2, form a dif-
ferential pair; they are connected to the remainder of the circuit topology by vertices
{A, B, C, D, E} ⊆ V . To improve matching, N1 and N2 are laid out in a common
centroid configuration, as shown in Figure 4.13(b); the number of device divisions is
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M=2 and the number of fingers in each division is n f =2. The circuit topology of Fig-
ure 4.13(c) is extracted from the layout for post-layout DC analysis. Each individual
NMOS finger in the layout is represented by an intrinsic NMOS device model in the
post-layout circuit topology; N1 is represented by devices {N1-1, N1-2, N1-3, N1-4},
and N2 is represented by devices {N2-1, N2-2, N2-3, and N2-4}. Gate, source, drain,
and interconnect resistance are represented by a resistor network corresponding to
each of the original topology vertices, {A, B, C, D, E}. Bulk tap connections have been
omitted from the figure to simplify the illustration.

The original electrical sizing rules of an NMOS differential pair are reviewed in Ta-
ble 2.2. Newmodified rules are given in Table 4.4. To create newpost-layout electrical
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Figure 4.13: (a) An NMOS differential pair. (b) A common centroid layout configu-
ration. (c) Post-layout topology of the differential pair for DC analysis.
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Table 4.4: Post-layout electrical sizing rules of an NMOS differential pair

Electrical sizing rules

for i, j = 1, . . . , (M · n f )

/1/ |Vds2−j −Vds1−i| ≤ V̂(1)

/2/ |Vgs2−j −Vgs1−i| ≤ V̂(2)

for i = 1, . . . , (M · n f )

/3/ Vds1−i −Vgs1−i + Vth1−i ≥ V̂(3)

/4/ Vds1−i ≥ V̂(4)

/5/ Vgs1−i −Vth1−i ≥ V̂(5)

/6/ Vds2−i −Vgs2−i + Vth2−i ≥ V̂(3)

/7/ Vds2−i ≥ V̂(4)

/8/ Vgs2−i −Vth2−i ≥ V̂(5)

V̂(1) to V̂(5)∈R
+ are electrical margins,

M is the number of device divisions,
n f is the number of fingers in each division.

sizing rules, each original electrical inequality constraint is applied to the electrical
model of every intrinsic NMOS device extracted from the layout. For instance, con-
straint /11/ in Table 2.2 is to ensure that device N1 is in the saturation region of
operation: Vds1 − Vgs1 + Vth1 ≥ V(3). The corresponding post-layout constraint in
Table 4.4 is constraint /3/, whereby each intrinsic device of N1 is tested.

In the example of Figure 4.13, N1 is represented by four NMOS devices and the post-
layout saturation constraints are: Vds1−i −Vgs1−i +Vth1−i ≥ V̂(3), with i∈ [1, 2, 3, 4].

The post-layout electrical margins, V̂(1) to V̂(5) in Table 4.4, can be reduced by a
certain amount of the corresponding pre-layout margins, V(1) to V(5), defined in
Table 2.2. This is because a portion of the original margin values, denoted by

V
(1)
routing-margin to V

(5)
routing-margin, was to hedge DC electrical constraints against the effect

of parasitic routing resistance:

V(κ)
︸︷︷︸

pre-layout margin

= V̂(κ)
︸︷︷︸

post-layout margin

+ V
(κ)
routing-margin
︸ ︷︷ ︸

discarded after layout

; κ∈{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (4.40)

Post-layout electrical sizing rules can be created in a similar manner for other func-
tional blocks, such as current mirrors, level shifters, as well as current mirror and
level shifter banks.
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Let ĉe denote the vector collecting and ordering all the post-layout circuit DC electri-
cal constraint values, such that nĉe = |ĉe|; and let ĉme denote the corresponding vector
of electrical margins:

R
nd −→ R

nĉe : d
layout & DC analysis7−→ ĉe; ĉe � ĉme (4.41)

Let cme,routing-margin be the margin to hedge against parasitic layout resistance; the rela-
tionship between pre and post layout constraint margins can then be written:

cme = ĉme + cme,routing-margin (4.42)

4.5.2 Routing Limits to Satisfy Post-Layout Electrical Con straints

For any specific placement, p∈P, if the pre-layout electrical constraints are satisfied,
then the goal is to ensure the post-layout electrical constraints are also satisfied:

(ce � cme ) =⇒ (ĉe � ĉme ) (4.43)

An attempt to satisfy (4.43) is made by adjusting the routing resistor networks:
Firstly, the effective resistance between connected device terminals is defined. Sec-
ondly, boundary constraints are placed on the effective resistance values. Thirdly,
the post-layout electrical constraints are parametrized as a function of effective
resistance. Finally, a novel algorithm is presented to satisfy (4.43) by adjusting the
boundary constraints placed on effective resistance during circuit routing. This last
step is described in Section 4.5.3.

Abstract representation of routing resistor networks

Some definitions are first in order with regards to the structure of routing re-
sistor networks, these definitions are made with the aid of the circuit example in
Figure 4.14.

Each vertex, v ∈ V , of the original (pre-layout) circuit topology, T , is a connected
undirected graph. It is assumed here that the graphs are simple with no self loops
at a vertex or multiple edges between vertices. In an electrical impedance network,
shunt loops can be readily discarded, while a parallel to series impedance transfor-
mation can be used to reduce multiple edges between two vertices to a single edge.
Electrically, stimulus can be applied at the subset of the graph vertices connected to
circuit devices, such as CMOS transistors; this subset will be called the terminal ver-
tices or terminals; the remainder of the vertices, referred to here as internal vertices, are
not externally stimulated (DC floating nodes).

Let Tv and Uv denote the ordered vectors of terminal and internal vertices respec-
tively; the complete set of vertices is ordered as VT

v = [TT
v ;U

T
v ]. Let Ev denote the
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Figure 4.14: (a) Simple gain stage circuit with seven vertices, A to G. (b) An example
post-layout routing resistor network corresponding to original vertex A
is drawn; GA = G([TT

A;U
T
A]T , EA). (c) The effective resistance, RA(7, 3),

between terminals 3 and 7 of network A is calculated.

ordered vector of edges. Let Gv be the graph of the routing resistor network corre-
sponding to original vertex v, such that Gv=G([TT

v ;U
T
v ]T, Ev).

Each graph edge is associated with a resistance value; let RE,v be the vector ordering
the edge resistances, such that RE,v[i] is the resistance of edge Ev[i], for i=1, . . . , |Ev|.

In Figure 4.14(b), the terminal vertices corresponding to original vertex A are labeled
1 to 9 and ordered in TA, the internal vertices are labeled 10 to 12 and are ordered in
UA, while the edges are labeled alphabetically from a to k and are ordered in EA. In
this example, |TA|=9, |UA|=3, |VA|= |TA|+|UA|=12, and |EA|=11.

The graph of each routing resistor network is simply connected, therefore every ter-
minal vertex in Tv is connected by at least one edge:

degree (Tv[i]) ≥ 1; i = 1, . . . , |Tv| (4.44)

where degree(x) denotes the number of edges connected to vertex x in a graph.
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Each internal vertex in Uv is assumed to be connected by at least three edges. If an
internal vertex is connected to a single edge, then it is floating and does not contribute
electrically to the resistance network. If an internal vertex is connected by two edges,
then it can be eliminated from the graph by resistor series combination:

degree (Uv[i]) ≥ 3; i = 1, . . . , |Uv| (4.45)

Let Lv be the admittance (weighted Laplacian) matrix of routing resistor network v,
as used in nodal analysis; Lv is a function of RE,v. Since each routing resistor network
is assumed to be a simple graph, Lv can be written as follows:

i, j = 1, . . . , |Vv|; Lv[i, j] =







− 1
RE,v[k]

if i 6= j ∧ Ev[k] connects i, j

−∑
j 6=i

Lv[i, j] if i = j

0 otherwise

(4.46)

Matrix Lv is irreducible symmetric and positive semi-definite with dimensions |Vv|×
|Vv| and rank |Vv|−1. The smallest eigenvalue of Lv is 0, the corresponding eigen-
vector is 1|Vv|, where 1∈{1}|Vv |.

In the definition of equation (4.46) the rows and columns of Lv correspond to the
elements of Vv. Let j(Vv) be the vector of currents injected into the vertices, and let
p(Vv) denote the corresponding vector of potentials:

j(Vv) = Lv · p(Vv) (4.47)

By observing that jT(Vv) = [jT(Tv); jT(Uv)], pT(Vv) = [pT(Tv); pT(Uv)], and j(Uv) =
0, since no external current is injected into the internal vertices; the admittance matrix
can be decomposed into four blocks, and (4.47) can be written as:

[
j(Tv)
0

]

=

[
Lv,TT Lv,TU
LT
v,TU Lv,UU

]

·
[

p(Tv)
p(Uv)

]

(4.48)

The square matrix Lv,UU is positive definite and therefore invertible. An equation
with reduced dimensions can be derived from (4.48):

j(Tv) =
(

Lv,TT − Lv,TU · L−1v,UU · LT
v,TU

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

L̃v

·p(Tv) = L̃v · p(Tv) (4.49)

Matrix L̃v is the Schur complement of Lv,UU in Lv, and is also a weighted Laplacian
matrix [vdS10]. Let G̃v be the graph corresponding to L̃v; G̃v is a complete graph with
vertices Tv. The graph reduction Gv→ G̃v is called a Kron reduction, and L̃v is called
the Kron-reduced matrix of Lv. An iterative technique for Kron reduction based on
internal vertex elimination is available [DB10].
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An important result of Kron reduction is that the systems in (4.47) and (4.49) are
electrically equivalent at the terminal vertices. Furthermore, two arbitrary graphs G̃1

v

and G̃2
v with the same number of corresponding terminals are electrically equivalent

if L̃1
v = L̃2

v. This is true irrespective of the internal graph structure or edge resistances.

Effective resistance between terminals

The effective resistance between two terminals in a resistor network is defined as
the difference in potential that appears across the terminals when a unit current
source is applied between them. The effective resistance between two terminals is a
measure of how close the terminals are in the network graph [KR93].

Let Rv(p, q) denote the effective resistance between terminals p and q of Gv. Effective
resistance is independent of order, such that Rv(p, q) = Rv(q, p). In Figure 4.14, the
effective resistance, RA(3, 7), between terminals 3 and 7 of network A is illustrated.

The effective resistance between any two terminals in resistor network v is non-
negative if the vector of edge resistances satisfies RE,v � 0. With respect to RE,v, the
effective resistance between any two terminals is a homogeneous function of degree
1 and a concave function [GBS]; it is also a non-decreasing function [YZ08].

The effective resistance between terminals p and q of Gv can be calculated from the
Moore-Penrose inverse, L̃+

v , of the Kron-reduced matrix, L̃v [Ell11, DB10]:

Rv(p, q) = Rv(q, p) = L̃+
v [p, p] + L̃+

v [q, q] − 2L̃+
v [p, q] (4.50)

It has been shown in [DB10] that L̃+
v · 1 = 0, therefore:

L̃+
v [i, i] = −∑

j 6=i

L̃+
v [i, j]; i, j = 1, . . . , |Tv| (4.51)

The Moore-Penrose inverse of the Kron-reduced matrix is symmetric, therefore:

L̃+
v [i, j] = L̃+

v [j, i] (4.52)

Using (4.51) and (4.52), the effective resistance between terminals p and q of Gv can
be written in terms of the off-diagonal upper-triangular elements of L̃+

v only:

for p < q : Rv(p, q) = Rv(q, p) = −4 · L̃+
v [p, q]

−1 · ∑
i∈{1,...,p−1}

L̃+
v [i, p]

−1 · ∑
i∈{p+1,...,|Tv|}\{q}

L̃+
v [p, i]

−1 · ∑
i∈{1,...,q−1}\{p}

L̃+
v [i, q]

−1 · ∑
i∈{q+1,...,|Tv|}

L̃+
v [q, i]

(4.53)
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LetRv denote the vector ordering the effective resistance between each two terminals
of the routing network corresponding to original vertex v according to (4.54):

/1/ k ← 1
/2/ for i = 1 to |Tv| − 1
/3/ for j = i + 1 to |Tv|
/4/ Rv[k] ← Rv(i, j)
/5/ k ← k + 1

(4.54)

The length of Rv is:

nRv = |Rv| =
(
|Tv|
2

)

=
|Tv| · (|Tv| − 1)

2
(4.55)

For example, in Figure 4.14, nRA = |RA|=36 and

RA = [RA(1, 2), RA(1, 3), . . . , RA(1, 9), RA(2, 3), RA(2, 4), . . . , RA(7, 8), RA(8, 9)]

The two index sets I|Tv| and K|Tv| are defined as follows:

I|Tv| = {(i, j) | (i ∈ {1, . . . , |Tv| − 1}) ∧ (j ∈ {2, . . . , |Tv|}) ∧ (i < j)} (4.56)

K|Tv| =
{

1, . . . ,
|Tv| · (|Tv| − 1)

2

}

(4.57)

An explicit bijective mapping, M, can be defined between I|Tv| and K|Tv|:

M : I|Tv| −→ K|Tv| : (i, j) 7−→ − i2

2
+ (|Tv| −

1
2
) · i + j− |Tv| (4.58)

The mapping in (4.58) is equivalent to the iterative definition in (4.54), such that
Rv[M(i, j)] ← Rv(i, j).

The elements of L̃+
v have the unit of ohms, since the matrix is the pseudo inverse of an

admittance matrix. Since L̃+
v has dimensions |Tv|×|Tv |, the number of off-diagonal

upper-triangular elements in L̃+
v is equal to nRv as given in (4.55). Let RL̃+v denote

the vector ordering the off-diagonal upper-triangular elements of L̃+
v according to the

index mapping in (4.58), and let χL̃+v be the nRv×nRv matrix that relates RL̃+v and Rv

according to (4.53):
Rv = χL̃+v · RL̃+v (4.59)

The elements of χL̃+v can be derived using (4.53) as follows:

for all (p, q), (i, j) ∈ I|Tv| :

χL̃+v[M(p, q),M(i, j)] =







−4 if (p, q) = (i, j)
0 if (p 6= i) ∧ (p 6= j) ∧ (q 6= i) ∧ (q 6= j)
−1 otherwise

(4.60)
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Matrix χL̃+v is a non-positive integer square matrix with constant diagonal values. It
is also full rank. This can be checked by noting that the pattern of zero valued ele-
ments is different in each row of χL̃+v. Since χL̃+v is full rank, the mapping between
RL̃+v and Rv is a bijection, and:

RL̃+v = χ−1
L̃+v
· Rv (4.61)

Using (4.51), (4.52), (4.58), (4.61), and the property (L̃+
v )+ = L̃v, it is possible to con-

struct the matrix L̃v and corresponding complete graph G̃v from a given value of Rv

and vice versa.

The construction of χL̃+v in (4.60) is dependent only on the number of graph termi-
nals, |Tv|, and not on the graph structure or edge resistances. Two arbitrary graphs
G1
v and G2

v with the same number of corresponding terminals have χ1
L̃+v

= χ2
L̃+v

. If
R1
v =R2

v, then R1
L̃+v

=R2
L̃+v

, and L̃1
v = L̃2

v, therefore graphs G1
v and G2

v are electrically
equivalent at the terminal vertices and have the same Kron-reduced graph G̃v.

This result is important, because it means that a resistor network can be represented
electrically by the value of Rv regardless of internal structure.

An important question to ask at this point is for what values of Rv can a routing
resistor network be constructed, or alternatively, what are the possible values of Rv.

If a routing resistor network can be constructed for any non-negative value of R, then
each effective resistance value can be selected independently of all others, such that
the domain of Rv is the non-negative elements of R

nRv. This would require that up to
a complete graph can be constructed and that the edge resistances can have arbitrary
non-negative real values.

However, routing resistor networks have a geometric implementation in circuit lay-
out; the set of networks that can be implemented in a geometric layout is dependent
on the routing algorithm, the circuit placement, and the geometric constraints. This
means that, in practice, the set of possible values of Rv is a subset of the non-negative
elements of R

nRv.

Setup of boundary constraints on effective resistance

Let R be the vector ordering all the effective resistances {Rv|v∈V}, nR = |R|. For the
example circuit of Figure 4.14 with original vertices A to G, R=[RT

A;R
T
B ; . . . ;R

T
G]T.

Effective resistance is a superior measure of the influence of circuit routing on post-
layout electrical behavior than simple wire length or shortest path resistance between
connected terminals.

To limit the adverse effect of routing resistance on post-layout electrical behavior, an
upper bound, Ru, on the value of R is typically set as a geometric routing constraint,
while a lower bound of 0 is set so that the routing edge resistances are positive and
physically realizable:

0 � R � Ru (4.62)
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For matched devices and balanced signal propagation paths, a bound may also be
placed on the difference in effective resistance. For example, to match effective resis-
tances RA(1, 9) and RB(1, 8):

−∆u
R � [1 −1] ·

[
RA(1, 9)
RB(1, 8)

]

� ∆u
R ; ∆u

R≥0 is a small constant (4.63)

If there are N effective resistance pairs to be matched, then a system of matching
constraints can be defined:

−∆u
R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u

R · 1N (4.64)

where

∆u
R≥0 is a small constant; 1N ∈ {1}N ; ∆R ∈ {−1, 0, 1}N×nR ;

for i ∈ [1,N] and j, k, r ∈ [1, nR],

if the i-th matched pair is (R[j],R[k]) then







∆R[i, j] = 1
∆R[i, k] = −1
∆R[i, r] = 0 for r 6= j, k

(4.65)

Parametrized post-layout electrical constraints

The value of R will influence the DC bias point of the post-layout circuit, and,
as a consequence, the value of the post-layout DC electrical constraints. To account
for this, post-layout DC electrical constraints are parametrized by R.

Pursuing the example of Figure 4.13, the post-layout routing-dependent saturation
constraints of N1 are: Vds1−i(R)−Vgs1−i(R) +Vth1−i(R) ≥ V̂(3), with i∈ [1, 2, 3, 4].

If all the post-layout electrical constraints are parametrized by R, then (4.43) can be
rewritten as follows:

(ce � cme ) =⇒ (ĉe (R) � ĉme ) (4.66)

The inequality ĉe (R)� ĉme can be added as an electrical routing constraint.

The feasible effective resistance space is defined to be the values of R ∈ R
nR that sat-

isfy (4.62), (4.64), and (4.66). This definition implicitly assumes that a complete graph
can be constructed by the routing algorithm subject to the circuit placement and geo-
metric constraints, and that the network edge resistances can assume arbitrary posi-
tive real values.

An illustration is given in Figure 4.15 of the effective resistance space with nĉe = 3,
nR =2, and with effective resistances R[1] and R[2] set to be matched.
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0 � R � Ru

ĉe (R) � ĉme

−∆u
R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u

R · 1N
∆u
R

∆
u R

Ru[1] R[1]

R
[2

]
R
u
[2

]

ĉe[2]= ĉme [2]

ĉe[3]= ĉme [3]

ĉe[1]= ĉme [1]

Figure 4.15: An example with one pair of matched effective resistances and three
electrical constraints. The feasible effective resistance space is shaded.

Algorithm to ensure the satisfaction of (4.66) during routing

One method to satisfy (4.66) is to repeat circuit routing with ever decreasing
values of Ru until ĉe (R)� ĉme . The value of Ru can be scaled down as demonstrated
in Figure 4.16. If the routing algorithm fails to successfully complete circuit routing
following each recall, then the value of cme,routing-margin is increased, after which circuit
sizing and layout synthesis must be repeated.

The advantage of the above method to satisfy (4.66) is that the electrical constraints
need not be considered directly by the routing algorithm. There are two disadvan-
tages: First, the routing algorithm must be recalled multiple times, increasing com-
putational cost. Secondly, a simple scaling of vector Ru may discard regions of the
effective resistance space that contain valid solutions which satisfy (4.66), and the
value of Ru may not be maximal as illustrated in Figure 4.16.

A maximal upper bound value, Ru, on routing resistance gives greater flexibility to
the routing algorithm in selecting a good routing solution.

A more elaborate method to ensure (4.66) and obtain a maximal value of Ru is de-
scribed below. With this new method, the routing algorithm is called twice in the
worst-case scenario; furthermore, the adjustments necessary to circuit routing are of-
ten minor in the second call. Algorithm-4 is an equivalent to the new method in
pseudo code:

First, cme,routing-margin is fixed and upper bound Ru is initialized to a maximum value,
Ru←Ru0, based on designer experience or estimatedwire length from global routing.
This is handled in lines /2/ and /3/ of Algorithm-4.

Secondly, circuit routing is performed subject to R � Ru0, (4.64), and any other ge-
ometric routing constraints defined as discussed in Section 3.4. If the routing algo-
rithm fails to complete circuit routing successfully, then Ru0 or the other geometric
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∆u
R

∆
u R

R[1]
R

[2
]

ĉe[2]= ĉme [2]

ĉe[3]= ĉme [3]

Ru[1]

R
u
[2

]

0 � R � Ru

−∆u
R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u

R · 1N

valid but excluded solutions

ĉe[1]= ĉme [1]

Figure 4.16: Ru is rescaled till routing can be performed without post-layout electri-
cal constraint violations. The region of valid but excluded solutions is
marked.

routing constraints are too stringent to find a feasible routing solution; routing of the
current placement is considered to have failed. This is handled in lines /5/ and /6/
of Algorithm-4.

Thirdly, if circuit routing is successful, then the post-layout DC circuit is extracted.
The value of R is then calculated from the routing resistor networks, this value is
labeled R0. The value of the post-layout electrical constraint function, ĉe

(
R0
)
, is

calculated by DC simulation. If ĉe
(
R0
)
� ĉme , then (4.66) is satisfied and the routing

solution is accepted. This is handled in lines /7/ to /10/ of Algorithm-4.

Fourthly, if ĉe
(
R0
)
≺ ĉme , then Ru is adjusted to a maximal value in the feasible ef-

fective resistance space. The problem of adjusting Ru is formulated as constrained
optimization problem that can be solved efficiently using a local optimization algo-
rithm, such as successive linear programming (SLP) [GS61]. This step constitutes
the fundamental component of the new algorithm, and is described in detail in Sec-
tions 4.5.3, 4.5.4, and 4.5.5. If an adjusted value of Ru cannot be found, then the
routing of the current placement is considered to have failed and the placement is
discarded. This is handled in lines /11/ and /12/ of Algorithm-4.

Fifthly, if a suitable value of Ru is found, then this value is labeled Ru1; circuit routing
is repeated subject to R � Ru1, (4.64), and the other predefined geometric routing
constraints. This is handled in line /13/ of Algorithm-4.

Sixthly, if the routing algorithm fails to complete circuit routing successfully, then the
new constraint R � Ru1 is too stringent so that there is no feasible routing solution
for the current placement. Otherwise, if circuit routing is successful, then the routing
solution is accepted. This is handled in lines /14/ and /15/ of Algorithm-4.

As postlude to the methodology in this section, if circuit routing fails for many
placements in the set of placements, P, then this is empirical evidence that the value
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of cme,routing-margin is too small and needs to be increased. A change in cme,routing-margin

will adjust the boundaries of the feasible design space, D́. A new design parameter
vector, d, can then be selected from the adjusted feasible design space, D́, after which
the layout synthesis flow of Chapter 4 can be recalled.

Algorithm-4 detailed-routing

/1/ input: placement p∈P to be routed
/2/ cme,routing-margin (margin value to hedge against parasitic layout resistance)
/3/ Ru0 (initial bound on the effective resistance vector)
/4/ output: a circuit routing solution that satisfies (4.66) and all other

geometric routing constraints as described in Section 3.4

(routing is performed as described in Section 4.4)
/5/ call the routing algorithm with R � Ru0

/6/ if circuit routing failed then return failed

/7/ extract the post-layout circuit DC netlist from the layout
/8/ extract the effective resistance vector, R0, from the DC netlist
/9/ calculate ĉe(R

0) (DC simulation)

(no electrical constraint is violated⇒ the layout and routing solution is accepted)
/10/ if ĉe

(
R0
)
� ĉme , then return circuit routing solution

(if ĉe
(
R0
)
≺ ĉme , then there are electrical constraint violations)

/11/ Find an maximal upper bound, Ru1, on R as described in Section 4.5.3
/12/ if an maximal bound on R is not found then return failed

(routing is performed as described in Section 4.4)
/13/ if an maximal bound on R is found then call the routing algorithm with R � Ru1

(circuit routing will fail if the new upper bound Ru1 is too stringent)
/14/ if circuit routing failed then return failed
/15/ else return the circuit routing solution
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4.5.3 Maximization of Ru in the Feasible Effective Resistance
Space

The maximization of Ru in the feasible effective resistance space can be written as a
nonlinear optimization problem in R:

Ru1 = max
R∈R

nR
R

subject to







ĉe (R) � ĉme
−∆u

R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u
R · 1N

0 � R � Ru0

(4.67)

Only the post-layout electrical constraint function, ĉe (R), is nonlinear in (4.67).

In general, the solution to (4.67), if it exists, is not unique; there is a set of maximal
solutions that form a Pareto-optimal set [Par06]. This is illustrated in Figure 4.17 for
a two dimensional case; the set of solutions is indicated.

If the differenceRu0−Ru1 is small, then the change in the geometric routing constraint
on R from R�Ru0 to R�Ru1 is also small. As a consequence, the necessary routing
adjustments on the second call to the routing algorithm, as handled in line /13/ of
Algorithm-4, are expected to be easier to make and incur less computational cost.
Furthermore, relatively small changes in the bound value will be easier to adjust for
in routing than relatively large changes. For example, a change from 100Ω to 110Ω

in the maximum allowed resistance of a long wire connection is (typically) easier to
accommodate than a change from 10Ω to 20Ω in a short connection.

In consideration of the arguments above, the solution to (4.67) that minimizes the
maximum relative distance from the original bound Ru0 is preferred over other solu-

∆u
R

∆
u R

Ru0[1] R[1]

R
[2

]
R
u
0
[2

]

ĉe[2]= ĉme [2]

−∆u
R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u

R · 1N

ĉe (R) � ĉme

0 � R � Ru0

maxR subject to
ĉe[3]= ĉme [3]

ĉe[1]= ĉme [1]

Figure 4.17: Ru←Ru0, the set of vectors {Ru1} that satisfy (4.67) is indicated.
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∆u
R

∆
u R

Ru0[1] R[1]

R
[2

]
R
u
0
[2

]

ĉe[2]= ĉme [2]

Ru0

Ru1

ĉe[3]= ĉme [3]

ĉe[1]= ĉme [1]

Figure 4.18: Ru←Ru0, the vector Ru1 that satisfies (4.68) is indicated.

tions. This preferred solution can be obtained directly by solving the following scalar
minimization problem:

Ru1 = argmin
R∈R

nR

max
i=1,...,nR

Ru0[i]−R[i]

Ru0[i]

subject to







ĉe (R) � ĉme
−∆u

R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u
R · 1N

0 � R � Ru0

(4.68)

A unique solution exists to the problem in (4.68), if and only if there is at least one
solution to (4.67). The solution to (4.68) is illustrated in Figure 4.18. The vector R=R0

can be used as an initial starting point to solve (4.68).

The objective of the min-max problem in (4.68) is nonlinear and discontinuous over
the problem domain R

nR . The problem can be rewritten in the Goal Attainment for-
mulation [MGS07]: The objective is replaced by a new bound parameter, t, and a set
of inequality constraints, called goal attainment (GA) constraints, are added:

[
t⋆

Ru1

]

= argmin
t,R∈R

nR

t

subject to







ĉe (R) � ĉme
−∆u

R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u
R · 1N

0 � R � Ru0

Ru0 · (1− t) � R (GA constraints)

(4.69)

The vector
[
t
R

]

=

[
1
R0

]

can be used as an initial starting point to solve (4.69).

An antecedent to problems (4.67), (4.68), and (4.69), is that the unconstrained domain
of vector R is R

nR . In Section 4.5.4, the domain of R is restricted to the subset possible
when each routing resistor network is a tree. The solution space of problem (4.69) is
then restricted to this new domain.
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4.5.4 Acyclic Routing Network Graphs of Maximum Edge Number

It is recalled from Section 4.5.2 that the vectors {Rv|v ∈ V} construct vector R, and
that the domain of possible values of R is dependent on the constraints placed on the
routing resistor network graphs {Gv|v∈V}.
In this section, two assumptions are made with regards to the structure of the rout-
ing resistor networks. As a consequence of these assumptions, the domain of the
effective resistances, R, is restricted to a subspace of R

nR. The complex algebraic
manipulations of Section 4.5.2 are also simplified.

Assumption 1: Each of the original routing resistor graphs, {Gv|v ∈ V}, is a tree.
Basic impedance transformations, such as parallel to series combination and the delta
to star transformation, can be used to remove some cycles from a resistor network
graph and create a tree.

Under assumption 1, there is exactly one simple path between any two terminals in
Tv. In this case, the equivalent resistance Rv(p, q) between terminals p and q of Gv

can be calculated by an inner product:

Rv(p, q) = χv,p,q · RE,v (4.70)

where χv,p,q is an indicator vector, such that:

χv,p,q[i] =

{
1 if Ev[i] is on the path between p and q
0 otherwise

(4.71)

For Rv, a comprehensive indicator matrix can be defined:

Rv = χv · RE,v (4.72)

where χv is an indicator matrix, such that:

χv[i, j] =

{
1 if Rv[i] = Rv(p, q) and Ev[j] is on the path between p and q
0 otherwise

(4.73)

If V = {A, B, C, . . .}, R = [RT
A,R

T
B ,R

T
C , . . .]

T, and RE = [RT
E,A,R

T
E,B,R

T
E,C, . . .]

T, then
by (4.72):

R =








RA

RB

RC
...








=








χA 0 0 · · ·
0 χB 0 · · ·
0 0 χC · · ·
...

...
...

. . .








︸ ︷︷ ︸

χ

·








RE,A
RE,B
RE,C
...








︸ ︷︷ ︸

RE

= χ · RE

(4.74)

Under assumption 1, the problem of calculating the value of Rv for a post-layout DC
circuit is the problem of finding the simple paths between the terminal vertices, Tv,
so as to build the matrix χv. Step /8/ of Algorithm-4 can be subdivided into three
sub-steps:
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1. For each original vertex v ∈ V , the value of vector RE,v, denoted by R0
E,v, is ex-

tracted from the post-layout netlist.

2. The value of the indicator function χv, denoted by χ0
v, is calculated by finding the

simple paths in each network.

3. By (4.72), R0
v =χ0

v · R0
E,v; R

0 is then constructed from the sub-vectors.

Under assumption 1 and from (4.72), when solving (4.69), the degree of freedom in
selecting the resistance vector Rv (and by extension the complete vector R) depends
on the column rank of χv.

The dimensions of χv are

∣
∣
∣
∣

|Tv| · (|Tv| − 1)
2

∣
∣
∣
∣
× |Ev|, since |Rv| is given by (4.55) and

|RE,v| = |Ev| by definition. Maximum column rank is achieved when |Ev| is maxi-
mized and the column vectors are linearly independent. Lemma 4.1 below finds the
tree with the maximum number of edges for a fixed number of terminal vertices Tv.

Lemma 4.1. Given a fixed vector of terminals Tv, such that |Tv| ≥ 1, satisfying (4.44), and
zero or more internal vertices Uv satisfying (4.45), the maximum possible number of edges,
|Ev|, that a tree with vertices [TT

v ;U
T
v ]T can have is |Ev,max| = 2|Tv| − 3; this is achieved

when the number of internal vertices, Uv, is maximized, furthermore, |Uv,max|= |Tv | − 2.

According to the properties of a graph:

|Ev| =
1
2

(|Tv|
∑
i

degree (Tv[i]) +
|Uv|
∑
i

degree (Uv[i])

)

(4.75)

According to the properties of a tree:

|Ev| = |Tv|+ |Uv| − 1 (4.76)

From (4.76), |Ev,max|=max (|Tv|+ |Uv| − 1). Since |Tv| is constant:

|Ev,max| = |Tv|+ max (|Uv|)− 1 = |Tv|+ |Uv,max| − 1 (4.77)

Therefore if |Uv| is maximized, then |Ev| is also maximized. As a consequence, in
equation (4.75), if |Ev|= |Ev,max| in the left hand side, then |Uv|= |Uv,max| in the right
hand side. Since |Tv| is constant, to maximize |Uv| in the right hand side of (4.75),
degree (Tv[i]) with i∈ [1, |Tv |] and degree (Uv[i]) with i∈ [1, |Uv|] must be minimized
whilst satisfying (4.44) and (4.45), therefore degree (Tv[i]) = 1 with i ∈ [1, |Tv|], and
degree (Uv[i]) = 3 with i ∈ [1, |Uv|]. By substituting the latter results into (4.75), the
following equation is obtained:

|Ev,max| =
1
2

|Tv|
∑
i

1 +
1
2

|Uv,max|
∑
i

3 =
|Tv|+ 3|Uv,max|

2
(4.78)

Substituting (4.77) into (4.78):

|Uv,max| = |Tv| − 2 (4.79)
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Edges EA,max = [a, . . . , o]T , |EA,max| = 15

Edge resistance RE,A,max = [Ra, . . . , Ro]
T

Internal vertices UA,max = [10, . . . , 16]T , |UA,max| = 7 Terminals TA = [1, . . . , 9]T
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Figure 4.19: A tree with the maximum possible number of edges, Ev,max, for a fixed
number of terminal vertices Tv; |Tv|=9 in this example.

Substituting (4.79) into (4.77):

|Ev,max| = 2|Tv| − 3 (4.80)

End of Lemma 4.1.

Let Gv,max =G([TT
v ;U

T
v,max]

T , Ev,max) be the tree with the maximum number of edges,
as described in Lemma 4.1. The structure of Gv,max depends only on the value of |Tv|.
Categorically, Gv,max is the Caterpillar tree [HS73] with internal vertices Uv,max along
a central path and terminals Tv as leaves. Figure 4.19 illustrates Gv,max for |Tv|=9.

Let χv = χv,max be the indicator matrix corresponding to the graph Gv,max accord-
ing to the definition in (4.73). From (4.55) and (4.80), the dimensions of χv,max are
∣
∣
∣
∣

|Tv| · (|Tv| − 1)
2

∣
∣
∣
∣
× (2|Tv| − 3). Furthermore, χv,max has full column rank when the

underlying field is R. LetRE,v,max be the vector of edge resistances in the graph Gv,max.

Assumption 2: Prior to solving problem (4.69), each of the original graphs, Gv, is
replaced by the corresponding Caterpillar tree, Gv,max. Algebraically, this means the
domain of effective resistance vector Rv (with v∈V) is restricted to col(χv,max).

Equation (4.72) can be rewritten for the specific case when routing network v is a
Caterpillar tree with indicator matrix χv =χv,max and edge resistances RE,v=RE,v,max:

Rv = χv,max · RE,v,max (4.81)
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4.5 Post-Layout Satisfaction of Electrical Sizing Rules by Limiting Routing Resistance

Similarly, if the set of original circuit topology vertices is V={A, B, C, . . .}, then (4.74)
can be rewritten for the specific case when all the circuit routing resistor networks are
Caterpillar trees:

R =








RA

RB

RC
...








=








χA,max 0 0 · · ·
0 χB,max 0 · · ·
0 0 χC,max · · ·
...

...
...

. . .








︸ ︷︷ ︸

χmax

·








RE,A,max

RE,B,max

RE,C,max
...








︸ ︷︷ ︸

RE,max

= χmax ·RE,max

(4.82)

In (4.82), χmax is block diagonal and each block has full column rank, therefore χmax

also has full column rank. Let χ+
max denote the left inverse of χmax:

RE,max = χ+
max · R = (χT

max · χmax)
−1 · χT

max · R (4.83)

To transform between general routing resistor trees and Caterpillar trees with corre-
sponding terminals and equal effective resistance between terminals, equations (4.74)
and (4.82) are equated, and the inverse in (4.83) is used to find the edge resistances
RE,max of the Caterpillar tree:

χ · RE = R = χmax ·RE,max
(4.83)
=⇒ RE,max = (χT

max · χmax)
−1 · χT

max · R
= (χT

max · χmax)
−1 · χT

max · χ · RE

(4.84)

If, as under Assumption 2, problem (4.69) is solved for {Rv ∈ col(χv,max)|v ∈ V}
and each routing resistor network is replaced by a Caterpillar tree, then the domain
of R is restricted to the column space, col(χmax), of χmax:

[
t⋆

Ru1

]

= argmin
t,R∈col(χmax)

t

subject to







ĉe (R) � ĉme
−∆u

R · 1N � ∆R ·R � ∆u
R · 1N

0 � R � Ru0

Ru0 · (1− t) � R

(4.85)

Since χmax has full column rank, the linear mapping in (4.82) is injective. By a change
of variable, the solution space of (4.85) is written in terms of RE,max:

[
t⋆

Ru1
E,max

]

= argmin
t,RE,max∈R

RE,max

t

subject to







ĉe (χmax · RE,max) � ĉme
−∆u

R · 1N � ∆R · χmax ·RE,max � ∆u
R · 1N

0 � χmax · RE,max � Ru0

Ru0 · (1− t) � χmax ·RE,max

(4.86)
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4 New Automatic Constraint-Based Layout Synthesis Flow

Using (4.82), the solution to the original problem in (4.85) is Ru1 = χmax · Ru1
E,max,

while the vector
[

t
RE,max

]

=

[
1

χ+
max ·R0

]

can be used as an initial starting point to

solve (4.86).

The post-layout electrical constraint function ĉe (χmax ·RE,max) is nonlinear, therefore
a nonlinear constrained optimization algorithm is required to solve (4.86). In Sec-
tion 4.5.5, problem (4.86) is solved using successive linear programming (SLP).

4.5.5 Numerical Solution to (4.86) by Successive Linear
Programming

There are two reasons for using Successive Linear Programming [GS61] to
solve (4.86): Firstly, the residual of a linear approximation to ĉe (χmax · RE,max) is small
and only a few SLP iterations are needed, in practice, to find a solution by SLP. Sec-
ondly, only first-order derivatives need to be calculated, and the cost of minimization,
in terms of the number of DC simulations, can be kept low.

Let τ label the SLP steps, such that the initial starting point is denoted by τ = 0.
To minimize (4.86) by SLP, the constraint ĉe (χmax · RE,max) must be linearized. Let

R
(τ)
E,max denote the value of RE,max at the beginning of step τ, R(0)

E,max=χ+
max ·R0, and let

c̄
(τ)
e (RE,max) denote the linear approximation to ĉe (χmax ·RE,max) at R

(τ)
E,max:

c̄
(τ)
e (RE,max) = ĉe

(

χmax ·R(τ)
E,max

)

+ J
(

R
(τ)
E,max

)

·
(

RE,max −R
(τ)
E,max

)

;

J
(

R
(τ)
E,max

)

=
∂ĉe

∂RT
E,max

(

R
(τ)
E,max

)

; τ = 0, 1, 2, . . .
(4.87)

where J
(

R
(τ)
E,max

)

is the Jacobian matrix of ĉe (χmax ·RE,max) evaluated at R(τ)
E,max.

To calculate the Jacobian matrix, the sensitivity of the circuit DC bias point to the re-
sistor values, RE,max, must be calculated. The number of node voltages and branch
currents for which sensitivity information must be acquired to calculate the Jacobian
matrix is smaller than |RE,max|, therefore an adjoint sensitivity method can be em-
ployed to improve the efficiency of calculation [DR69]. A flavor of the adjoint method
is normally supported for sensitivity analysis in most commercial circuit simulators,
such as Titan [Inf08].
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4.6 Selection of a Final Layout

The linear program to solve in step τ of SLP is given below:






ψ(τ+1)

t(τ+1)

R
(τ+1)
E,max




 = argmin

ψ,t,RE,max∈R
RE,max

w1 · t + w2 · ψ

subject to







c̄
(τ)
e (RE,max) + 1nĉe · ψ � ĉme
−∆u

R · 1N � ∆R · χmax ·RE,max � ∆u
R · 1N

0 � χmax · RE,max � Ru0

Ru0 · (1− t) � χmax ·RE,max

a � RE,max − R
(τ)
E,max � b

ψ ≥ 0

(4.88)

Vectors a and b are move bounds to control the accuracy of the linear approximation
to ĉe. The new parameter ψ is introduced to relax the electrical constraints, thereby
it becomes easier to find a feasible solution to the linear program for a � RE,max −
R

(τ)
E,max � b when the starting vector is infeasible. Constants w1 and w2 are weights

selected to ensure that the minimization of ψ takes precedence over the minimization
of t, for example, w2/w1 =10/1. Finally, 1nĉe ∈ {1}nĉe.

4.6 Selection of a Final Layout

Each placement in the vector of placements, P, was routed and adjusted for conges-
tion as discussed in Section 4.4, thereby completing the layout synthesis procedure.
Placements were also ranked according to how well the geometric specifications are
met, as defined by (4.36).

In addition to geometric specifications, specifications are typically set on the electrical
performances of the circuit; this is discussed in Section 2.2.2. The electrical behavior
of a circuit may change post-layout synthesis; electrical behavior may be sensitive
to the layout of each circuit device, as well as differences in circuit placement and
routing [Has01, YD09, ESL+11]. The effect of folding a CMOS device into multiple
fingers was discussed in Section 4.2.1.

The selection of a final layout from list P will be made in consideration of both the
geometric as well as the electrical performance specifications calculated post-layout
synthesis.

Two steps are needed to complete the final selection task: First, a post-layout elec-
trical model is extracted for each layout in P and the electrical performances are cal-
culated by numerical simulation. Secondly, layouts are ranked using a scalar cost
metric that takes into account both the geometric and electrical specifications. These
two steps are detailed in the following two subsections.
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4 New Automatic Constraint-Based Layout Synthesis Flow

4.6.1 Post-Layout Circuit Extraction

An electrical circuit model (netlist) is extracted from each layout in P using the com-
mercial tool in [Cad05].

In general, the extraction rules are particular to each circuit and to the requirement of
the designer, as discussed in Section 3.5.

An example of extraction rules suitable for low frequency circuits can be found in the
results chapter under Section 6.2.

4.6.2 Scalar Cost Metric Of Performance Specifications

Vectors fue and fug are the respective upper specification bounds on electrical perfor-
mances, fe, and geometric performances, fg. Equation (2.35) can be rewritten as (4.89):

electrical
specifications
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fe�fue

∧ geometric
specifications
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fg�fug

(4.89)

The electrical performances, fe, are calculated for each layout in P by simulating the
extracted layout netlist. Post-layout electrical performance is layout dependent. This
is denoted by adding a reference to the placement, p, used in simulation, such that
fe= fe(p). The layout dependent electrical specifications are written as follows:

fe(p) � fue (4.90)

Geometric specifications are set on placement area, aspect ratio, width, length, etc.
In Section 4.3.4, and without loss of generality, these specifications were transformed
into the modified area objective, Á, such that for placement p:

(

fg � fug

)

⇐⇒
(
Á(p) = Amax

)
; ¬

(

fg � fug

)

⇐⇒
(
Á(p) > Amax

)
(4.91)

If the geometric specifications are unsatisfied, then a placement does not fit into the
allotted space on the chip floorplan. Unsatisfied geometric specifications, other than
the constraint placed on layout area, are penalized in Á.

A scalar exponential cost metric, ϕ, is defined combining the electrical performance
specifications, fe(p) � fue , and the modified area specification, Á(p) = Amax:

ϕ(p) = exp
(
−w[0] ·

(
Amax − Á(p)

))
+

nfe

∑
i=1

exp (−w[i] · (fue [i]− fe(p)[i])) (4.92)

where w= [w[0],w[1], . . . ,w[nfe]] is a vector of weights denoting the significance of
each performance. Vector w is set by the designer prior to layout synthesis to control
the tradeoff between performances in the cost metric.
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4.6 Selection of a Final Layout

The electrical performances and the modified area are calculated for each layout p∈
P; from these, the value of ϕ is subsequently calculated. The layout corresponding to
the lowest value of ϕ is selected as the final layout.

To calculate ϕ, the electrical performances, fe, must be obtained by simulation. This
is a costly prospect, as it must be repeated for each layout in P. If it is known a priori
which electrical performances are sensitive to layout synthesis or changes between
placement arrangements, then the cost of final selection can be reduced. Let fs denote
the list of layout-sensitive performances in fe, such that nfs = |fs| and nfs < nfe. Let fus
denote the corresponding vector of upper specification bounds.

For example, if it is known a priori that common mode rejection ratio (CMRR),
power supply rejection ratio (PSRR), and input offset voltage (IOV) are the layout-
sensitive performances of a certain operational amplifier topology, then nfs = 3 and
fs=[CMRR, PSRR, IOV].

If the layout-sensitive performances are known, then cost metric, ϕ, can be rewritten
as given in (4.93), which is less costly to calculate than (4.92).

ϕ(p) = exp
(
−w[0] ·

(
Amax − Á(p)

))
+

nfs

∑
i=1

exp (−w[i] · (fus [i]− fs(p)[i])) (4.93)

Algorithm-5 details final layout selection in pseudo code.

Algorithm-5 final-layout-selection

/1/ input: list of layouts, P
/2/ output: final layout, p⋆

for k = 1, . . . , |P| do
/3/ p = P[k]

/4/ Extract the layout netlist corresponding to layout p
/5/ Simulate and calculate the electrical performances, fs, for layout p

/6/ ϕ(p) = exp(w[0] ·
(
Á(p)− Amax

)
) +

nfs

∑
i=1

exp(w[i] · (fs(p)[i] − fus [i]))

/7/ p⋆ = argmin
p∈P

ϕ(p)

return
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4 New Automatic Constraint-Based Layout Synthesis Flow

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, a new flow is presented for the automatic layout synthesis of analog
integrated circuits. Each synthesis step is completely constraint-driven, and is per-
formed under consideration of a predefined list of device, placement, and routing
constraints. For any vector of design parameter values, the set of layouts that meet
the device, placement, and routing constraints is generated. An optimal layout is
then selected that best fits the performance specifications. Examples are presented
for CMOS devices.

The folding of a large CMOS device into multiple fingers will alter the device electri-
cal behavior and change the electrical performance of the complete circuit. A solution
to find the optimal number of fingers for each device is to enumerate every folding
possibility, then employ a rectangle packing algorithm to generate all possible circuit
placements. The optimal device layouts will be used in optimal circuit placement.

Algorithm-1 is presented for the constrained enumeration of CMOS device layouts.
Device layout constraints are used to improve robustness and geometric perfor-
mance. Multiple CMOS devices can be divided, so that they can be laid out in a
common centroid configuration to improve matching. Algorithm-2 is presented in
order to find the optimal number of divisions for matching. The common centroid
configurations for different analog functional blocks are also discussed.

A new metric, modified area, was defined combining the geometric performances –
such as width and length – so as to geometrically rank placements and make mean-
ingful comparisons with electrical performances.

Routing congestion occurs when the margins between devices are too small to prop-
erly fit circuit routing with the placed devices. Barring failure to route, congestion
will degrade the electrical performances. A procedure is presented to adjust con-
gested placements. The unused space between devices is found using a cheap maze
routing algorithm. If the space is very small, then the margins are increased and
circuit placement is repeated. The procedure is given in Algorithm-3.

The folding of a CMOS device into fingers will change the device terminal resistance
and alter the DC drain current. Circuit routing contributes an additional parasitic
resistance. As a result of these effects, the electrical sizing rules may be violated after
layout. In Algorithm-4, a procedure is given to rectify violated sizing rules. This is
done by setting an upper bound on routing resistance. Principle to this procedure is
that DC sensitivity analysis is relatively cheap to perform. The effective resistance
between every two vertices in the layout is obtained using a graph representation of
circuit routing. The electrical constraints are then parameterized in terms of effective
resistance. An optimization problem to find the maximum effective resistance subject
to the electrical constraints is set up, then solved by successive linear programming.
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Chapter 5

Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a new procedure is presented to solve the circuit sizing problem de-
scribed in Section 2.2.2 and formulated in equation (2.39).

The new method combines a deterministic search algorithm derived from the work
in [SSGA00, AEG+00b, SEGA99] with the new automatic constraint-based layout
synthesis flow presented in Chapter 4. When applied to the sizing of a circuit topo-
logy, the outcome of the new algorithm is a circuit layout that meets all the geomet-
ric constraints and specifications and a corresponding electrical model (netlist) that
meets all the electrical constraints and specifications.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The deterministic search al-
gorithm is reviewed in Section 5.2. The technical steps needed for the amalgamation
of the search algorithm and the automatic synthesis flow are summarized in Sec-
tion 5.3. The differences between layout-driven circuit sizing and traditional circuit
sizing – without consideration of layout synthesis – are also drafted. In Sections 5.4
through 5.7, the issues resulting from the numerical evaluation of functions and par-
tial derivatives, as well as layout synthesis, are presented in detail; techniques to han-
dle these issues are also discussed. Computational cost is summated in Section 5.8.

5.2 Review of the Search Algorithm Employed in
Circuit Sizing

The deterministic search algorithm described in [SSGA00, AEG+00b, SEGA99] is
used to numerically search for a solution to the circuit sizing problem formulated
in (2.39). An iterative approach is undertaken; during each iteration, the circuit siz-
ing problem of (2.39) is reformulated as a constrained scalar minimization problem
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5 Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

of Euclidean distances in the design space. The search algorithm is terminated when
all specifications and constraints are met, once no improvement is possible, or once a
predefined maximum computational cost is reached.

Let κ denote iteration number and m denote total number of iterations, such that
κ = 0, . . . ,m−1. The solution in the design space, D, to the minimization problem
in iteration κ is denoted by dκ+1; this is used as the starting vector of iteration κ+1.
The starting vector, d0, of the first iteration (κ = 0) is provided as an input to the
optimization algorithm. The final solution after m iterations is denoted by dm:

d0 solution in−→
iteration 0

d1 solution in−→
iteration 1

d2 · · · dκ solution in−→
iteration κ

dκ+1 · · · dm−2 solution in−→
iteration m−2

dm−1 solution in−→
iteration m−1

dm

In iteration κ, the linear approximation to the performance function, φf, is con-
structed at the iteration starting vector, dκ ; it is denoted by φ̄f,κ:

φ̄f,κ : R
nd −→ R

nf : d 7−→ f̄κ ; f̄κ = fκ + Jf (dκ) · (d−dκ) (5.1)

where
dκ φf−→ fκ (5.2)

and Jf (d) is the Jacobian matrix of the performance function φf:

Jf : R
nd −→ R

nf ×R
nd : d 7−→ ∂φf

∂dT
(d) (5.3)

Let i denote the i-th performance function, such that i = 1, . . . , nf, and j denote the
j-th design parameter, such that j=1, . . . , nd:

Jf(d)[i, j] =
∂φf[i]

∂d[j]
(d) ; Jf(d)[i] =

∂φf[i]

∂dT
(d) (5.4)

Let x denote a pre-image of upper specification bound, fu, according to φ̄f,κ:

x
φ̄f,κ−→ fu; fu

(5.1)
= fκ + Jf (dκ) · (x−dκ) (5.5)

The difference (x−dκ) is of interest, as it is the step that needs to be taken from dκ

in the design space to fulfill the performance specifications, f� fu, post linearization.
The unknown variable in equation (5.5) is x. Since rank(Jf (dκ))≤min(nf, nd), (5.5)
cannot be solved in the general case for a unique value of x. In addition, unless
Jf (dκ) has full row rank, there may be no value of x that concurrently solves all rows
(individual equations) in (5.5); only an approximate solution to (5.5) is possible.

In consideration of the existence and uniqueness issues stated in the last paragraph, a
two step approach is taken in [SSGA00] to determine an approximate solution to (5.5):

First, the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of each individual row vector in Jf (dκ) is
calculated; assuming ||Jf (dκ) [i]||>0:

(Jf (dκ) [i])+ = (Jf (dκ) [i])T ·
(

Jf (dκ) [i] · (Jf (dκ) [i])T
)−1

=
(Jf (dκ) [i])T

||Jf (dκ) [i]||2 (5.6)
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5.2 Review of the Search Algorithm Employed in Circuit Sizing

The pseudo inverse is used to obtain the unique minimum length solution of the
corresponding row in equation (5.5). Let (xmin,i−dκ) denote the minimum length
solution corresponding to the i-th row in equation (5.5):

xmin,i−dκ = (Jf (dκ) [i])+ · (fu[i]− fκ [i])

(5.6)
=

(
fu[i]− fκ [i]

||Jf (dκ) [i]||

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ακ,i (scalar value)

·
(

Jf (dκ) [i]

||Jf (dκ) [i]||

)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸

unit vector

= ακ,i ·
(

Jf (dκ) [i]

||Jf (dκ) [i]||

)T

(5.7)

Theminimum length solution is in the direction of steepest ascent or descent of linear
function φ̄f,κ[i]. Scalar value ακ,i denotes the length and direction of (xmin,i−dκ) along
Jf (dκ) [i]/||Jf (dκ) [i]||. If ακ,i <0, then performance value fκ [i] does not fulfill the i-th
specification. If ακ,i ≥ 0, then fκ[i] fulfills the i-th specification, and the magnitude
|ακ,i| = ||xmin,i−dκ || is a safety margin. The values {xmin,i | i = 1, . . . , nf}, will not be
equal in general.

For the second step in the approach of [SSGA00], a single approximate solution is
sought to replace the individual exact minimum length solutions. The starting vector,
fκ, is replaced by an approximation, f, in the performance space, while the scalar
value ακ,i becomes a scalar function of the performance space elements:

ακ,i(f) =
fu[i]− f[i]

||Jf (dκ) [i]|| (5.8)

Since f=φf (d), equation (5.8) can be rewritten as a function, βκ,i, of the design space
elements:

βκ,i (d) = ακ,i (f) =
fu[i]−φf (d) [i]

||Jf (dκ) [i]|| (5.9)

To find an approximate solution, d, in the design space that takes into account all the
performances, the functions {βκ,i (d) | i=1, . . . , nf} are combined in a single objective
function to be minimized. Priority is given to the fulfillment of the performance
specifications, then to the increase in the value of the safety margins [KD95, AGW94,
LD89]:

γκ (d) =
nf

∑
i=1

exp
(
−βκ,i (d)

)
(5.10)

The value to minimize the objective function, γκ, is the approximate solution used to
replace the individual solutions {xmin,i | i=1, . . . , nf} in the design space. It is also the
final solution, dκ+1, of iteration, κ:

dκ+1 = argmin
d∈D

γκ (d) (5.11)

Only a solution in the feasible design space, D́, is valid:

dκ+1 = argmin
d∈D́

γκ (d) (5.12)
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From (2.28), (5.12) becomes:

dκ+1 = argmin
d∈D

γκ (d) subject to c � cm where φc(d) = c (5.13)

The original circuit sizing problem of (2.39) has been reformulated as the constrained
minimization in (5.13) with a scalar objective function.

In [SSGA00], a convex model is constructed to approximate (5.13) at dκ . The model
is minimized within a suitable trust region around dκ , as discussed below.

The function φf is replaced by the linearization of (5.1) in (5.9) and (5.10):

φ̄f,κ (d)
(5.1)
= fκ + Jf (dκ) · (d−dκ) (5.14)

β̄κ,i (d)
(5.9), (5.14)

=
fu[i]− fκ[i]

||Jf (dκ) [i]|| −
Jf (dκ) [i]

||Jf (dκ) [i]|| · (d−d
κ) (5.15)

γ̄κ (d)
(5.10), (5.14)

=
nf

∑
i=1

exp
(
−β̄κ,i (d)

)
(5.16)

The linear approximation to the constraint function, φc, is constructed at the iteration
starting vector, dκ ; it is denoted by φ̄c,κ:

φ̄c,κ : R
nd −→ R

nc : d 7−→ c̄κ ; c̄κ = cκ + Jc (dκ) · (d−dκ) (5.17)

where
dκ φc−→ cκ (5.18)

and Jc (d) is the Jacobian matrix of the constraint function φc:

Jc : R
nd −→ R

nc ×R
nd : d 7−→ ∂φc

∂dT
(d) (5.19)

The approximation model to (5.13) is constructed using (5.16) and (5.17):

dκ+1
model = argmin

d∈D
γ̄κ (d) subject to cκ + Jc (dκ) · (d−dκ) � cm (5.20)

Objective function γ̄κ is convex, as the Hessian matrix ∂2γ̄κ

∂d∂dT is positive semidefinite.
Furthermore, the feasible region is defined by a system of linear inequalities and is a
convex polyhedron. Therefore (5.20) can be solved to within any degree of precision
using a convex programming algorithm [Nes83].

To solve the constrainedminimization in (5.13) by a trust region approach using (5.20)
as an approximation model, a new term is added to the objective function:

dκ+1,τ
model = argmin

d∈D
γ̄2

κ (d) + λτ · ||d−dκ ||2

subject to cκ + Jc (dκ) · (d−dκ) � cm ∧ λτ ≥ 0
(5.21)
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The factor λτ controls the size of the trust region over which a solution is sought to
the problem in (5.13) [Mar63]; dκ+1,τ

model is the solution corresponding to λτ . As λτ in-
creases, the size of the trust region decreases and the magnitude of the corresponding
parameter correction step, ||dκ+1,τ

model−dκ ||, is reduced.

To select the size of the trust region, a compromise is made between the value of λτ

and the reduction ratio measured at dκ+1. The reduction ratio is denoted by ρ and is
defined as follows:

ρ =
actual reduction at dκ+1,τ

model

model reduction at dκ+1,τ
model

=

(

γκ (dκ)− γκ

(

dκ+1,τ
model

))

(

γκ (dκ)− γ̄κ

(

dκ+1,τ
model )

)) ; ρ ∈ (0, 1) (5.22)

If ρ is smaller than a predesignated value, for example ρ≤ 1/4, then the trust region
is decreased in size and a new parameter correction step is taken with λτ+1 ≥ λτ.
Several steps, τ = 1, . . . , qκ , may be necessary to select a suitable trust region. After

each step, if φc

(

dκ+1,τ
model

)

≺ cm, then a feasible correction step is taken to return to the

feasible region.

The final feasible solution to satisfy (5.22), is dκ+1,qκ

model corresponding to λqκ , such that:

dκ+1
︸︷︷︸

solution to (5.13)

←− d
κ+1,qκ

model (5.23)

5.3 Technical Description of the Layout-Driven Circuit
Sizing Problem

A summary of the technical steps necessary to evaluate circuit performances and
constraints with and without layout synthesis is given in this section. This is based
on the description of the circuit sizing problem given in Chapter 2 and the layout
synthesis flow of Chapter 4.

A layout-driven circuit sizing problem is then described, which amalgamates the
layout synthesis flow of Chapter 4 and the search algorithm of Section 5.2.

Finally, a traditional circuit sizing problem that does not employ layout synthesis is
described, so that a direct comparison can be made between results of circuit sizing
without layout synthesis and with the new layout-driven synthesis flow.

The equations in this summary will be referred to in the subsequent sections of this
and the results chapter, so as to simplify the discussion.
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5 Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

The initial problem input consists of a circuit topology, a set of test benches, and a set
of electrical and geometric performance specifications to be realized:

initial problem input =







T , {T B},
[

fe
fg

]

�
[
fue
fug

] (5.24)

Design parameters are extracted from the circuit and test bench devices, E and EB re-
spectively, as done in Section 2.1.3. Electrical and geometric sizing rules are extracted
from the circuit topology, T , as done in Section 2.1.5:

T , {T B} −→







doriginal =

[

dE ,original

dEB,original

]

,

Doriginal = DE ,original ×DEB,original,
equality constraints,
cg,original � cmg,original,

ce � cme

(5.25)

The design parameters are normalized, as given in (2.7), and geometric sizing rules
are employed to reduce the dimensions of the circuit design space by variable elimi-
nation methods, as given by (2.23) and (2.24):







dE ,original,DE ,original,
dEB,original,DEB,original,
equality constraints,

cg,original � cmg,original







elimination
methods

=⇒
parameter

normalization







dE ,DE ,
dEB ,DEB ,
cg � cmg







(5.26)

Conversely, given a vector of reduced and normalized design parameters, d, the orig-
inal parameters must be calculated prior to numerical simulation or layout synthesis.
This is achieved by calculating the inverse of (5.26):

[
dE
dEB

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

d

inverse of
elimination methods

=⇒
inverse of

parameter normalization

[
dE ,original
dEB,original

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

doriginal

(5.27)

Geometric inequality constraint functions take the form of explicit analytical expres-
sions of the circuit design parameters, while electrical constraints are obtained by
circuit DC bias point calculation with a suitable DC test bench:

dE

φcg
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(5.27), analytical expressions7−→ cg (5.28)
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5.3 Technical Description of the Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing Problem

d

φce
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(5.27), T , T B-DC, DC simulation7−→ ce (5.29)

The pre-layout value of the electrical performances is obtained by numerical simula-
tion of the circuit topology, T , connected to the set of test benches {T B}:

d

φfe,wos
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(5.27), T , {T B}, simulation7−→ fe,wos (pre-layout value) (5.30)

The subscript ”wos” – short for ”without (layout) synthesis” – is used to indicate a
pre-layout value.

To obtain the post-layout value of the electrical performances, the layout synthesis
flow of Chapter 4 is executed. The result is a set P of layouts corresponding to dE :

dE
(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ P (5.31)

A post-layout netlist is extracted for any layout in P and simulated in connection to
the set of test benches, {T B}, in consideration of the test bench parameters, dEB. The
result is the electrical performances parametrized by placement:

d

φfe,ws
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ (P, dEB)

{T B}, netlist extraction7−→
and simulation for p ∈ P

fe,ws (p) (post-layout value) (5.32)

The subscript ”ws” – short for ”with (layout) synthesis” – is used to indicate a post-
layout value.

Geometric performances, typically layout area, aspect ratio, width, and length, re-
quire layout synthesis to be calculated. They are independent of the test bench pa-
rameters, dEB . The flow of Chapter 4 is also used:

dE

φfg,ws
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ P

measurement7−→
for p ∈ P

fg,ws (p) (exact value) (5.33)

In Section 4.3.4, a scalar objective function called modified area, Á, was defined that
combines multiple geometric specifications in a single scalar and penalizes the de-
viation beyond geometric specification bounds. Two specific cases were considered.
If the geometric specifications are given by (4.26), then Á is given by (4.29). If the
geometric specifications are given by (4.27), then Á is given by (4.33):

dE

φÁ,ws
︷ ︸︸ ︷
φfg,ws7−→ fg,ws (p)

(4.29) or (4.33)7−→ Áws (p) (5.34)
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5 Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

An equivalence was shown in (4.30) and (4.34) between the geometric specifications
and an inequality applied to Á, such that

¬
(

fg (p) � fug

)
(4.30) or (4.34)⇐⇒

(
Á (p) > Amax

)
(5.35)

From (5.35), a sufficient condition for geometric performance satisfaction is that
Á (p) ≤ Amax. This condition will be used in lieu of fg � fug when using the search
algorithm of Section 5.2.

Without resorting to layout synthesis, a range for circuit area unassociated with any
specific placement is derived from the value of the device design parameters by a
suitable procedure:

dE

φA,wos,min
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(5.27), estimation procedure7−→ Awos,min; dE

φA,wos,max
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(5.27), estimation procedure7−→ Awos,max;

Aws ∈ [Awos,min, Awos,max] (estimated range)

(5.36)

A value is selected from [Awos,min, Awos,max] to estimate the modified area objective:

Áwos = (1− ρ) · Awos,min + ρ · Awos,max; ρ ∈ [0, 1] (5.37)

A procedure to derive the range [Awos,min, Awos,max] and calculate Áwos is given in Ap-
pendix A. A procedure to approximate the gradient of Áwos is given in Appendix B.

From the discussion of this section, two new circuit sizing problems can be crafted to
replace the original circuit sizing problem of (2.39).

In the first problem, fe and Á are calculated post layout synthesis:

ci
rc
u
it
si
zi
n
g
w
it
h
la
yo

u
ts

yn
th
es
is

=







T , {T B}, d =

[

dE

dEB

]

, D = DE ×DEB ,

Find any

d ∈ D
subject to

cg � cmg ∧ ce � cme ∧
[

fe,ws (p)

Áws (p)

]

�
[

fue

Amax

]

where

dE
(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ P, p ∈ P

dE
φcg7−→ cg, d

φce7−→ ce, d
φfe,ws7−→ fe,ws (p) ,

dE
φÁ,ws7−→ Áws (p)

(5.38)
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In the second problem, fe and Á are calculated prior to layout synthesis:

ci
rc
u
it
si
zi
n
g
w
it
h
ou

tl
ay

ou
t
sy
n
th
es
is

=







T , {T B}, d =

[

dE

dEB

]

, D = DE ×DEB ,

Find any

d ∈ D
subject to

cg � cmg ∧ ce � cme ∧
[

fe,wos

Áwos

]

�
[

fue

Amax

]

where

dE
φcg7−→ cg, d

φce7−→ ce, d
φfe,wos7−→ fe,wos,

dE
φA,wos,min7−→ Awos,min, dE

φA,wos,max7−→ Awos,max,

Áwos = (1− ρ) · Awos,min + ρ · Awos,max, ρ ∈ [0, 1]

(5.39)

In order to compare anecdotal results from real circuit sizing problems, both (5.38)
and (5.39) must to be solved for each problem.

5.4 Issues in Numerical Function Evaluation

Due to the use of floating point numbers, design parameter values have finite preci-
sion, while functions are subject to round-off error.

As shown in Section 5.3, only the geometric inequality constraint functions are de-
scribed by analytical expressions. Electrical performance and constraint functions
are evaluated numerically by circuit simulation; this will add a computational error
to their value.

Post-layout evaluation of performances will add a discretization error, furthermore,
behavior will also depend on layout geometry. Pre-layout estimation of the modified
area objective is given, procedurally, to be within a range of values. It is dependent
on the possible layouts of individual devices; this is presented in Appendix A.

The search algorithm of Section 5.2 is gradient-based. It requires the evaluation of the
partial derivatives of the circuit performance and constraint functions at the starting
vector of each algorithm iteration. In practice, it is not always possible to construct
the partial derivative functions analytically or to evaluate them by a direct numerical
method, such as the adjoint sensitivity method [DR69]. In such cases, a numerical
approximation can be employed to replace the exact value of the partial derivatives.
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5 Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

Here, finite difference functions [Tre96, CM10] are used to approximate the partial
derivatives of φf, and hence the Jacobian matrix Jf (d) defined in (5.3). A general
finite difference approximation to Jf (d) is expressed as follows:

Jf(d)[i, j] =
∂φf[i]

∂d[j]
(d) ≈ 1

hi,j
·

r

∑
k=−l

µk · φf

(
d + k · hi,j · ej

)
[i];

i = 1, . . . , nf; j = 1, . . . , nd

(5.40)

Performances and design parameters are indexed by i and j respectively, hi,j is the
step size or grid spacing used in approximating the partial derivative indexed by [i, j],
[−l, r] is a range of integers corresponding to multiples of hi,j, and [µ−l , . . . , µr] is a
vector of finite difference coefficients. The vector of coefficients must be selected such
that the finite difference approximation converges to Jf(d)[i, j] as hi,j −→ 0. Suitable
coefficients can be found algorithmically, for example, by the method in [For98].

The accuracy of a finite difference approximation is limited by truncation error. Pend-
ing differentiability class, it is possible to approximate a partial derivative to an arbi-
trary order of accuracy by increasing the number of terms in (5.40). The tradeoff is
with the increase in the number of function evaluations.

Finite difference approximation is also prone to stability problems and round-off er-
ror [GMW81]. Numerical function evaluation will contribute a computational error.
A decrease in step size, hi,j, will reduce truncation error and increase the effect of
round-off error and computational error.

The selection of an optimal step size and order of accuracy is costly. Here, in order
to check the number of function evaluations, partial derivatives are approximated by
the first-order forward difference function; while each step size, hi,j, is fixed by the
designer to a small value prior to the initiation of the circuit sizing. Heuristics as
well as necessary constraints on the value of hi,j are pointed out in the subsequent
sections of this chapter. By substitution in (5.40), the approximation to φf by first-
order forward difference is given by:

Jf(d)[i, j] ≈

fj[i]
︷ ︸︸ ︷

φf

(
d + hi,j · ej

)
[i]−

fe[i]
︷ ︸︸ ︷

φf (d) [i]

hi,j
=

fj[i]− f[i]

hi,j
;

i = 1, . . . , nf; j = 1, . . . , nd

(5.41)

The partial derivative approximations of the electrical constraint functions, φce, can
be given in a similar manner to (5.40) and (5.41).

With regards to function evaluation and partial derivative approximation, three cate-
gories of functions are distinguished in the technical description of Section 5.3. Each
category will be handled individually in the following three sections. A suitable esti-
mate to JÁwos

is delegated to Appendix B.
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5.5 Geometric Inequality Constraint Functions

5.5 Geometric Inequality Constraint Functions

The mapping of geometric inequality constraint functions, represented in (5.28), is an
explicit expression of the device design parameters.

The source of error when evaluating geometric constraint functions according
to (5.28) is finite precision and round-off error.

The partial derivatives of the geometric constraint functions can be constructed an-
alytically without the need for approximation functions. For example, the partial
derivative functions of rule /3/ in Table 2.2 are given by:

∂

∂W1
(W1 · L1) = L1;

∂

∂L1
(W1 · L1) = W1 (5.42)

5.6 Electrical Performances and Constraints Without
Layout Synthesis

The numerical evaluation of electrical constraint functions and pre-layout electrical
performance functions is represented by the mappings in (5.29) and (5.30).

The numerical evaluation of functions and partial derivatives will introduce trunca-
tion and computational error, in addition to the precision and round-off error caused
by the use of floating point numbers.

The following subsections will refer to the electrical performances, fe,wos. Derivations
can be applied in a similar manner to the electrical constraints, ce.

5.6.1 Truncation Error

For the gradient-based algorithm of Section 5.2, each function is assumed to be con-
tinuous and differentiable. More specifically, the Jacobian matrix, Jfe,wos(d), must
exist at the starting vector, dκ , of each algorithm iteration, κ. If the partial derivative
indexed by [i, j] in Jfe,wos(d) is replaced by a first-order forward difference approxi-
mation, then the second order partial derivative, with respect to the j-th design pa-
rameter, must be continuous along the line segment from d to (d + hi,j · ej) for the
intermediate value theorem to apply and the local truncation error to be bounded:

Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] −
fe,wos,j[i]− fe,wos[i]

hi,j
=

Rfe,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j
(5.43)

such that

Rfe,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j
= −

hi,j

2
· ∂2φfe,wos[i]

∂2d[j]

(
d + ξ · ej

)
with ξ ∈

[
0, hi,j

]
(5.44)
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5 Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

In this case, an upper bound can be derived for the magnitude of truncation error:

|Rfe,wos,i,j (d) |
hi,j

≤
hi,j

2
·

Me,wos,i,j(d)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

sup
ξ∈[0,hi,j]

∣
∣
∣
∣

∂2φfe,wos[i]

∂2d[j]

(
d + ξ · ej

)
∣
∣
∣
∣

(5.45)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] −

fe,wos,j[i]− fe,wos[i]

hi,j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤

hi,j

2
·Me,wos,i,j (d) (5.46)

5.6.2 Computational Error

Numerical simulation is used in the mapping of design parameters to electrical per-
formance values. A computational error will be introduced as a result of numerical
simulation. For example, in direct time integration methods [CC96, Wei02], local er-
ror can be estimated and controlled, while trapezoidal rule ringing in stiff circuits and
the effect of switching between integration methods may contribute an additional er-
ror that cannot be reduced by tightening error tolerance limits [Kun95b].

The effect of computational error can be treated in a similar manner to round-off er-

ror in classical error analysis. Let the new function ˜φfe,wos(d) represent the function
φfe,wos(d) including computational error, and let ηfe,wos(d) be the function represent-
ing the error:

ηfe,wos(d) = ˜φfe,wos(d)−φfe,wos(d) (5.47)

Let ∆ηfe,wos,i,j be the function representing computational error in the first-order for-
ward difference approximation:

∆ηfe,wos,i,j (d) = ηfe,wos(d + hi,j · ej)− ηfe,wos(d)

= ˜φfe,wos(d + hi,j · ej)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

˜fe,wos,j[i]

− ˜φfe,wos(d)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

˜fe,wos[i]

−

φfe,wos(d + hi,j · ej)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fe,wos,j[i]

+ φfe,wos(d)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fe,wos[i]

= ˜fe,wos,j[i]− f̃e,wos[i]− fe,wos,j[i] + fe,wos[i]

(5.48)

From (5.43) and (5.48), truncation and computational error in the first-order forward
difference approximation can be represented in a single equation:

Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] −
˜fe,wos,j[i]− f̃e,wos[i]

hi,j
=

Rfe,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j
−

∆ηfe,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j
(5.49)
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5.6 Electrical Performances and Constraints Without Layout Synthesis

As with truncation error, an upper bound is placed on computational error in the
first-order forward difference approximation:

∣
∣∆ηfe,wos,i,j (d)

∣
∣ ≤ 2 ·

Ne,wos,i,j(d)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

sup
ξ∈[0,hi,j]

∣
∣
∣
∣

˜φfe,wos

(
d + ξ · ej

)
[i]−φfe,wos

(
d + ξ · ej

)
[i]

∣
∣
∣
∣

(5.50)

such that ∣
∣
∣ ˜fe,wos,j[i]− f̃e,wos[i]− fe,wos,j[i] + fe,wos[i]

∣
∣
∣ ≤ 2Ne,wos,i,j (d) (5.51)

From (5.46), (5.49) and (5.51):
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] −
˜fe,wos,j[i]− f̃e,wos[i]

hi,j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

≤
hi,j

2
·Me,wos,i,j (d) +

2Ne,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j
(5.52)

5.6.3 Adjustments to Palliate Truncation and Computationa l Error

Let vector Ne,wos denote the upper bound on the magnitude of computational error
in electrical performance values in the feasible design space; using (5.47):

Ne,wos[i] = sup
d∈D́

∣
∣ηfe,wos(d)[i]

∣
∣ ; i = 1, . . . , nfe (5.53)

VectorNe,wos is a global bound. An estimate N̂e,wos toNe,wos can bemanually assigned
by the designer according to the accuracy of the numerical simulations needed to

calculate each electrical performance. If f̃e,wos = ˜φfe,wos (d), then:

abs
(

f̃e,wos − fe,wos

)

� N̂e,wos (5.54)

The electrical performance specifications can be adjusted to take into account the
effect of computational error in numerical function evaluation:

fe � fue

abs
(

f̃e,wos − fe,wos

) (5.54)
� N̂e,wos






=⇒ N̂e,wos + f̃e,wos � fue

︸ ︷︷ ︸

to guarantee fe � fue

(5.55)

fue
(5.55)←−

(
fue − N̂e,wos

)
(modified specification bound) (5.56)

When applying the substitution of (5.56) to the numerator in (5.9), the worst-case
computational error will be taken into consideration when solving problem (5.13).

When using the search algorithm of Section 5.2, the partial derivatives of φfe are
approximated at the starting vector, dκ, of each iteration, κ, by the first-order forward
difference function presented in (5.41).
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From (5.52), a decrease in each step size, hi,j, will increase the computational error
in the corresponding approximation and decrease the local truncation error. For a
fixed step size, if the value of the difference fe,wos,j[i]−fe,wos[i] in (5.43) is small at
dκ such that it will be dominated by Rfe,wos,i,j, then first-order forward difference
can be replaced with a higher order finite difference approximation. A reduction in
truncation error, however, is contingent upon the differentiability class of the function
within the suitable neighborhood around the value of dκ in the design space. An
increase of order will increase the number of needed function evaluations and the
cost of partial derivative approximation by finite difference. Computational error,
added in equation (5.49), will also limit the accuracy and absorb the benefit of a high
order approximation.

From (5.15), if each difference ˜fe,wos,j[i]− ˜fe,wos[i], with i ∈ 1, . . . , nf and j ∈ 1, . . . , nd,
has the same sign as Jfe,wos(d)[i, j], then each gradient approximation will point in the
general direction of improvement in the design space, though the weight of each per-
formance in the objective function (5.16) will change. From (5.49), this is equivalent
to the following condition:

sign
(
Jfe,wos(d)[i, j]

)
= sign





˜fe,wos,j[i]− f̃e,wos[i]

hi,j





=⇒ sign
(
Jfe,wos(d)[i, j]

)
=

sign

(

Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] −
(

Rfe,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j
−

∆ηfe,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j

))

(5.57)

Only when a gradient direction is small in magnitude relative to the error and oppo-
site in sign will a step be taken outside the general direction of improvement.

It is suggested, here, that truncation error can be considered a useful correction term
when added to Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] so as to produce the first-order forward difference func-
tion. The first-order forward difference function gives the average of the partial
derivative Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] over the range [d[j], d[j]+hi,j ]:

fe,wos,j[i]− fe,wos[i]

hi,j
=

1
hi,j

τ=hi,j∫

τ=0

∂φfe,wos[i]

∂d[j]

(
d + τ · ej

)
dτ (5.58)

From (5.43) and (5.58):

Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] −
Rfe,wos,i,j (d)

hi,j
︸ ︷︷ ︸

partial derivative + truncation error

=
1
hi,j

τ=hi,j∫

τ=0

∂φfe,wos[i]

∂d[j]

(
d + τ · ej

)
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

first-order finite difference approximation

(5.59)
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Truncation error compensates for large variations in value over small distances and
improves algorithm robustness. The source of large sensitivity may be the real circuit
response or may be due to the computational error.

Each each step size, hi,j, is selected in consideration of the estimated upper bound
N̂e,wos[i] on computational error for the i-th performance, so that N̂e,wos[i]/hi,j is small;
and in consideration of the partial derivative Jfe,wos(d)[i, j], so that it is averaged over
small distances in the design space.

For example, if the j-th design parameter is the width, W, of a CMOS device, such
that Wmin = 0.2µm, and the i-th performance is circuit gain, such that N̂e,wos[i] = 2dB,
then the designer may select hi,j=5·Wmin.

The estimated upper bound, N̂e,wos, on computational error will be used to set a lower
limit on the approximation to the partial derivatives:

(∣
∣
∣ ˜fe,wos,j[i]−f̃e,wos[i]

∣
∣
∣ < 2N̂e,wos

)

=⇒
(
Jfe,wos(d)[i, j] ←− 0

)
;

j∈1, . . . , nd; i∈1, . . . , nfe
(5.60)

5.7 Performances with Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

The post-layout evaluation of electrical performances and the modified area objective
is represented by the mappings in (5.32) and (5.34) respectively. Prior to numerical
evaluation by circuit simulation, a layout is synthesized and a post-layout circuit
model is extracted using the synthesis flow described in Chapter 4.

Layout synthesis and model extraction will introduce a discretization error and a
placement-specific error, as will be described below. This is in addition to the trunca-
tion and computational errors caused by the numerical evaluation of functions and
the precision and round-off error caused by the use of floating point numbers.

Insight into the cloaked steps of the layout synthesis flow can be used to improve the
first-order forward difference approximations to post-layout partial derivatives.

The following discussion will refer to the electrical performances, denoted by fe, but
can be applied in an exact manner to the modified area objective, Á.

Without loss of generality, examples using CMOS devices will be presented in this
section.

5.7.1 Discretization Error

Discretization error is introduced by the layout synthesis flow when continuous de-
vice design parameters are mapped to discontinuous layout parameters, as is done
in Section 4.2.
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5 Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

For example, the mapping of CMOS design parameters to layout parameters is rep-
resented in (4.3), while the discretization of CMOS device width is given by (4.11).
The magnitude of discretization error is given by (4.12) and illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Device length can be discretized in a similar manner so as to obtain the complete
vector of discrete CMOS design parameters:

[W, L]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dCMOS

(4.3)7−→ [W f , L f , n f ]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

λCMOS

(4.11)7−→ [Wdiscrete, Ldiscrete]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dCMOS,discrete

(5.61)

The circuit design parameters, dE , are obtained from the device design parameters by
renormalization and variable elimination, as represented by (5.26), while the opposite
operation is represented by (5.27). By application of (5.27), followed by discretization
at the device level, followed by (5.26), the vector of discrete circuit design parameters
is obtained:

dE
(5.27)7−→ dE ,original

discretization7−→ dE ,original,discrete
(5.26)7−→ dE ,discrete (5.62)

From (5.62), a discrete circuit design space can be defined:

DE ,discrete =

{

dE ,discrete ∈ DE | ∃
dE∈D

dE
(5.62)7−→ dE ,discrete

}

; DE ,discrete ⊂ DE (5.63)

Without loss of generality, the test bench design parameters, dEB , are assumed, here,
to remain continuous. A partially discrete design space can therefore be defined, the
diminution ”pd” will be used for ”partially discrete” in subscripts:

Dpd = DE ,discrete ×DEB ; Dpd ⊂ D (5.64)
[

dE
dEB

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

d

∈ D (5.62), (5.63)
=⇒
(5.64)

[
dE ,discrete
dEB

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

dpd

∈ Dpd (5.65)

Let dE ,error denote the discretization error in the circuit design parameters:

dE ,error = dE ,discrete − dE (5.66)
[
dE ,discrete
dEB

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

dpd

(5.66)
=

[
dE
dEB

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

d

+

[
dE ,error

0

]

= d +

[
dE ,error

0

]

(5.67)

In Section 4.2.1, an upper bound was placed on the magnitude of discretization er-
ror in each design parameter during device layout synthesis. This was exemplified
in (4.13) for CMOS device width. At the circuit level, the upper bound on error can
be represented by a vector dE ,error-max, such that:

abs(dE ,error) � dE ,error-max (5.68)
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Let fe,error,wos denote the change in the value of the electrical performance vector due
to discretization error in the circuit design parameters; using (5.30):

fe,pd,wos = φfe,wos

(
dpd

) (5.67)
= φfe,wos

(

d +

[
dE ,error

0

])

(5.69)

fe,error,wos = fe,pd,wos − fewos
(5.69)
= φfe,wos

(
dpd

)
−φfe,wos (d) (5.70)

Using (5.68), an upper bound can be derived for fe,error,wos; for i=1, . . . , nfe:

|fe,error,wos[i]| ≤

Qwos(d)[i]
︷ ︸︸ ︷

sup
abs(dE ,error)�dE ,error-max

∣
∣
∣
∣
φfe,wos

(

d +

[
dE ,error

0

])

[i]−φfe,wos (d) [i]

∣
∣
∣
∣

(5.71)

5.7.2 Placement Dependency

As discussed in Section 4.2, the mapping between device design and layout param-
eters is not unique. From the possible device layout variants generated for a value
of dE , a set P of apposite circuit placements is enumerated and routed. This is rep-
resented by the mapping in (5.31). As a consequence, the discretization of design
parameters is placement dependent. It is convenient to note this dependence by a
parametrization of the discrete circuit design parameters by placement p ∈ P:

dE
(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ P

discretization7−→
for p∈P

dE ,original,discrete (p)
(5.26)7−→ dE ,discrete (p) (5.72)

dE ,error (p) = dE ,discrete (p)− dE (5.73)
[
dE ,discrete (p)

dEB

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

dpd(p)

(5.73)
=

[
dE
dEB

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

d

+

[
dE ,error (p)

0

]

= d +

[
dE ,error (p)

0

]

(5.74)

The change in the value of the electrical performances due to design parameter dis-
cretization for a placement p is denoted by fe,error,wos (p); using (5.30):

fe,pd,wos (p)
(5.74)
= φfe,wos

(
dpd (p)

)
= φfe,wos

(

d +

[
dE ,error (p)

0

])

(5.75)

fe,error,wos (p)
(5.75)
= φfe,wos

(
dpd (p)

)
−φfe,wos (d) (5.76)

The change in the value of the electrical performances due to design parameter
discretization for a placement p, as well as layout parasitic devices is denoted by
fe,error,ws (p); using (5.32):

fe,pd,ws (p)
(5.74)
= φfe,ws

(
dpd (p)

)
= φfe,ws

(

d +

[
dE ,error (p)

0

])

(5.77)
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fe,error,ws (p)
(5.77)
= φfe,ws

(
dpd (p)

)
− φfe,wos (d) (5.78)

The change in the value of the electrical performances for a placement p due uniquely
to layout parasitic devices is denoted by fe,error,∆ (p):

fe,error,∆ (p)
(5.76), (5.78)

= fe,error,ws (p)− fe,error,wos (p) (5.79)

Without layout synthesis, the value of fe,error,wos (p) is bounded by (5.71), since

abs(dE ,error (p)) � dE ,error-max for all p ∈ P (5.80)

so that for i=1, . . . , nfe:

|fe,error,wos (p) [i]| ≤ Qwos (d) [i]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(5.71)

(5.81)

With layout synthesis, the elements of fe,error,ws (p) are unbounded. This is because
the change in device location in the placement, the differences in routing, and other
layout specific attributes are hidden and unaccounted for when mapping from the
design to the performance space using the layout synthesis flow of Chapter 4.

In practical circuit examples, the unbounded error, fe,error,ws (p) [i], can dominate the
pre-layout performance value, fe,wos[i], if the i-th performance is layout-sensitive.
More specifically, the error, fe,error,∆ (p) [i], uniquely due to layout parasitic devices,
dominates over the bounded discretization error, fe,error,wos (p) [i].

continuous
value

Pre-layout synthesis value of PSRR calculated at dE ,discrete
(
pi
)

Post-layout synthesis value of PSRR calculated at dE ,discrete
(
pi
)

PSRR calculated at a vector dE in the continuous circuit design space

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6

110

100

90

80

P
SR

R
[d
B
]

Figure 5.1: The effect of circuit design parameter discretization and layout synthesis
on the value of the power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of an operational
amplifier is illustrated.

A practical illustration of error is given in Figure 5.1. First, the power supply rejec-
tion ratio (PSRR) of an operational amplifier is calculated by circuit simulation for
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a value of dT =
[
dT
E ; d

T
EB
]
in the feasible design space. Secondly, the layout syn-

thesis flow of Chapter 4 is called; for this example, the set of layouts produced by
the flow is P = {p1, . . . , p6}. Thirdly, for the layouts in P, the corresponding dis-
cretized circuit design parameter vectors, {dE ,discrete

(
pi
)
|i = 1, . . . , 6}, are calculated

as described in (5.72). Fourthly, PSRR is calculated for the discretized circuit design
parameter vectors with and without layout synthesis; this corresponds to the use of
equations (5.75) and (5.77) respectively. The amount of post-layout error in PSRR is
relatively large and reached 14% for p3. This will affect gradient direction and step
size calculation during the use of a search algorithm.

5.7.3 Solution Selection in the Design Space Under
Consideration of Discretization and Placement Error

It is recalled that during iteration, κ, of the search algorithm, and in each sub-
iteration, τ = 1, . . . , qκ , problem (5.21) is solved in the continuous design space, D,
to obtain dκ+1,τ

model . The solution dκ+1 to problem (5.13) – also the starting vector of

iteration (κ+1) – is approximated, such that dκ+1≈d
κ+1,qκ

model .

Computational error in function evaluation at dκ+1,τ is taken into consideration as
done in (5.56) for the case of traditional circuit sizing without layout synthesis.

Post layout synthesis, the subspace DE of D is discretized according to (5.63). As a
consequence, the solution to (5.13) must be selected from the partially discrete design
space, Dpd. A four step approach is taken, here, to select a discrete solution.

First, in each sub-iteration, τ, problem (5.21) is solved in the continuous design space
to obtain dκ+1,τ

model . The feasible correction step is then applied, if necessary, in order to
ensure the satisfaction of the inequality constraints.

Secondly, the solution is discretized by calling the layout synthesis flow of Chapter 4
with input dκ+1,τ

model to determine the set of valid circuit placements. The best final
placement, as determined in Section 4.6, is left to the third step coming forthwith.

Let Pκ,τ denote the set of valid circuit placements corresponding to dκ+1,τ
model . For each

placement pκ,τ in Pκ,τ , the placement-dependent circuit design parameter vector
dE ,model,discrete (pκ,τ) is obtained by applying (5.72):

dκ+1,τ
E ,model

(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ Pκ,τ

discretization
7−→ for pκ,τ ∈ Pκ,τ

dE ,model,discrete (pκ,τ)
(5.26) 7−→ dE ,model,original,discrete (pκ,τ)

(5.82)

The stages of the mapping in (5.82) are illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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p1
κ,τ p3

κ,τ

p2
κ,τ

dE ,model,original,discrete
(
p2

κ,τ
)

dE ,model,original,discrete
(
p1

κ,τ
)

dE ,model,original,discrete
(
p3

κ,τ
)

and normalizationvariable elimination

get the device designer parameter values from each placement,
for example, CMOS gate widths and lengths

p2
κ,τ

p3
κ,τ

p1
κ,τ

layout synthesis

dκ+1,τ
model is the solution to (5.21)
in iteration κ, sub-iteration τ dE ,model,discrete

(
p2

κ,τ
)

dE ,model,discrete
(
p1

κ,τ
)

dE ,model,discrete
(
p3

κ,τ
)

set of placements Pκ,τ

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the mapping in (5.82). The layout synthesis flow of Chap-
ter 4 is used to generate the set of placements Pκ,τ =

{
p1

κ,τ , p
2
κ,τ , p

3
κ,τ
}
;

from Pκ,τ , a set of discrete placement-dependent circuit design parameter
values are extracted.

The partially discrete solution is then constructed by adding the test bench design
parameters:

dκ+1,τ
model,pd (pκ,τ) =





dE ,model,discrete (pκ,τ)

dκ+1,τ
EB,model



 ;

dκ+1,τ
model,pd (pκ,τ) ∈ Dpd; pκ,τ ∈ Pκ,τ

(5.83)

Thirdly, a best placement, denoted by p⋆
κ,τ , is selected from Pκ,τ , and the continuous

solution dκ+1,τ
model is replaced by dκ+1,τ

model,pd

(
p⋆

κ,τ
)
as the partially discrete solution. The

selection of p⋆
κ,τ is accomplished by looking at the performance values, as follows.

Using (5.77), the electrical performance values corresponding to pκ,τ∈Pκ,τ are calcu-
lated using the post-layout circuit:

fe,pd,ws (pκ,τ)
(5.77)
= φfe,ws

(

dκ+1,τ
model,pd (pκ,τ)

)

(5.84)

The difference between the placement-dependent electrical performance values
{fe,pd,ws (pκ,τ) |pκ,τ∈Pκ,τ} is due to discretization and placement-dependent error.

The objective function, γκ, of the search algorithm, defined in (5.10), is a function of
the performances, and is minimized in problem (5.13). The best placement p⋆

κ,τ is,
therefore, selected from Pκ,τ so as to minimize γκ :
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p⋆
κ,τ= argmin

pκ,τ∈Pκ,τ

[

γκ

(

dκ+1,τ
model,pd (pκ,τ)

)]

(5.9)
= argmin

pκ,τ∈Pκ,τ

[

exp

(

−Amax − Áws (pκ,τ)

||JÁ,ws (d
κ) ||

)

+
nf

∑
i=1

exp

(

−fu[i]− fe,pd,ws (pκ,τ) [i]

||Jfe,ws (dκ) [i]||

)]

(5.85)
This can be conveniently accomplished using the scalar cost metric ϕ suggested in
Section 4.6 and used to select the final placement in the layout synthesis flow. To
exactly match the expressions for γκ and ϕ, the weight vector w in (4.92) is set as
follows at the starting point of each algorithm iteration, κ:

w[i] =
1

||Jfe,ws (dκ) [i]|| ; i = 1, . . . , nfe

w[0] =
1

||JÁ,ws (dκ) || (for modified area, Á)
(5.86)

The Jacobian Jfe,ws (dκ) and the gradient JÁ,ws (d
κ) are derived in Section 5.7.4.

Since dκ+1,τ
model is replaced by dκ+1,τ

model,pd

(
p⋆

κ,τ
)
as the partially discrete subproblem solu-

tion, it is also used in lieu of dκ+1,τ
model in the reduction ratio defined in (5.22) and used

to select the size of the trust region:

ρ =

(

γκ (dκ)− γκ

(

dκ+1,τ
model,pd

(
p⋆

κ,τ
)))

(

γκ (dκ)− γ̄κ

(

dκ+1,τ
model,pd

(
p⋆

κ,τ
))) ; ρ ∈ (0, 1) (5.87)

The geometric constraints, cg � cmg , are satisfied by layout construction. Post-layout
satisfaction of the DC electrical constraints, ce�cme , was ensured during synthesis by

the procedure in Section 4.5.2. Therefore, if φc

(

dκ+1,τ
model

)

�cm, then the constraints are

also satisfied post layout synthesis.

Fourthly, after the qκ sub-iterations are completed and condition (5.87) is satisfied,
the solution to (5.13), which is the starting vector of iteration κ+1, is assigned the
discrete placement-dependent value:

dκ+1 ←− d
κ+1,qκ

model,pd

(

p⋆
κ,qκ

)

; p⋆
κ,qκ
∈ Pκ,qκ ; dκ+1 ∈ Dpd (5.88)

Finally, it is noted here that the initial starting vector d0 (for κ = 0) is discretized in
a similar manner using the layout synthesis flow, however the weight vector w used
in the selection of the initial best placement is set by the designer directly. Let p⋆

−1,−1
be the best placement for the initial continuous starting vector d0:

d0 reassigned←− d0
pd

(
p⋆
−1,−1

)
(5.89)
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5.7.4 Partial Derivative Calculation Under Consideration of
Discretization and Placement Error

In the search algorithm of Section 5.2, the performance partial derivatives are approx-
imated at the starting vector, dκ , of each iteration, κ.

By (5.88), the starting vector, dκ , of iteration κ is set to d
κ,qκ−1
model,pd

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

and is

already in the partially discrete design space, Dpd. The value φfe,ws(d
κ) has already

been calculated in iteration κ−1 while selecting p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

in (5.85).

If the first-order forward difference approximation is used, as described in (5.41),
then the approximation to Jfe,ws(d

κ)[i, j] – the partial derivative of the i-th electrical
performance to the j-th design parameter – requires a new vector (dκ+hi,j · ej) to be
chosen in the design space and φfe,ws(d

κ+hi,j · ej)[i] to be calculated.

There are several approaches to complete the partial difference approximation with
respect to the circuit design parameters. The main difference between approaches
depends on whether or not layout synthesis is repeated at (dκ +hi,j ·ej), so that dis-
cretization error and placement dependency are accounted for in performance eval-
uation. Layout synthesis is computationally costly. In the approach described below,
layout synthesis is used in partial derivative approximation, such that a total of ndE
calls are made to the synthesis flow of Chapter 4.

Let it be assumed that the step lengths are equal for all performance functions:

h−,j=h1,j = . . .=hi,j= . . .=hnfe,j (5.90)

It will be shown later that this assumption reduces the number of needed calls to the
layout synthesis flow from (nfe · ndE ) to ndE .

By (5.90), the new vectors (dκ +hi,j ·ej) taken for first-order forward difference are
independent of performance index, i. Vector dκ,j is now defined as follows:

dκ,j = dκ + h−,j · ej (5.91)

Let Pκ,j denote the set of circuit placements corresponding to dκ,j. For each placement
pκ,j in Pκ,j, the placement-dependent circuit design parameter vector dE ,discrete

(
pκ,j
)

is obtained by applying (5.72):

d
κ,j
E

(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ Pκ,j

discretization
7−→ for pκ,j ∈ Pκ,j

dE ,discrete
(
pκ,j
) (5.26) 7−→ dE ,original,discrete

(
pκ,j
)

(5.92)
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The complete discrete solution is then constructed:

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)

=





dE ,discrete
(
pκ,j
)

d
κ,j
EB



 ;

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)
∈ Dpd; pκ,j ∈ Pκ,j

(5.93)

Using (5.74), the discretization error dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)
is given implicitly by:





dE ,discrete
(
pκ,j
)

d
κ,j
EB





︸ ︷︷ ︸

d
κ,j
pd(pκ,j)

(5.73)
=




d

κ,j
E

d
κ,j
EB





︸ ︷︷ ︸

dκ,j

+

[
dE ,error

(
pκ,j
)

0

]

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
) (5.91)

= dκ + h−,j · ej +
[
dE ,error

(
pκ,j
)

0

]

(5.94)

From (5.92), layout synthesis is only called when the circuit design parameters, dE ,
are changed; this corresponds to j = 1, . . . , ndE . The test bench design parameters
do not directly alter layout geometry; thereby for j = (ndE+1), . . . , nd, the layouts
produced for the iteration starting vector, dκ, are used:

for each
dκ,j

{
j ∈ [1, . . . , ndE ] =⇒ obtain Pκ,j by synthesis as in (5.92)

j ∈ [(ndE+1), . . . , nd] =⇒ Pκ,j←−Pκ−1,qκ−1 from iteration κ−1 (5.95)

From (5.95) and for j=(ndE+1), . . . , nd:

dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)

= d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ−1,qκ−1

)
= 0

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)

= d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ−1,qκ−1

) (5.91)
= dκ + h−,j · ej

(5.96)

Using (5.77) and considering

d0 (5.89)
= d0

pd

(

p⋆
−1,−1

)

, dκ (5.88)
= d

κ,qκ−1
model,pd

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

for κ = 1, . . . ,m−1

the value of the performances at dκ and d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)
for each pκ,j∈Pκ,j is defined:

fκ
e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

= φfe,ws (dκ) (5.97)

f
κ,j
e,pd,ws(pκ,j) = φfe,ws

(

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
))

(5.98)

Using (5.79), the change due uniquely to layout parasitic devices is defined:

fκ
e,error,∆

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

= φfe,ws (dκ)−φfe,wos (dκ) (5.99)
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f
κ,j
e,error,∆

(
pκ,j
)

= φfe,ws

(

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
))

−φfe,wos

(

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
))

(5.100)

Let ∆ηfe,ws,i,j be the function representing computational error in the first-order for-
ward difference of electrical performances calculated post layout synthesis. Similar
to (5.48), the value of ∆ηfe,ws,i,j at dκ is calculated:

∆ηfe,ws,i,j (d
κ) =

˜
f

κ,j
e,pd,ws(pκ,j)[i]−

˜
fκ
e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

[i]

−fκ,j
e,pd,ws(pκ,j)[i] + fκ

e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

[i]
(5.101)

For any placement pκ,j∈Pκ,j, the following equation can be derived for the first-order
representation of the finite difference in the value of the i-th electrical performance

between dκ and d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)
. The equation considers discretization, truncation, and

computational error, as well as the error uniquely due to layout parasitic devices:

Jfe,wos(d
κ)[i] ·

(

d
κ,j

pd
(
pκ,j
)
−dκ

)

by (5.94)

︷ ︸︸ ︷([

dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)

0

]

+ hi,j · ej

)

=

+

(

˜
f

κ,j
e,pd,ws

(
pκ,j
)
[i]− ˜

fκ
e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

[i]

) }

calculated value

−
(

f
κ,j
e,error,∆

(
pκ,j
)
[i]− fκ

e,error,∆

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

[i]
) }

placement dependency

− ∆ηfe,ws,i,j (d
κ)
}
computational error

− 1
2
· dE ,error

(
pκ,j
)T · ∂2φfe[i]

∂dE∂dT
E

(

ξκ,j
)

· dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)

−
h2i,j

2
· ∂2φfe[i]

∂2d[j]

(

ξκ,j
)







truncation error

(5.102)
For some point ξκ,j on the line segment joining dκ and d

κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)
, and assuming that

the underlying function φfe,wos[i] is twice differentiable along this line segment.
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The following equation can be derived from (5.102) to obtain the approximation
Jfe,ws(d

κ) to Jfe,wos(d
κ), which includes placement dependency and corrects for dis-

cretization error:

Jfe,ws(d
κ)[i] ·

(

d
κ,j

pd
(
pκ,j
)
−dκ

)

by (5.94)

︷ ︸︸ ︷([

dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)

0

]

+ hi,j · ej

)

=

(

˜
f

κ,j
e,pd,ws

(
pκ,j
)
[i]− ˜

fκ
e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

[i]

) }

calculated value

(5.103)

For j=1, . . . , nd and i=1, . . . , nfe, and since h−,j=h1,j = . . .=hi,j= . . .=hnfe ,j by the as-
sumption in (5.90), (nfe × nd) equations of the form in (5.103) can be constructed and
combined into a single system to calculate the complete Jacobian matrix Jfe,ws(d

κ):

Jfe,ws(d
κ) ·

∆D
︷ ︸︸ ︷([

dE ,error (pκ,1) , · · · ,dE ,error
(
pκ,ndE

)
0<ndE×ndEB>

0<ndEB×ndE> 0<ndEB×ndEB>

]

+ H

)

≈

[(

˜fκ,1
e,pd,ws (pκ,1)−

˜
fκ
e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)
)

, · · · ,
(

˜f
κ,nd
e,pd,ws

(
pκ,nd

)
− ˜
fκ
e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)
)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆F

(5.104)

where

H =






h−,1 0
. . .

0 h−,nd




 (5.105)

Placement p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

is the best from the previous iteration (κ−1), as selected in (5.85),
and dκ is the corresponding design parameter vector; from (5.97):

fκ
e,pd,ws

(

p⋆
κ−1,qκ−1

)

= φfe,ws (dκ) (5.106)

For j = 1, . . . , nd, d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)
is the discrete design parameter vector corresponding to

pκ,j ∈Pκ,j as defined in (5.93), and dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)
is the discretization error in the circuit

design parameters as defined in (5.94); from (5.98):

f
κ,j
e,pd,ws(pκ,j) = φfe,ws

(

d
κ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
))

(5.107)
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By the assumption in (5.90) and from the definition in (5.91), the value of dκ,j
pd

(
pκ,j
)
is

independent of the performance index, i. From (5.104):

Jfe,ws(d
κ) · ∆D ≈ ∆F (5.108)

In order to solve (5.108) for Jfe,ws(d
κ), the step sizes, {h−,1, . . . , h−,j, . . . , h−,nd}, must

be selected so that the square matrix ∆D is nonsingular.

One method of selection is suggested here. By the Levy-Desplanques theorem, if ∆D
is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, then it is nonsingular. The step sizes are
therefore selected so that ∆D is a strictly column diagonally dominant matrix:

|dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)
[j] + h−,j| >

ndE

∑
k 6=j

|dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)
[k]|; j = 1, . . . , ndE (5.109)

This requires each step, h−,j, to be large relative to the first norm of the discretization
error, dE ,error

(
pκ,j
)
, for j = 1, . . . , ndE (the circuit design parameters), while no such

requirement is imposed for j=(ndE+1), . . . , nd (the test bench design parameters).

For the reasonable assumption that dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)
[j] + h−,j > 0:

h−,j >
ndE

∑
k 6=j

|dE ,error
(
pκ,j
)
[k]| − dE ,error

(
pκ,j
)
[j]; j = 1, . . . , ndE (5.110)

Using (5.80), it is possible to define a lower bound for the step size so as to guarantee
that the matrix ∆D is nonsingular:

h−,j > 1TndE · dE ,error-max
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a constant

; j = 1, . . . , ndE ; 1ndE ∈ {1}ndE (5.111)

In (5.102), the step h−,j is proportional to truncation error. As discussed in Section 5.6,
truncation error has an averaging effect on each partial difference approximation.
The lower bound set in (5.111) on each step size, h−,j is very large and can overly
smooth the Jacobian approximation due to truncation error. Important function ex-
trema between dκ and dκ,j may be missed in the resulting linear model. Furthermore,
it is unlikely that the maximum error magnitude, dE ,error-max, will be attained by any
placement pκ,j in Pκ,j, so that abs

(
dE ,error

(
pκ,j
))

= dE ,error-max. In consequence, the

lower bound on step size is set to a fraction, ̺, of
(

1TndE · dE ,error-max

)

:

h−,j > ̺ · 1TndE · dE ,error-max; j = 1, . . . , ndE ; 1ndE ∈ {1}ndE ; 0 < ̺ ≤ 1 (5.112)

If ∆D is singular after synthesis, then ̺ is increased and synthesis is repeated.

In (5.102), each step size is inversely proportional to the computational error and the
effect of placement dependency. Computational error can be regarded as done in
Section 5.6 for the partial derivative approximations without layout synthesis.
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Similar to computational error, a large step size reduces the effect of placement de-
pendency (and hence the local trends in layout geometry) to the approximation of
each partial derivative. However, the quantified placement dependency can be un-
bounded in value – a circuit example was given in Figure 5.1. For best results, it
cannot be ignored completely, for example, by performance evaluation without lay-
out synthesis, or by the random selection of p⋆

κ,j from Pκ,j.

In consideration of the method in which the discrete solution, dκ, is found to (5.13),
represented by equations (5.82) to (5.88), placement dependency is a benefit if it re-
sults in an improvement in the descent direction. By extending the linear model of
the previous iteration κ−1, used to find dκ, to the vector dκ,j = dκ + h−,j · ej, a best
placement p⋆

κ,j is selected from Pκ,j so as to minimize γκ−1 over the values of Pκ,j. This
is, once more, accomplished using the scalar cost metric ϕ suggested in Section 4.6
and used to select the final placement in the layout synthesis flow. The Jacobian ma-
trix from the previous iteration, Jfe,ws

(
dκ−1), is used to set the weight vector w:

w[i] =
1

||Jfe,ws

(
dκ−1) [i]|| ; i = 1, . . . , nfe

w[0] =
1

||JÁ,ws

(
dκ−1) || (for modified area, Á)

(5.113)

5.8 On the Cost of Circuit Sizing

The preponderant cost of the search algorithm in Section 5.2 is the evaluation of elec-
trical performances and constraints by circuit simulation. In layout-driven circuit
sizing, the cost of layout synthesis must also be considered. Therefore, the number
of performance and constraint evaluations needed, as well as the number of calls to
the layout synthesis flow of Chapter 4 will be used as a measure of circuit sizing cost.
An account of the number of calls and evaluations is given below.

First, the performances and constraints are evaluated at the starting vector, d0, of the
first search algorithm iteration; a layout is synthesized in layout-driven sizing.

Secondly, performances and constraints are linearized at the starting vector, κ, of each
algorithm iteration to obtain the subproblem in (5.20), with (κ =0, . . . ,m−1). If a first-
order forward difference function is used to approximate the Jacobian of the electrical
performances and constraints, then nd electrical performance and constraint evalua-
tions are needed in each iteration. In layout-driven circuit sizing, the synthesis flow
is called for each circuit design parameter – for a total of ndE calls in each iteration.

Thirdly, in order to select the optimal trust region, the problem in (5.21) is solved qκ

times in iteration κ, and the reduction ratio in (5.22) is evaluated. This requires a total
of qκ performance evaluations. In layout-driven circuit sizing, qκ calls are made to
the synthesis flow. Typically, 3≤qκ≤ 10, in the circuit sizing examples of Chapter 6.
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Fourthly, if a feasible correction step is necessary in iteration κ, sub-iteration τ, then
an additional nd+1 constraint evaluations and one additional performance evalua-
tion are needed. Let rκ denote the number of times a feasible correction step is needed
in iteration κ.

From the account above, a tally of the number of electrical performance and con-
straint evaluations as well as calls to the layout synthesis flow is given blow:

number of performance evaluations = 1 + m · nd +
m−1
∑
κ=0

(qκ + rκ) (5.114)

number of constraint evaluations = 1 + m · nd + · (nd + 1) ·
m−1
∑
κ=0

(rκ) (5.115)

number of calls to layout synthesis = 1 + m · ndE +
m−1
∑
κ=0

qκ (5.116)

5.9 Summary

In this Chapter, a new procedure is presented to solve the circuit sizing problem for-
mulated in (2.39). It combines a deterministic search algorithm with the constraint-
based layout synthesis flow presented in Chapter 4. The outcome of circuit sizing is
a layout that meets all the geometric constraints and specifications and a correspond-
ing electrical model that meets all the electrical constraints and specifications.

Electrical performances and constraints are evaluated numerically by circuit simula-
tion; this contributes a computational error. The search algorithm is gradient-based.
Each partial derivative of the electrical performance and constraint functions is ap-
proximated a forward finite difference function; this contributes a truncation error.

Layout synthesis adds a discretization error and a placement-dependency to the
value of each performance. Discretization error is introduced by layout synthesis
when continuous device parameters are mapped to discontinuous layout parame-
ters. Placement-dependency is understood to be uniquely due to layout parasitic de-
vices. Discretization error is bounded by constraints placed on device layout, while
placement-dependency can be large and unbounded, as shown in Figure 5.1. This
is because the change in device location in the placement, the differences in routing,
and other layout specific attributes are hidden and unaccounted for when mapping
from the design space to the performance space.

In order to account for the sources of error due to numerical evaluation and lay-
out synthesis, adjustments are made to the standard search algorithm. The upper
performance specification bound is increased by an extra margin to account for the
effect of computational error. Computational error is also used to set a lower bound
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5.9 Summary

on the magnitude of partial derivatives. In each search algorithm iteration, the best
placement is selected from the set generated by the layout synthesis flow so that the
solution to (5.13) is minimized. In (5.104), the discretization error term is accounted
for in the system of linear equations used in Jacobian approximation.

The principle computational cost of circuit sizing is the numerical evaluation (simu-
lation) of electrical performances and constraints. In layout-driven circuit sizing, the
cost of calling the layout synthesis flow of Chapter 4 is also significant. The cost of
executing the search algorithm code is relatively small and can be neglected. Equa-
tions are derived for the number of performance and constraint evaluations that are
necessary, as well as the number of calls to the layout synthesis flow.
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Chapter 6

Circuit Sizing Examples

In this chapter the layout-driven circuit sizing algorithm described in Chapter 5 is
applied to size three low frequency CMOS example circuits. Results are compared to
the outcome of traditional circuit sizing without the integration of layout synthesis.

The example circuits are first described in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, the general im-
plementation details are described for the experimental setup. Experimental results
for each example circuit are given in Section 6.3.

6.1 Description of the Example Circuits

This section gives an overview of the example circuits, as well as the number of de-
sign parameters, inequality constraints, and performances. The layout constraints,
used for layout-driven sizing, are also described for each example.

6.1.1 Folded Cascode Operational Amplifier (FC-OA)

The first example is the CMOS folded cascode operational amplifier (FC-OA) with
the circuit topology shown in Figure 6.1. The FC-OA consists of 19 CMOS devices.

Each CMOS device has two design parameters, total gate width and length (dCMOS=
[W, L]), for a total of 38 circuit design parameters. An externally supplied bias cur-
rent, labeled Ibias, is the only test bench design parameter.

Each device must operate as a voltage controlled current source and be in the satura-
tion region of operation. Ten analog functional circuit sub-blocks are identified in the
FC-OA topology and revealed in Figure 6.2: 4 current mirrors, 3 level shifters, 2 dif-
ferential pairs, and 1 cascode current mirror. The device tuples (P8,P3,P6,N2,N4,N7)
and (P7,P4,P5,N3,N5,N6) constitute the two branches of a balanced differential signal
path; the design parameters of corresponding devices are matched.
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Figure 6.1: Folded cascode operational amplifier (FC-OA) topology.

Circuit sizing rules are specified from the device region of operation, the functional
circuit sub-blocks, and circuit symmetry, as explained in Section 2.1.5 and [GZEA01].
There are 90 electrical inequality constraints, 57 geometric inequality constraints, and
26 geometric equality constraints.

By using the geometric equality constraints and applying elimination methods to the
inequality constraints, the number of electrical inequality constraints is reduced to
nce = 56, the number of geometric inequality constraints is reduced to ncg = 27, and
the number of circuit design parameters is reduced to ndE = 22. The total number of
design parameters is nd =23.

The placement constraints for the FC-OA are overlaid on the circuit topology in Fig-
ure 6.3. The devices along the differential signal path are placed symmetrically and
in proximity, while the bias circuit can be placed independently. The device pairs
(P3,P4), (P6,P5), (N4,N5), (N7,N6), (P8,P7), and (N2,N3) are placed in common cen-
troid configuration to improve matching along the differential signal path. As a re-
sult, 14 proximity, 6 common centroid, and 3 symmetry constraints are imposed ac-
cording to the rules described in [ESGS10]. The minimummargins between each pair
of devices constitute additional placement constraints.

Devices N2 to N7, and P3 to P8 are placed in grounded guard rings, while bulk taps
are used to ground the remaining devices.

Interface pin location for the input and output signals, vin+, vin−, and vout; the DC
bias current, ibias; and the DC supply and ground potentials, vdd and vss; is fixed to a
location on the layout boundary prior to the initiation of layout synthesis.

Two metal layers are used for routing. Geometric routing constraints are set to meet
DRC rules. The minimumwire width, the maximum wire length, the number of vias
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Figure 6.2: FC-OA topology with analog functional sub-blocks identified.
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Figure 6.3: FC-OA topology with superimposed placement constraints.

and corners is specified for each connection between devices. Maximum parallel and
tandem wire separation and length is also specified. The maximum resistance and
load capacitance of each connection between devices is also specified, as is the maxi-
mum coupling capacitance between critical nodes. For symmetrically placed devices,
a preference for symmetrical signal routing paths is registered. Resistance and load
capacitance is specified to be matched along the two branches of the differential sig-
nal path. The effective resistance between the terminal of each topology vertex v∈V
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Table 6.1: FC-OA test benches and electrical performances

Test Bench Analysis Electrical Performances Simulated Abbreviation

T B1 DC Electrical Constraints ce

T B2 AC

low frequency gain Gain

phase margin PM

unity gain bandwidth UGBW

T B3 AC

common mode rejection ratio CMRR

power supply rejection ratio from vdd PSRR-vdd

power supply rejection ratio from vss PSRR-vss

T B4 Transient
slew rate for rising signal SR-Rising

settling time Settling

T B5 Transient slew rate for falling signal SR-Falling

T B6 DC
input offset voltage IOV

power consumption Power

T B7 PSS total harmonic distortion THD

is dependent upon on the number of fingers n f and the number of divisions M for
each device, (for common centroid pairs) and is determined after placement.

Seven test bench circuits are constructed to calculate 12 electrical performances in
addition to the DC electrical constraints, as shown in Table 6.1.

6.1.2 Tunable Operational Transconductance Amplifier (TOT A)

The second example is the CMOS tunable operational transconductance amplifier
(TOTA) with circuit topology shown in Figure 6.4. It is based on the circuit in [LHI09]
with some topology modifications and it consists of 52 CMOS devices.

Operational amplifiers A+ and A- are identical. When combined with the bias circuit,
each represents an instance of the FC-OA of Section 6.1.1

There is a total of 104 circuit design parameters (CMOS gate widths and lengths). An
externally supplied DC bias current, Ibias, common mode reference voltage, Vcm, and
tuning current, Itune,low are the three test bench design parameters.

Devices P5, N3, and N6 operate as voltage controlled resistors and must be in the
triode region of operation. The channel length of N3 and N6 is constrained to have
a large minimum; this is to reduce short channel effects on the linearity of voltage
to current conversion in these devices. Minimum width, length, and area constraints
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Figure 6.4: Tunable operational transconductance amplifier (TOTA) topology.

are also set on N3 andN6 to reduce drain current mismatch due to process parameter
variations, and to reduce the amount of flicker noise.

Devices P8, P9, P10, P11, P12, and P13 are allowed to swing from weak to strong
inversion but with the drain-to-source voltage, Vds, of each device satisfying Vds≫VT,
where VT is the thermal voltage. The remaining devices operate as voltage controlled
current sources and must be in the saturation region of operation.

The voltages Vds and Vgs (gate-to-source voltage) across each device pair; (P8,P9),
(P10,P11), (P12,P13), (N6,N3), and (N1,N2); are matched.

Nineteen analog functional circuit sub-blocks are identified in the TOTA topology
for the CMOS devices in saturation: 8 current mirrors, 5 level shifters, 5 differential
pairs, and 1 cascode current mirror.
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Device design parameters are matched in value along balanced differential
signal paths. Within operational amplifiers A+ and A-, the design param-
eters of corresponding devices in the tuples (P22,P20,P18,N9,N11,N13) and
(P23,P21,P19,N10,N12,N14) are matched. Within the main circuit, the design param-
eters of corresponding devices in the tuples (P12,P14,N4,N3) and (P13,P15,N5,N6)
are matched. Within the common feedback circuit, the design parameters of the de-
vices P8, P9, P10, P11 are set equal, as are the parameters of P2 and P3, and of N1 and
N2.

Circuit sizing rules are specified from the device region of operation, the functional
circuit sub-blocks, and circuit symmetry, as explained in Section 2.1.5 and [GZEA01].
There are 244 electrical inequality constraints, 129 geometric inequality constraints,
and 107 geometric equality constraints.

Four additional DC electrical constraints are added to ensure sufficiently high gain
and low input offset voltage (IOV) for A+ and A-. Referring to Figure 6.2:

−Vbound ≤ Vin+ −Va+ ≤ Vbound

−Vbound ≤ Vin− −Va− ≤ Vbound
(6.1)

By using the geometric equality constraints and applying elimination methods to the
inequality constraints, the number of electrical inequality constraints is reduced to
nce = 183, the number of geometric inequality constraints is reduced to ncg = 45, and
the number of circuit design parameters is reduced to ndE = 39. The total number of
design parameters is nd =42.

The main, bias, and CMFB circuits, as well as A+ and A- are placed concurrently.
In order to route symmetrically, balance signal paths, and ensure electrical matching
the main and CMFB circuit devices are placed symmetrically or in common centroid
configuration, and in close layout proximity. In addition to the FC-OA placement
constraints of Section 6.1.1, corresponding devices in A+ and A- are placed sym-
metrically. This is possible to accomplish because device dimensions have already
been matched by geometric equality constraints, as discussed above. In all, 14 sym-
metry constraints, 33 proximity constraints, and 7 common centroid constraints are
imposed on placement. The NMOS devices are also placed within a grounded guard
ring, while bulk taps are used to ground the PMOS devices.

Interface pin location for the input and output signals, vin+, vin-, vout+, vout-; as well as
the DC supply and ground potentials, vdd, vss; is fixed prior to the initiation of layout
synthesis. Pin location for the DC common mode voltage level, vcm; the bias cur-
rent, ibias; and the DC tuning current, itune; is remains to be selected on the placement
border by the routing algorithm

Routing constraints are specified in a similar manner to the first circuit example in
Section 6.1.1. Symmetric routing is made possible by the strict geometric device de-
sign and circuit placement constraints.

Five test bench circuits are constructed to calculate 13 electrical performances in ad-
dition to the DC electrical constraints, as shown in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.5: TOTA transconductance, Gm, versus tuning current, Itune for a correctly
sized circuit. The specifications in (6.2) as well as the electrical constraints
are satisfied in the useful range of operation.

The TOTA linearly transforms a differential input voltage signal, Vin,diff, to a differen-
tial output current signal, Vout,diff, by a transconductance factor of magnitude Gm. In
turn, Gm is controlled through the DC tuning current, Itune, applied at pin itune.

In the feasible region of circuit operation – reached by correct circuit sizing – Gm

increases monotonically with Itune, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. The transconductance
magnitude, Gm,max, and corresponding tuning current, Itune,max, denote the end of the
feasible operating region.

To be useful in wide tuning range filter design, the feasible region of operation, de-
fined in terms of Gm and Itune, must satisfy a set of additional specifications. The
transconductance magnitudes, Gm,low and Gm,high, and corresponding tuning currents
Itune,low (a design parameter) and Itune,high, define the useful range of operation that
must be met. In the example of Figure 6.5, the useful range of operation corresponds
to the following set of specifications:

1µA ≤ Itune,low ≤ Itune,high ≤ 100µA;
Gm,high = 40 ·Gm,low;

1µA/V ≤ Gm,low ≤ Gm,high ≤ Gm,max

(6.2)

The electrical inequality constraints should be satisfied for Itune∈ [Itune,low, Itune,high]:

ce,min[i] = min
Itune,low≤Itune≤Itune,high

ce[i]; i = 1, . . . , nce; ce,min � cme (6.3)
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In this manner, the additional tuning current, (Itune,high− Itune,low), beyond the design
value, Itune,low, is considered a circuit operating parameter, as defined in Section 2.1.3.

From the design of the CMFB circuit, the DC common-mode output voltage should
equal the common mode reference voltage, Vcm, applied at pin vcm:

Vout,cm =
Vout+ +Vout−

2
= Vcm (6.4)

Otherwise, a common mode offset adjustment would be required.

A performance is added to measure the common mode voltage at the output and
compare it with the intended output common mode voltage, Vcm. As with the elec-
trical constraints, the worst-case offset is measured for Itune∈ [Itune,low, Itune,high].

To avoid output signal compression at a high differential input signal magnitude,
the transconductance, Gm, must remain a constant factor over the differential input
signal swing range.

The maximum differential input voltage magnitude is selected, here, to be 0.75V. A
linearity measure is defined as the percentage change in the value of Gm when Vin,diff
changes from 0 to 0.75V:

Linearity measure = 100 ·
∣
∣
∣
∣

Gm(Vin,diff = 0 V)−Gm(Vin,diff = 0.75 V)

Gm(Vin,diff = 0 V)

∣
∣
∣
∣

(6.5)

For the TOTA in the feasible range of operation, the linearity measure becomes
monotonically worse from Itune = Itune,low to Itune = Itune,high; it is calculated for
Itune= Itune,high.

From [PT03], the input referred noise power spectrum density of an OTA is given by:

Sn( f ) = St/Gm + S f / f ; f is frequency in Hz (6.6)

The thermal, St, and flicker, S f , components depend on the technology and OTA
topology. As flicker noise was a considerable problem for this OTA, a specification is
set on the root mean square (RMS) input referred noise (IRN) from 1 to 500 kHz.

When used in filter design, the finite low frequency gain of the OTA will result in a
passband loss (instead of an ideal 0dB), therefore voltage gain and bandwidth for the
unloaded OTA must also be considered.

Noise, gain, and bandwidth are simulated at the corners for which Itune= Itune,low and
Itune= Itune,high.

According to [LHI09], there is a tradeoff between OTA noise, linearity, and power
consumption.

The simulations of test bench T B1 must be executed before test benches T B2 to T B5,
in order to calculate the tuning current Itune,high corresponding to Gm,high.
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Table 6.2: TOTA test benches and electrical performances

Test Bench Analysis Electrical Performances Simulated Abbreviation

T B1⋆

AC, DC,

parameter sweep

of Itune

smallest transconductance gain
Gm,low

for Itune= Itune,low

greatest transconductance gain
Gm,high

for Itune= Itune,high

power consumption for Itune= Itune,low Power@1×
power consumption for Itune= Itune,high Power@40×
output offset (Vout,cm −Vcm)

T B2 DC Electrical Constraints ce

T B3 DC (sweep)
linearity measure defined in (6.5)

Linearity@40×
for Itune= Itune,high

T B4 AC

RMS input referred noise (1–500) kHz
IRN@1×

for Itune= Itune,low

low frequency voltage gain
Gain@1×

for Itune= Itune,low

bandwidth for Itune= Itune,low BW@1×

T B5 AC

RMS input referred noise (1–500) kHz
IRN@40×

for Itune= Itune,high

low frequency voltage gain
Gain@40×

for Itune= Itune,high

bandwidth for Itune= Itune,high BW@40×
⋆T B1 must be called before T B2 to T B5 so as to calculate Gm,high, Itune,high.

6.1.3 Miller Operational Amplifier (MOA)

The third example is the CMOS miller operational amplifier (MOA) with circuit
topology shown in Figure 6.6. It consists of 8 CMOS devices and a polysilicon-to-
polysilicon capacitor.

There is a total of 17 circuit design parameters, the gate widths and lengths of the
CMOS devices and the capacitance of C0, denoted by C. An externally supplied DC
bias current, labeled Ibias, is the only test bench design parameter.

Each CMOS device must operate as a voltage controlled current source and be in
the saturation region of operation. Three analog functional circuit sub-blocks are
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Figure 6.6: Miller operational amplifier (MOA) topology.
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Figure 6.7: MOA topology with analog functional sub-blocks identified.

identified in the MOA topology and revealed in Figure 6.7: two current mirrors and
one differential pair. The width of devices N0 and N1 must be equal to balance the
drain currents of the differential pair. Circuit sizing rules for the CMOS devices are
specified from the device region of operation and the functional circuit sub-blocks as
explained in Section 2.1.5 and [GZEA01].

As is the case with CMOS device design parameters, statistical variations and man-
ufacturing grid alignment will change the effective capacitance of C0 from the value
selected during circuit sizing. In consequence, the value of circuit performances can
change and robustness to manufacturing variations is reduced. Suitable sizing rules
and placement constraints are derived below for C0.
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6.1 Description of the Example Circuits

A polysilicon-polysilicon capacitor is formed by laying a second plate of polysilicon
over gate polysilicon. In this circuit example, C0 is placed as a single large capac-
itor, since matching is not an issue. Under nominal temperature and voltage bias
conditions the capacitance, C, of C0 is modeled by the following equation:

C = CA · (W · L) + CF · (2 (W + L)) = CA · A + 2 · CF ·
√
A ·
(√

As +
1√
As

)

(6.7)

where CA is the capacitance per unit area and CF is the fringe capacitance per unit
length, whileW and L are the dimensions of the top polysilicon plate. Capacitor area,
A=W · L, and aspect ratio, As=W/L, are selected as the device layout parameters.

LetWstep and Lstep denote the minimum increment steps for the dimensions of the top
plate, and letWdiscrete and Ldiscrete denote the dimensions after grid alignment:

Wdiscrete =
⌊

W
Wstep

⌉

·Wstep; Ldiscrete =
⌊

L
Lstep

⌉

· Lstep;

Cdiscrete = CA · (Wdiscrete · Ldiscrete) + CF · (2 (Wdiscrete + Ldiscrete))
(6.8)

IfW≫Wstep and L≫Lstep, then (C−Cdiscrete) is relatively small and can be neglected.

Process parameters CA and CF and plate dimensionsW and L have a statistical com-
ponent; they vary about their nominal values with standard deviations σCA, σCF, σW,
and σL respectively. Assuming the statistical components are uncorrelated and have
suitably small coefficients of variation [Goo60], the variation in capacitance, C, can
be derived as follows from (6.7):

σ2
C

C2 ≈
1

(

1 + 2 · CF
CA
· 1√

A
·
(√

As + 1√
As

))2 ·

(
σ2
CA

C2
A

+ σ2
W · 1

A·As + σ2
L · AsA + 4 · σ2

CF

C2
A

· (As+
1
As)

A + 4 ·
(
σ2
W + σ2

L

)
· C

2
F

C2
A

· 1
A2

)
(6.9)

Most terms in (6.9) can be discarded; this is dependent upon the nominal and statis-
tical parameters of the manufacturing process that is used. In general, to minimize
the variation in C and reduce the contribution of fringe capacitance, capacitor area,
A, should be suitably large, while the aspect ratio As should be kept close to 1. A
well proportioned capacitor will also help in creating a compact circuit placement.

Amin ≤ A; Asmin ≤ As ≤ Asmax (6.10)

From (6.7), minimum capacitance for a fixed area is obtained when As = 1. Using
this knowledge, the placement constraint Amin≤A can be replaced by a device sizing
rule applied directly to the design parameter C during circuit sizing:

Amin ≤ A
(6.7)
=⇒ CA · Amin + 4 · CF ·

√
Amin

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cmin

≤ CA · A + 4 · CF ·
√
A

︸ ︷︷ ︸

the value of C when As=1

≤ C

=⇒ Cmin ≤ C

(6.11)
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Figure 6.8: MOA topology with superimposed placement constraints.

For the complete circuit, there are 31 electrical inequality constraints, 6 geometric
equality constraints, and 25 geometric inequality constraints, including the rule in
(6.11) for C0.

By using the geometric equality constraints and applying elimination methods to the
inequality constraints, the number of electrical inequality constraints is reduced to
nce = 21, the number of geometric inequality constraints is reduced to ncg = 17, and
the number of circuit design parameters is reduced to ndE = 11. The total number of
design parameters is nd =12.

The placement constraints for the MOA are overlaid on the circuit topology in Fig-
ure 6.8. Imposed are 4 proximity and 2 symmetry constraints. Theminimummargins
between each pair of devices constitute additional placement constraints.

The capacitor is placed within a guard ring to reduce noise injection; bulk taps are
used to ground the CMOS devices.

For this example, only the interface pin location for the DC bias current, ibias, the DC
supply and ground potentials, vdd and vss, is fixed to a location on the layout bound-
ary prior to the initiation of layout synthesis. No pin assignment is performed for the
input and output signals, vin+, vin−, and vout; and only internal circuit connections
will be routed. It is thereby assumed that the external connection for these signals
will be performed at a later stage.

Routing constraints are specified in a similar manner to the first circuit example in
Section 6.1.1.

Eight test bench circuits are constructed to calculate 14 electrical performances in
addition to the DC electrical constraints, as shown in Table 6.3.
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6.2 Experimental Setup

Table 6.3: MOA test benches and electrical performances

Test Bench Analysis Electrical Performances Simulated Abbreviation

T B1 DC Electrical Constraints ce

T B2 AC

low frequency gain Gain

phase margin PM

unity gain bandwidth UGBW

T B3 AC

common mode rejection ratio CMRR

power supply rejection ratio from vdd PSRR-vdd

power supply rejection ratio from vss PSRR-vss

T B4 Transient
slew rate for rising signal SR-Rising

settling time Settling

T B5 Transient slew rate for falling signal SR-Falling

T B6 DC

input offset voltage IOV

power consumption Power

output resistance Rout

T B7 PSS total harmonic distortion THD

T B8 Transient output voltage swing OVS

6.2 Experimental Setup

6.2.1 Computer Hardware and Software

All computations were run on a dedicated PC with four quad-core 2.67GHz Intel
processors and 12GB of RAM.

CMOS devices were electrically modeled using BSIM3 models [LJX+], while Spec-
tre [Kun95a] from Cadence Design Systems was used for numerical analog circuit
simulation.

The tool WiCkeD [AEG+00a, Cad03b] from MunEDA was used as a simulation
server; extensions to implement the nuances of layout-driven circuit sizing, as de-
scribed in Chapter 5, were written in Python [Pyt09].

The Cadence Virtuoso analog design system was used as a platform for schematic
and layout synthesis [Cad08]. Device layouts and geometries were modeled using
parametric cells (PCELLS) within the platform. The adaptive routing algorithm in in-
dustrial tool of [Cad03a] was used for placement routing. The grid-based maze rout-
ing algorithm in the same tool was used in congestion estimation. Electrical circuit
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models (netlists) were extracted from layouts using the commercial tool in [Cad05].
SKILL [Bar90], a Lisp dialect, was used to implement the automatic layout synthesis
flow of Chapter 4.

A limited number of licenses were available for each commercial tool that was used.

6.2.2 Rules to Extract Layout Netlists

The netlist extraction rules described below were used to extract netlists from layout
geometries for the example circuits. They are also suitable for most low frequency
circuits with a bandwidth of interest below 1GHz, and strike a suitable balance be-
tween the accuracy of the extracted netlist in modeling electrical behavior and the
computational cost of extraction.

Routing interconnects are partitioned into segments and a resistance is calculated for
each segment. Partitions are made at contacts, line intersections, vias, and device
terminals. Long lines are fractured into smaller segments; maximum segment length
is 5µm. For each segment, a lumped parasitic coupling capacitance to each other
segment and to the substrate is calculated. The commercial integral equation field
solver, RCX-FS, is used to extract coupling capacitance. It is based on the algorithm,
Nebula, described in [KL00].

The RC network formed of segment resistors and coupling capacitors is simplified
by series and parallel device combinations and the elimination of dangling and small
elements; for example, resistors smaller than 0.01Ω are discarded. RC model order
reduction is performed considering a maximum frequency of 1GHz.

Diffusion area impedance is accounted for and solved for using a 2D Laplace solver.
Parasitic inductance and the effect of eddy currents in the substrate are not modeled.

6.2.3 Selection of the Starting Vector for Circuit Sizing

The selection of initial starting vector, d0, in the design space will influence circuit
sizing results and the comparison between traditional circuit sizing (without layout
synthesis integration) and the layout-driven circuit sizing algorithm of Chapter 5.

The layout-driven circuit sizing algorithm requires that the starting vector be feasi-
ble, so that d0 ∈ D. Furthermore, if d0 is arbitrarily chosen, then a large number of
iterations, m, may be needed to find the final solution, dm. If m is large, then the
computational cost of layout-driven circuit sizing will be inflated.

A solution to the problems above is to exert effort into the selection of d0. The fea-
sible starting vector is selected in the design space by traditional circuit sizing, as
represented by the formulation in (5.39), but with relaxed performance specifications:

f � fu
specification relaxation

=⇒ f � fu + ∆f,relaxation; ∆f,relaxation � 0 (6.12)
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If d0 maps to vector f0 in the performance space, then f0 � fu+∆f,relaxation and an
improvement of f0−fu�∆f,relaxation must be made in the performance space to satisfy
the original performance specifications (f� fu). The number of algorithm iterations,
m, to accomplish a maximum improvement of ∆f,relaxation is typically smaller than
what is needed with an arbitrary starting point.

The initial starting vector, d0, will be selected by the procedure described above in
Sections 6.3.1 through 6.3.3.

6.3 Circuit Sizing Results and Comparison

Both traditional and layout-driven circuit sizing are applied to the example circuits
of Section 6.1. The and results and costs of circuit sizing are presented, analyzed, and
compared in this section.

6.3.1 Folded Cascode Operational Amplifier (FC-OA)

The results of circuit sizing are given in Table 6.4:

• Column 1 and 2: The performance specifications used in circuit sizing.

• Column 3: Initial performance values before circuit sizing.

• Column 4: Performance values obtained by traditional circuit sizing without lay-
out synthesis. Circuit layout area is estimated using the procedure in Appendix A
and equation (A.12) with ρ=0.5.

• Column 5: A layout is synthesized for the result of traditional circuit sizing and
the post-layout performance values are listed.

• Column 6: Performance values obtained by layout-driven circuit sizing.

Performance values that fail to meet a specification are gray shaded in Table 6.4.

Traditional circuit sizing of the FC-OA circuit took three iterations using the algo-
rithm of Section 5.2. In each iteration, three to four sub-iterations were necessary.

Figure 6.9 compares estimated and actual layout area during the progression of tra-
ditional circuit sizing. The starting vector of the first algorithm iteration is labeled
”initial” in the graph. The upper, lower, and average area estimate with ρ = 0.5 are
plotted for each iteration. For comparison, the area of the layouts generated by the
synthesis flow of Chapter 4 are also plotted, and the area of the best layout in each
iteration is highlighted.

As discussed in Appendix A, it is difficult to accurately estimate layout area without
using a computationally costly placement algorithm. Each device can have several
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Table 6.4: FC-OA performance specifications and circuit sizing results

Performance
Unit

Initial Traditional After Layout-Driven

Specification Value Circuit Sizing Layout⋆ Circuit Sizing

Gain ≥ 80 dB 80 83 83 81

60 ≤ PM ≤ 120 deg 86 84 82 82

UGBW ≥ 7.00 MHz 5.46 6.11 6.14 7.01

CMRR ≥ 100 dB 113 114 111 109

PSRR-vdd ≥ 90 dB 87 89 86 96

PSRR-vss ≥ 90 dB 90 95 105 88

Settling ≤ 250 ms 291 298 297 212

SR-Rising ≥ 4.00 V/µs 3.36 3.28 3.29 4.60

SR-Falling ≥ 4.00 V/µs 3.44 4.05 4.09 4.91

Power ≤ 0.50 mW 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.49

|IOV| ≤ 100 µV 37 34 42 76

THD ≤ 0.100 % 0.038 0.091 0.104 0.080

Area ≤ 3500 µm2

4
5 ≤ Aspect Ratio ≤ 5

4 -
3752 3595� 3229�� 3417��

⋆A layout is synthesized for the result of traditional circuit sizing.�Estimated layout area using (A.12) with ρ=0.5.��Actual layout area whilst meeting the aspect ratio specification.

valid layouts and area utilization is heavily dependent on the placement constraints.
As a result, the range between upper and lower area estimates is large.

From Figure 6.9, the average area estimate was too pessimistic in traditional sizing
– estimated area is greater than actual layout area in each iteration. This bias could
not be perceived from the initial starting point, nor would it be possible to ascertain
without performing layout synthesis and plotting the trend for the actual layout area.

As explained in Section 4.6.2, some performances, such as PSRR-vdd and PSRR-vss,
are sensitive to circuit placement and routing. For the FC-OA results with traditional
circuit sizing, the difference between the value of PSRR-vss (ground node to output)
obtained from the schematic netlist and after layout synthesis is 10dB. Similar to
inaccurate area estimation, this reduces the usefulness of the results of traditional
circuit sizing, as performance values are overestimated or underestimated

In attempting to fulfill the area specification with a pessimistic estimate during tra-
ditional circuit sizing, the value of the other performances with a hard-to-meet spec-
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Figure 6.9: The estimated area before and actual area after layout synthesis is shown
during the progress of traditional circuit sizing; the difference between
actual and estimated area affects the results of circuit sizing.

ification; namely UGBW, PSRR-vdd, SR-Rising, Settling Time, and THD; suffered and
the search algorithm converged on a sub-optimal solution in the design space.

With layout-driven circuit sizing, the exact area is calculated after layout synthesis. It
was easy to fulfill the specifications of this circuit example. Only PSRR-vss fell short
of the set specification by 2dB.

A breakdown of sizing cost is given in Table 6.5. Cost is given by the CPU time
needed for completing each task.

Layout synthesis, with a mean CPU time of 93.18 seconds, constitutes 72% of the cost
of layout-driven circuit sizing. On average, each extracted layout netlist contained
176 parasitic resistors and 816 parasitic capacitors. Test benches T B4 and T B5 require
transient analysis and constitute most of the remaining cost.

The mean cost of a single search algorithm iteration is 672 seconds and 3214 sec-
onds respectively for traditional and layout-driven circuit sizing; their ratio is 1:4.8.
Layout-driven circuit sizing run took more iterations to converge, five in contrast to
three, therefore the complete process of layout-driven circuit sizing took eight times
the CPU time of traditional circuit sizing.

Parallelism in the optimization steps was exploited. The determination of the per-
formance Jacobian matrix requires the synthesis of ndE = 22 layouts, which can be
performed independently and in parallel. Further parallelism can be exploited when
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Table 6.5: FC-OA breakdown of circuit sizing cost; unless otherwise labeled, cost is
given by the CPU time needed for each task

Test Bench

Traditional Circuit Sizing Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

number mean cost of number mean cost of

of calls a call [seconds] of calls a call [seconds]

T B1 – Electrical Constraints 209 1.46 521 1.46

T B2 – Gain, PM, UGBW 81 1.48 132 1.61

T B3 – CMRR, PSRR-vdd, PSRR-vss 81 1.44 132 1.58

T B4 – SR-Rising, Settling 81 6.58 132 10.42

T B5 – SR-Falling 81 6.64 132 10.42

T B6 – IOV, Power 81 1.50 132 1.58

T B7 – THD 81 2.16 132 2.87

Layout Synthesis 1 94.10 127 93.18

Optimization Iterations 3 5

Mean Cost of 1 Iteration [seconds] 672 3270

Total Cost [hours] 0.56 4.54

ElapsedWall Clock Time [hours] 0.35 2.10

performing the sub-steps of the layout synthesis flow, such as placement routing,
layout netlist extraction, and electrical simulation. This wall clock reduction in cost
is already reflected in the numbers of Table 6.5. On the used PC and with a limited
number of licenses for commercial tools (limiting the type and number of steps that
can be completed in parallel), traditional circuit sizing took 0.35 hours of wall clock
time, while layout-driven sizing took 2.1 hours; their ratio is 1:6.

For a circuit placement, the B*-tree records the relative location of each device. The
device in the lower left corner of the placement is represented by the root tree node,
while the remaining devices are represented by the children of the root node as ex-
plained in [BMM+04].

In order to compare layout-driven circuit sizing to the template-basedmethods in the
state of the art, the B*-trees of all placements generated by the layout synthesis flow
of Chapter 4 are reconstructed in Figure 6.10, along with the number of occurrences
of each tree during layout-driven circuit sizing of the FC-OA.

For the FC-OA example, placements corresponding to six different B*-tree structures
were used during layout-driven circuit sizing. Furthermore, the best placements
corresponding to the initial design parameter vector and final solution after layout-
driven circuit sizing are represented by different B*-trees. This is shown in Table 6.6.
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(1) (3)(2)

(4) (6)(5)

Root node

B*-tree 1 2 3 4 5 6

# Occurrences 24 1 20 56 1 25

Figure 6.10: B*-trees used during layout-driven sizing; there are 13 nodes, devices in
common centroid configuration are represented by a single node.

Table 6.6: FC-OA comparison of placement structure between the initial layout be-
fore layout-driven sizing and the final layout

Best B*-tree Common Centroid Divisions

Placement (Figure 6.10) (N2,N3) (N7,N6) (N4,N5) (P3,P4) (P6,P5) (P7,P8)

initial 4 4 2 1 1 1 4

post sizing 6 4 1 1 2 1 2

In template-based methods, the relative location of each device is fixed and does
not change during circuit sizing, therefore the corresponding B*-tree structure (or
other representation such as a slicing tree or O-tree) is also fixed. As a result, any
template-based method would not be able to reach the layout solution found by the
layout-driven algorithm used here.

The flexibility to select the divider, M, of CMOS devices in common centroid config-
uration in the layout synthesis flow, according to Algorithm-2 in Section 4.2.2, was
utilized in FC-OA sizing. The number of divisions changed for some common cen-
troid pairs before and after circuit sizing. This is also shown in Table 6.6.

An example FC-OA layout produced by the layout synthesis flow is shown in Fig-
ure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Example of an FC-OA layout created by the layout synthesis flow of
Chapter 4 and using the placement and routing constraints discussed
in Section 6.1.1; this layout has the 6-th B*-tree structure shown in Fig-
ure 6.10.

6.3.2 Tunable Operational Transconductance Amplifier (TOT A)

The results of circuit sizing are given in Table 6.7. Performance values that fail to
meet a specification are gray shaded.

For the TOTA, the estimated area, used in traditional sizing without layout synthe-
sis, was optimistic. Specifically, the average area estimate with ρ = 0.5 is smaller
than actual circuit area in each iteration of search algorithm execution. This is due
to the strict placement constraints applied to the TOTA to force layout symmetry.
Application of the placement constraints results in a reduction of area utilization; it
also makes it difficult to meet the aspect ratio constraints, thereby the modified area,
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Table 6.7: TOTA performance specifications and circuit sizing results

Performance
Unit

Initial Traditional After Layout-Driven

Specification Value Circuit Sizing Layout⋆ Circuit Sizing

Gm,low ≥ 1.00 µA/V 2.93 3.12 3.28 3.53

Gm,high/Gm,low ≥ 40 - 45 62 61 61

Power@1× ≤ 1 mW 0.80 0.78 0.79 0.82

Power@40× ≤ 3 mW 3.75 2.15 2.22 2.73

|Vout,cm −Vcm| ≤ 1.0 mV 0.5 0.8 2.2 1.2

Linearity@40× ≤ 5.0 % 4.0 6.5 11.1 4.6

IRN@1× ≤ 500 nV√
Hz

977 417 402 501

Gain@1× ≥ 25 dB 19 23 28 25

BW@1× ≥ 500 kHz 124 617 491 524

IRN@40× ≤ 600 nV√
Hz

1136 598 576 585

Gain@40× ≥ 25 dB 18 31 32 35

BW@40× ≥ 5.00 MHz 3.14 5.74 8.94 6.60

Area ≤ 10000 µm2

0.5 ≤ Aspect Ratio ≤ 2 -
11169 9793� 10660�� 10030��

⋆A layout is synthesized for the result of traditional circuit sizing.�Estimated layout area using (A.12) with ρ=0.5.��Actual layout area whilst meeting the aspect ratio specification.

calculated from the geometric specifications using (4.33), is also larger for the actual
circuit layout.

In traditional circuit sizing, the estimated area of 9793µm2 was close to the specifi-
cation bound of 10000µm2, so that the actual area after layout synthesis increased to
10660µm2 – passing above the specification bound.

In layout-driven sizing, the circuit area was 10030µm2, or 0.30% above the specifi-
cation bound. The minimization of circuit area reached a limit due to the placement
constraints and the aspect ratio specification. Any new decrease in area would re-
quire a significant reduction in the width of matched devices P12 and P13. This re-
duction would edge the electrical performance values out of specification. The trade-
off between circuit area and the electrical performances cannot be improved without
changing the placement constraints or the minimum margins between devices. To
meet the area specification after circuit sizing is completed, the designer can change
the circuit margins slightly so as to reduce the area by the trivial amount of 30µm2.
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The RMS input referred noise and the bandwidth are the electrical performances
most sensitive to circuit placement and routing, while the linearity measure was sys-
tematically higher after layout synthesis. These three performances benefited from
the use of layout-driven sizing in comparison to traditional circuit sizing.

Table 6.8: TOTA breakdown of circuit sizing cost; cost is given by the CPU time
needed for each task

Test Bench

Traditional Circuit Sizing Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

number mean cost of number mean cost of

of calls a call [seconds] of calls a call [seconds]

T B1 –
Gm,low, Gm,high,

(Vout,cm −Vcm), Power

483
+

551⋆
3.77 246 8.45

T B2 – Electrical Constraints 1034 2.05 229 2.24 + 3.87�
T B3 – linearity measure 483 4.94 246 8.28

T B4 –
IRN,Gain, BW

for Itune= Itune,low
483 1.49 246 3.46

T B5 –
IRN,Gain, BW

for Itune= Itune,high
483 1.49 246 3.46

Layout Synthesis 1 150.20 231 145.30

Optimization Iterations 10 5

Mean Cost of 1 Iteration [seconds] 999 8156

Total Cost [hours] 2.78 11.33

⋆Additional executions of T B1 to calculate ce.�T B1 is executed without layout synthesis to calculate ce.

The DC output common-mode offset, (Vout−Vcm), is sensitive to the electrical mis-
match of devices as well as routing symmetry along the common-mode feedback
loop, and was typically much higher after layout synthesis. For this reason, the value
of the output common-mode level for the result of traditional sizing jumped from
0.8mV to 2.22mV after layout synthesis. The result of layout-driven sizing, 1.20mV,
is an improvement on what was possible with traditional sizing. It was difficult, dur-
ing performance optimization to keep this performance within a specification bound
lower than 1.50mV in each algorithm iteration and over the current tuning range
(Itune∈ [Itune,low, Itune,high]). This is despite the effort made in the construction of place-
ment and routing constraints for automatic synthesis. With the insight gained by the
results of layout-driven sizing, it can be said that the specification |Vout−Vcm| ≤ 1mV
is in a range too small to realize and retain after layout.
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Figure 6.12: Example of an TOTA layout created by the layout synthesis flow of
Chapter 4 and using the placement and routing constraints discussed
in Section 6.1.2.

A breakdown of sizing cost in given in Table 6.8. Cost is given by the CPU time
needed for completing each task. For layout-driven circuit sizing, T B1 is executed
without layout synthesis to calculate ce.

For this larger circuit, layout synthesis took a mean time of 145.3 seconds and con-
stitutes 82% of the cost of the layout-driven flow. On average, each extracted layout
netlist contained 327 parasitic resistors and 1678 parasitic capacitors.

The mean cost of a single optimization iteration is 999 seconds and 8156 seconds re-
spectively for traditional and layout-driven sizing; their ratio is approximately 1:8.
Layout-driven circuit sizing progress terminated after 5 iterations, while traditional
sizing edged on with small improvements in the performances for 10 iterations. The
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number of iterations completed by the algorithm will depend on the initial starting
point and the value of the performance specifications; this will skew comparison re-
sults. For the circuit comparison made here, the complete layout-driven flow cost
approximately 4 times the CPU time of the traditional flow.

An example TOTA layout is shown in Figure 6.12.

6.3.3 Miller Operational Amplifier (MOA)

The results of circuit sizing are given in Table 6.9. Performance values that fail to
meet a specification are gray shaded.

Table 6.9: MOA performance specifications and circuit sizing results

Performance
Unit

Initial Traditional After Layout-Driven

Specification Value Circuit Sizing Layout⋆ Circuit Sizing

Gain ≥ 75 dB 75 76 76 76

60 ≤ PM ≤ 120 deg 61 61 65 60

UGBW ≥ 10.00 MHz 9.74 10.35 9.70 11.02

CMRR ≥ 75 dB 73 75 76 74

PSRR-vdd ≥ 80 dB 80 81 83 83

PSRR-vss ≥ 80 dB 91 84 87 92

Settling ≤ 150 ms 0.151 148 175 145

SR-Rising ≥ 7.00 V/µs 6.96 7.02 5.99 7.12

SR-Falling ≥ 7.00 V/µs 7.64 8.12 6.95 8.06

Power ≤ 1.00 mW 0.84 0.79 0.80 0.87

|IOV| ≤ 100 µV 37 34 52 76

Rout ≥ 50.0 kΩ 50.2 52.7 54.1 53.91

OVS ≥ 2.60 V 2.59 2.60 2.59 2.59

THD ≤ 0.0100 % 0.0114 0.0105 0.0131 0.0113

Area ≤ 7500 µm2

Aspect Ratio = 1 -
7796 7482� 7607�� 7406��

⋆A layout is synthesized for the result of traditional circuit sizing.�Estimated layout area using (A.12) with ρ=0.5.��Actual layout area whilst meeting the aspect ratio specification.

In order to illustrate the difficulty of circuit sizing for this example, the deterministic
multi-objective goal attainment algorithm presented in [MGS07] is used to estimate
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Figure 6.13: Estimated Pareto-optimal performance tradeoffs for the MOA circuit
plotted in parallel coordinates; the black line identifies the performance
specifications set in Table 6.9; the electrical constraints as well as the re-
maining performance specifications are satisfied for the set of tradeoffs.

the Pareto-optimal tradeoffs [Par06] between Gain, UGBW, PM, CMRR, PSRR-vdd,
OVS, Rout, SR-Rising, Settling Time, THD, and Area; under the condition that the
electrical constraints as well as the specifications PSRR-vss≥80dB, Power≤1.00mW,
and |IOV|≤100µV are satisfied. The performances PSRR-vss, Power, and IOV satisfy
their specifications with a large safety margin; they are not critical and will contribute
an inconsequential term to objective (5.10) used by the search algorithm of Section 5.2.

The result of multi-objective optimization is a set of 23 non-dominated vectors in the
feasible performance space; these vectors are graphed in Figure 6.13 using parallel co-
ordinates [Ins10]. The vector of performance specifications, obtained from Table 6.9,
is also graphed in the figure.

Multi-objective optimization required over 30000 performance evaluations to com-
plete. The set of 23 non-dominated vectors does not completely cover the Pareto-
optimal boundary between the 11 critical performances, however, it roughly indi-
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6 Circuit Sizing Examples

cates the possible combinations of performances, in addition to the position of the
performance specifications vector relative to the Pareto-optimal boundary.

It is apparent from Figure 6.13 that the performance specifications in Table 6.9
are formidable. Foremost, the specification THD ≤ 0.0100% is infeasible. This
means that the search algorithm will only terminate once no improvement is pos-
sible or once performance gradient approximations cannot be calculated with suf-
ficient accuracy. Secondly, when THD is omitted, the vector of remaining spec-
ifications is very close to the estimated Pareto-optimal boundary. The region in
which the search algorithm can maneuver so as to satisfy the specifications is
very small and the objective in (5.10) is very sensitive to the value of each perfor-
mance. Thirdly, there is a steep tradeoff between performances, such as the trade-
off between PM and [Settling Time, SR-Rising, UGBW]. For the 23 non-dominated
performance vectors of Figure 6.13, the correlation coefficients between PM and
[Settling Time, SR-Rising, UGBW] are [0.73509, −0.75736, −0.77908]. It is due to this
steep tradeoff in combination with the sensitivity of objective (5.10) to the value of
each performance that PM must remain near the lower specification bound of 60
degrees for the circuit sizing results in Table 6.9. Any small increase in PM will
cause the other performance values to change rapidly and invalidate the specifica-
tions. Finally, in layout-driven circuit sizing discretization and placement error must
be successfully palliated in each search iteration, whilst taking very small steps in the
performance space to improve the sensitive objective.

All performance specifications except THD are satisfied in Table 6.9 for traditional
circuit sizing. After layout synthesis, UGBW, Settling Time, SR-Rising, SR-Falling,
OVS, and Area also fail to satisfy the specifications.

The change in [UGBW, Settling Time, SR-Rising, SR-Falling] is related to the 4 degree
change in PM and the sensitive tradeoff between these performances. In terms of
the circuit frequency response, the difference in PM and UGBW can be explained by
the change in the dominant pole locations due, in turn, to the change in the value of
coupling and load capacitance before and after layout synthesis; and by undesired
frequency compensation due to parasitic layout devices.

The low limit of 0.0100% set on THDmakes it very sensitive to circuit placement and
routing. The relative difference between THD before and after layout synthesis for
traditional circuit sizing is 25%.

The compensation capacitor, C0, dominates the layout area of the MOA. This, in
conjunction with the square aspect ratio that is specified and the small number of
circuit devices kept the range of area utilization small and made for a good area
estimate using the method of Appendix A. The difference between the pre-layout
area estimate and the actual area after layout is 125µm2 for traditional circuit sizing
in Table 6.9. The actual area is 7607µm2 or 107µm2 beyond the specification bound of
7500µm2. In practice, this small transgression is not critical and can be corrected for
manually by the designer, for example by a small adjustment of the circuit margins.
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6.3 Circuit Sizing Results and Comparison

Finally, the amount of 10mV by which OVS is below the specification limit is negligi-
ble in consideration of the tradeoff with the remaining performances.

For layout-driven circuit sizing, only the CMRR, OVS, and THD specifications are
unsatisfied. Because of the ambitious specification on THD, a compromise solution
is obtained to minimize as much as possible the objective in (5.10).

A breakdown of sizing cost is given in Table 6.10. Cost is given by the CPU time
needed for completing each task.

Table 6.10: MOA breakdown of circuit sizing cost; unless otherwise labeled, cost is
given by the CPU time needed for each task

Test Bench

Traditional Circuit Sizing Layout-Driven Circuit Sizing

number mean cost of number mean cost of

of calls a call [seconds] of calls a call [seconds]

T B1 – Electrical Constraints 161 1.41 87 1.41

T B2 – Gain, PM, UGBW 149 1.44 88 1.54

T B3 – CMRR, PSRR-vdd, PSRR-vss 149 1.45 88 1.51

T B4 – SR-Rising, Settling 149 3.78 88 5.68

T B5 – SR-Falling 149 3.79 88 5.77

T B6 – IOV, Power, Rout 149 1.41 88 1.54

T B7 – THD 149 1.70 88 1.96

T B8 – OVS 149 3.74 88 5.69

Layout Synthesis 1 115.85 83 106.96

Optimization Iterations 9 5

Mean Cost of 1 Iteration [seconds] 325 2217

Total Cost [hours] 0.82 3.08

For this circuit, layout synthesis took a mean time of 106.96 seconds, this constitutes
80% of the cost of the layout-driven flow. On average, each extracted layout netlist
contained 38 parasitic resistors and 234 parasitic capacitors. Although the MOA has
fewer devices than the FC-OA, a longer time, on average, was needed to complete
layout synthesis. The cause of high synthesis cost was identified to be the placement
generation step described in Section 4.3.3. The space of valid circuit placements was
large, such that a long time was needed to enumerate the best placements.

Themean cost of a single search algorithm iteration was 325 seconds and 2217 seconds
respectively for traditional and layout-driven circuit sizing; their ratio is 1:6.8.
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6 Circuit Sizing Examples

Traditional circuit sizing of the MOA circuit took nine iterations. The last three algo-
rithm iterations were spent in attempt to minimize THD and satisfy the specification
THD≤ 0.0100%. The search terminated once no new improvement could be made,
Layout-driven circuit sizing took five iterations. The algorithm terminated after five
iterations because of inaccuracy in performance gradient calculation due to place-
ment error, as described in Section 5.7.4.

The complete process of layout-driven circuit sizing took approximately 3.8 times the
CPU time of traditional circuit sizing.

An example MOA layout produced by the layout synthesis flow is shown in Fig-
ure 6.14.

Figure 6.14: Example of anMOA layout created by the layout synthesis flow of Chap-
ter 4 and using the placement and routing constraints discussed in Sec-
tion 6.1.3.
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6.4 Summary

6.4 Summary

The layout-driven circuit sizing algorithm described in Chapter 5 is used to size three
CMOS example circuits.

Prior to traditional sizing, substantial design effort is necessary to recognize func-
tional sub-blocks, such as current mirrors and level shifters, and extract the sizing
rules that define the boundaries of the feasible design space and ensure circuit robust-
ness. For layout-driven circuit sizing, the device, placement, and routing constraints
needed by the layout synthesis flow of Chapter 4 must also be defined. These setup
steps were presented in detail for the FC-OA circuit example.

The TOTA is an elaborate example, with 52 devices, a complex performance mea-
surement procedure, and the hierarchical reuse of the pre-designed FC-OA circuit.
The FC-OA is retargeted to be used by the input stage of the TOTA; it is concurrently
placed with the other circuit devices to improve layout symmetry and compactness.

In the MOA example, new geometric sizing rules are derived for polysilicon capaci-
tors, so as to ensure performance robustness towards statistical variation in the pro-
cess parameter values.

The results of layout-driven sizing are compared to the outcome of traditional circuit
sizing without the in line integration of layout synthesis, as done in [SSGA00].

In brief, it is shown that the electrical performances are typically met when using
the layout-driven algorithm. For the cases when a specification is unsatisfied, either
the margin to the unmet specification was small or the specification vector was in-
feasible. With traditional sizing, electrical performances that are sensitive to layout
parasitic devices or take values close to the specification bounds will fail to meet the
specifications once layout synthesis is performed.

It is difficult to accurately estimate circuit area without layout-synthesis. This is be-
cause area utilization is heavily dependent on the placement constraints and because
each device may have many valid placements.

Inaccuracy in area estimation during traditional circuit sizing was presented in detail
for the FC-OA. For this circuit, many of the electrical performances were in a tradeoff
situation with circuit area. In the attempt to fulfill the area specification with a pes-
simistic estimate, the value of the electrical performances suffered and the algorithm
converged on a sub-optimal solution.

Because of the hard-to-meet layout symmetry constraints and aspect ratio specifi-
cation, the area estimate of the TOTA circuit was too optimistic in traditional circuit
sizing of the TOTA.With layout-driven circuit sizing, the exact area is calculated, and
the impact of bad area estimation is removed.

In template-based layout-driven circuit sizing methods, the relative location of each
device is fixed and does not change during circuit sizing. For the FC-OA example,
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6 Circuit Sizing Examples

placements corresponding to six different B*-tree structures were used during the
progression of the new (constraint-based) layout-driven circuit sizing procedure. As
a result, any template-based method would not be able to reach the layout solution
found by the algorithm proposed in this dissertation.

For each example circuit, the computational cost, in CPU time, was compared be-
tween traditional and layout-driven circuit sizing. Cost is dominated by electrical
performance and constraint evaluation, as well as the cost of layout synthesis. The
cost ratio of one iteration of traditional sizing to one iteration of layout-driven sizing
was 1:4.8, 1:8, and 1:6.8 respectively for the FC-OA, TOTA, and MOA circuits.

The cost of electrical simulation is higher for post-layout circuit models. This is due
to the higher complexity of devices and the parasitic resistors and capacitors that are
added to the circuit topology. However, the execution cost of the layout synthesis
flow of Chapter 4 always dominated the cost of layout-driven circuit sizing. Layout
synthesis constituted 72%, 82%, and 80% of the total cost of layout-driven circuit
sizing for the FC-OA, TOTA, and MOA circuits respectively.

Abundant computer resources can be used to complete independent steps of the cir-
cuit sizing procedure in parallel. As a result, the actual wall clock time that is needed
to complete circuit sizing can be lower than the CPU time.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The analog integrated circuit (IC) design flow consists of the following steps. First,
a circuit topology – a network of devices – with the potential to meet the functional
purpose of the circuit, such as voltage signal amplification, is selected. Secondly, siz-
ing of device dimensions is performed to meet the specifications, such as minimum
gain and maximum power requirements. Thirdly, a layout is synthesized to create
the geometric masks for IC fabrication. Post-layout verification is also necessary to
ensure that the layout will meet the specifications placed on electrical performances.

Electrical design automation tools for analog circuits still lag behind their digital
counterparts. In its current report, the international technology roadmap for semi-
conductors (ITRS), the leading organization for technology assessment in the semi-
conductor industry, emphasized the need for better tools to successfully and expedi-
tiously design analog circuits [tec09]. Of the unsolved problems particularly relevant
in CMOS fabrication technology for commodity markets, the report emphasized the
need for closer modes of interaction between circuit sizing and layout synthesis.

When using contemporary CMOS technologies, it is impossible to account for the
effect of layout synthesis on electrical behavior by design heuristics alone. Difficult-
to-meet performance requirements leave no room for error margins in specifications.

Bounds on layout dimensions are often severe, so as to fit the circuit in a compact
system on a chip (SOC) solution. This can lead to decisive tradeoffs between layout
area and the electrical performances, as the adverse effects of layout on electrical
behavior tend to increase with layout compactness. To further complicate the matter,
tradeoff assessment during the circuit sizing step may be incorrect. This is because
of the difficulty of precise estimation of layout dimensions prior to layout synthesis.

If the circuit layout is too big or a failure to meet all electrical specifications is detected
during the electrical verification step, then it will be necessary to backtrack up the
design flow and repeat circuit sizing; this is a tarrying procedure.

In this dissertation, a procedure was presented to integrate the layout synthesis and
circuit sizing steps in analog circuit design. The novelty in comparison to the state of
the art lies in the following items:
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7 Conclusion

• A deterministic optimization algorithm was employed in circuit sizing.

This algorithm is more efficient than nondeterministic algorithms, such as simulated
annealing, because the number of necessary circuit simulations is smaller. Circuit
simulation replicates the electronic response of a circuit to a given input signal by
numerical analysis. From this response, circuit performance can be predicted. Since
the computational time of analog circuit simulation is relatively high, the effort ex-
pended in circuit sizing is measured by the number of necessary circuit simulations.

• Discrete parameters, such as the number of gates in a multi-gate transistor, were
handled without the need for discrete optimization algorithms.

Discrete stochastic optimization algorithms converge slowly, while deterministic al-
gorithms can only be employed if the space of discrete design parameters can be
extended to a continuous domain. The need for discrete optimization algorithms
was avoided by the procedure of this dissertation. All discrete possibilities are enu-
merated, then filtered based on the suitability for layout synthesis. It was shown that
most discrete possibilities can be readily discarded, and only a few additional circuit
simulations are needed to decide upon the best discrete parameter values.

• Circuit layouts are synthesized from scratch using a numerical procedure driven
by a set of design constraints and layout directives.

No layout template is needed. It was shown, by a circuit example, that template-
based methods restrict the space of layout possibilities; they are not able to reach the
layout solutions found by the procedure in this dissertation.

• A novel plan was used to impose electrical constraints during layout synthesis.

The electrical constraints are parameterized as a function of parasitic routing resis-
tance. Resistance is then controlled to ensure the satisfaction of imposed electrical
constraints. Principle to this approach is that the generation of a DC circuit model is
fast, and that quiescent point sensitivity analysis is relatively cheap to perform.

The procedure of this dissertation was used in the layout-driven circuit sizing of sev-
eral CMOS circuits. These included a large analog block with 52 transistors, which
was sized in 11.33 hours of CPU time on a contemporary workstation. Significant im-
provements in post-layout specification satisfaction were shown in the comparison
to traditional circuit sizing without layout synthesis integration.

Statistically significant process variations during IC manufacturing will impact elec-
trical behavior. In what are termed layout-dependent proximity effects, the adjacent
structures to a CMOS device will have a systematic influence on drain current and
threshold voltage. The phenomena listed above may cause an IC to violate the im-
posed specifications after production; such an IC cannot be sold, thereby production
yield is reduced. An intuitive step to improve upon the work in this dissertation
would be to take into account statistical process and proximity effects at the layout
level, so as to optimize post-layout production yield.
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Appendix A

Area Estimation Without Layout
Synthesis

In order to compare circuit sizing results with and without layout synthesis, prob-
lem (5.39) must be solved without resorting to layout synthesis. An estimate Áwos of
Áws must be made from the value of the circuit design parameters, dE , and indepen-
dent of any specific layout.

The modified area can be a critical circuit performance, since the step taken in the
design space by the search algorithm in each iteration to improve Áws is affected by
the difference (Amax−Áws) and by the magnitude ||JÁws

(dκ) ||.

If Áws is replaced by an estimation Áwos, then the search algorithm may fail to find a
feasible solution or could consume too many iterations – incurring additional com-
putational cost. The counterargument in favor of pre-layout estimation is that layout
synthesis in each iteration of the search algorithm is too costly and that the estimation
Áwos is good enough to find a feasible solution in most circuit design problems.

If only the design parameters are used in estimation, then only a very crude esti-
mate can be made of circuit area. For example, for a circuit with CMOS devices
E = {δ1, δ2, . . . , }, circuit area can be estimated from the size of the active regions
when all of the devices are laid out without folding, while the circuit can be assumed
square to calculate width, length, and aspect ratio:

area ≈ ∑
δk∈E

(Wδk · Lδk) (crude area estimate)

width = length =
√
area; aspect Ratio =

length
width

= 1
(A.1)

In actuality, each circuit device can have multiple valid layouts, subject to the device
layout constraints, for the same value of the design parameters. This is explained
in Section 4.2. From the set of valid device layouts, multiple circuit placements can
be generated. This is explained in Section 4.3. Area utilization (layout compact-
ness); as well as placement width, length, and aspect ratio are subject to geometric
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A Area Estimation Without Layout Synthesis

placement constraints (Section 4.3.1) and minimum device margins (Section 4.3.2).
Adjustments made for congestion control (Section 4.4.2) can also change the geomet-
ric performances. Finally, electrical performances can be sensitive to placement and
routing parasitic effects. Therefore both the geometric properties and the electrical
behavior of the post-layout circuit are weighted to select the best layout, p⋆, from the
set of valid placements, P. This is explained in Section 4.6.

In order to make an honest comparison with and without the use of layout synthesis,
as many considerations as possible will be taken into account, here, in the calculation
of Áwos. Expressly, device layout constraints and the minimum margins between
device layouts are considered. The execution of a rectangle packing algorithm is
considered too costly for estimation, therefore compact placement generation under
consideration of placement constraints, as done in Section 4.3.3, is not performed.
The subsequent steps of congestion control and electrical performance evaluation
are not considered.

The specific steps to estimate a range for Áwos are listed below. Without loss of gen-
erality, equations are presented for CMOS devices with transistor folding.

First, the parameters of each device are extracted from the circuit design parameters:

dE
(5.27)7−→ dE ,original

extract7−→ dδ = [Wδ · Lδ] ; δ ∈ E (A.2)

Secondly, the procedure of Algorithm-1 in Section 4.2 is executed to obtain the set of
layout parameters, Vδ, which satisfy the layout constraints for each device δ∈E :

dδ
Section 4.2: Algorithm-17−→ Vδ =

{

λ
(1)
δ , λ

(2)
δ , . . .

}

(A.3)

From the value of the device layout parameters, an accurate device layout can be syn-
thesized according to the technology design rules; this layout includes substrate taps
and internal device routing, such as the routing of connections between individual
fingers in a folded CMOS device.

Thirdly, the layout dimensions corresponding to each vector of device layout pa-
rameters, λδ ∈ Vδ, are calculated. Let width(λδ) and length(λδ) denote the layout
dimensions of the device synthesized from λδ.

λδ
layout synthesis7−→

of device δ
width(λδ), length(λδ) (A.4)

Fourthly, the margins between devices are considered. As discussed in Section 4.3.2
and illustrated in Figure 4.6, a minimummargin is specified for the distance between
every pair of devices in a circuit topology; this is specific to each device edge (Top,
Bottom, Left, Right).

Compact placement generation in consideration of the placement constraints is not
performed during estimation, therefore it is unknownwhich device will abut another
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and along which edge abutment occurs in the circuit layout. The first estimation step
made here is to take the average of themargins for each device and edge. The average
margin for the left edge of device δ∈E is denoted by M̂L(δ):

M̂L(δ) = ∑
δ⋆∈E\δ

ML(δ, δ⋆)

|E | − 1
; ML(·, ·) is defined in Section 4.3.2 (A.5)

The averages M̂T(δ), M̂B(δ), and M̂R(δ) have analogous definitions. The average
margins are added to the width and length of the corresponding device:

width(λδ) ←− width(λδ) + M̂L(δ) + M̂R(δ)

length(λδ) ←− length(λδ) + M̂T(δ) + M̂B(δ)
(A.6)

For the fifth step, the the minimum and maximum area is identified for each device
δ∈E from the layout parameter vectors in Vδ:

Vδ 7−→ Amin(δ) = min
λδ∈Vδ

(width (λδ) · length (λδ))

Vδ 7−→ Amax(δ) = max
λδ∈Vδ

(width (λδ) · length (λδ))
(A.7)

Since the device layout constraints are satisfied for each vector λδ ∈ Vδ, each device
layout with the dimensions given by (A.6) has equal probability to be used in circuit
placement. Furthermore, the range [Amin(δ), Amax(δ)] for each device δ is also small
as it reflects realistic device layouts.

At this point, a rectangle packing algorithm would be used to enumerate the possible
circuit placements over the set Vδ1×Vδ2×· · ·×Vδ|E |, so as to examine the geometric
performances, such as placement area, aspect ratio, width, and length. This was done
in Section 4.3.3 using the constrained placement exploration algorithm of [SEG+08].
The use of a computationally costly rectangle packing algorithm is avoided here.
Only circuit layout area will be estimated, while it will be assumed that any circuit
width, length, and aspect ratio can be realized.

In the sixth step, lower and upper area estimates are derived by the mappings
φA,wos,min and φA,wos,min:

dE
φA,wos,min7−→ Awos,min = ∑

δk∈E
Amin(δk)

dE
φA,wos,max7−→ Awos,max = ∑

δk∈E
Amax(δk)

(A.8)

Complete utilization of placement area was assumed in (A.8). Area utilization is
formally defined as follows for any arbitrary circuit placement p:

u(p) =
total area of device layout rectangles including margins in p

total area of circuit placement p
(A.9)
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Actual area utilization is incomplete and is dependent on the placement constraints
and the geometric specifications; these allow for only certain arrangements of the
devices to construct valid placements. Area utilization is estimated, here, to be in a
range denoted by [umin, umax]; (A.8) is modified to model incomplete area utilization:

dE
φA,wos,min7−→ Awos,min =

1
umax

· ∑
δk∈E

Amin(δk)

dE
φA,wos,max7−→ Awos,max =

1
umin

· ∑
δk∈E

Amax(δk)
(A.10)

The area utilization range must be estimated by the designer. Here, the layout syn-
thesis flow of Chapter 4 is called for the starting vector, d0, from which circuit sizing
is initiated. The range of area utilization is selected from the set of placements gener-
ated for d0 and denoted by P−1,−1:

d0 =





d0
E

d0
EB



 ; d0
E

(5.27), layout synthesis7−→ P−1,−1;

umin = min
p∈P−1,−1

u(p); umax = max
p∈P−1,−1

u(p); u(p) calculated by (A.9)

(A.11)

As long as the range of area utilization does not change from [umin, umax] during the
progress of the search algorithm, then Aws(p)∈ [Awos,min , Awos,max] for any placement,
p, generated during the search.

If the circuit layout is surrounded by an additional margin for pin placement and
routing, for using a guard ring, or for any similar addition, then the estimates
in (A.10) can be augmented to account for this in a straightforward manner.

Only area is considered in the estimate of the modified area objective, Áwos, since it
is assumed that any circuit width, length, and aspect ratio can be realized. In the
seventh step, a single area estimate is selected from the range [Awos,min, Awos,max] by a
linear combination of the range bounds:

Áwos = (1− ρ) · Awos,min + ρ · Awos,max; ρ ∈ [0, 1] (A.12)

The constant ρ must be selected by the designer.

A high value of ρ means the area estimate is pessimistic. A pessimistic estimate
means that the corresponding circuit layout is more likely to meet the geometric
specifications in lieu of the unconsidered placement constraints and changes in area
utilization during the execution of the search algorithm. However, tradeoff with the
electrical performances, represented by objective function of (5.10), must also be rec-
ognized. More effort would be needed to find a circuit sizing solution to meet both
the geometric and the electrical performance specification when ρ is large.

A low value of ρ means the area estimate is optimistic. In this case, it is easier to find
a circuit sizing solution. However, the geometric specification may be unsatisfied
after layout synthesis at the solution. In which case, circuit sizing would have to be
repeated with a larger value of ρ.
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Appendix B

Approximation to the Gradient of the
Area Estimate

A procedure to estimate the modified area objective is given in Appendix A.
From (A.12), the estimate, Áwos, is a linear combination of an upper and a lower area
bound. These bounds are denoted by Awos,min and Awos,max respectively. The gradient
(transposed) of Áwos with respect to the circuit design parameters is given by:

JÁwos ,dE
(d) = (1− ρ) ·

∂φAwos,min
∂dT
E

(d) + ρ · ∂φAwos,max
∂dT
E

(d)

= (1− ρ) · JAwos,min,dE (d) + ρ · JAwos,max ,dE (d)
(B.1)

The test bench design parameters, dEB , do not alter the layout geometry, so that:

JÁwos,dEB
(d) = 0; JÁwos

=
[

JÁwos ,dE
(d); 0

]

(B.2)

The functions φA,wos,min and φA,wos,max are discontinuous, so that JÁwos ,dE
(d) does not

strictly exist. Nevertheless, a forward finite difference approximation, ̂JÁwos,dE
(d), to

JÁwos,dE
(d) is derived in this Appendix.

In (A.10), the circuit area estimates Awos,min and Awos,max are constructed from the
design parameter vector, dE . Let dE ,discrete,min and dE ,discrete,max denote the vectors of
discrete circuit design parameters corresponding to Awos,min and Awos,max. These dis-
crete vectors can be extracted and stored during the execution of the area estimation
algorithm of Appendix A:

dE
φA,wos,min7−→ Awos,min

discretization7−→ dE ,original,discrete,min
(5.26)7−→ dE ,discrete,min

dE
φA,wos,max7−→ Awos,max

discretization7−→ dE ,original,discrete,max
(5.26)7−→ dE ,discrete,max

(B.3)

For j = 1, . . . , ndE , let hj be the finite difference step taken in the direction of the j-
th circuit design parameter. In a similar manner, let Awos,min,j and Awos,max,j be the
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area estimates derived for
(
dE + hj · ej

)
, and let dE ,discrete,min,j and dE ,discrete,max,j be the

corresponding discrete parameter vectors. Once more, the estimation algorithm in
Appendix A can be used:

dE + hj · ej
φA,wos,min7−→ Awos,min,j

discretization7−→ dE ,original,discrete,min,j
(5.26)7−→ dE ,discrete,min,j

dE + hj · ej
φA,wos,max7−→ Awos,max,j

discretization7−→ dE ,original,discrete,max,j
(5.26)7−→ dE ,discrete,max,j

(B.4)

Using (5.66), the discretization error in dE and (dE + hj · ej) is calculated:

dE ,error,min = dE ,discrete,min − dE ; dE ,error,min,j = dE ,discrete,min,j − (dE + hj · ej) (B.5)

From (B.5):

dE ,discrete,min,j − dE ,discrete,min = dE ,error,min,j − dE ,error,min
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆dE ,error,min,j

+hj · ej (B.6)

Define
∆Awos,j = Awos,min,j − Awos,min (B.7)

To approximate the Jacobian JAwos,min,dE (d), a linear system of equations is built to
relate the difference in the discrete design parameter vectors, given in (B.6), and the
corresponding difference in area estimate, defined in (B.7). This is similar to what
was constructed in equation (5.104) for the electrical performances. For j=1, . . . , ndE ,
the approximation ̂JAwos,min,dE (d) to JAwos,min,dE (d) is given by the following system:

̂JAwos,min,dE (d) ·
([

∆dE ,error,min,1, · · · , ∆dE ,error,min,ndE

]
+ H

)
=

[
∆Awos,min,1, · · · , ∆Awos,min,ndE

]
(B.8)

Where

H =






h1 0
. . .

0 hndE




 (B.9)

In order to solve (B.8) for ̂JAwos,min,dE (d), the step sizes, {h1 , . . . , hj, . . . , hndE}, must

be selected so that the matrix
[
∆dE ,error,min,1, · · · , ∆dE ,error,min,ndE

]
is nonsingular. Us-

ing (5.68), it is possible to define a lower bound for the step size, so as to guarantee
that the latter matrix is nonsingular:

hj > 2 · 1TndE · dE ,error-max
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a constant

; j = 1, . . . , ndE ; 1ndE ∈ {1}ndE (B.10)

The approximation ̂JAwos,max,dE (d) to JAwos,max ,dE (d) can be derived in a similar man-
ner and is omitted here. Finally, the complete approximation is given by:

̂JÁwos ,dE
(d) = (1− ρ) · ̂JAwos,min,dE (d) + ρ · ̂JAwos,max ,dE (d) (B.11)
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Nomenclature

S Set S
|S| Cardinality of set S
R The set of real numbers
N The set of natural numbers

x Scalar x
xa Specific value of scalar x from a predefined set
|x| Absolute value of scalar x
⌊x⌉ Round scalar x to the nearest integer

b Vector b
|d| Cardinality of vector d
ba Specific value of vector b from a predefined set
b[k] k-th (scalar) element of vector b
ba[k] k-th (scalar) element of ba

bT Transpose of vector b
||d|| Euclidean norm of vector d
abs(b) |abs(d)|= |b|; for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |b|, abs(d)[i]= |d[i]|
a � b |a|= |b|; for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |a|, ai ≤ bi
a ≺ b |a|= |b|; a � b; for some 1 ≤ i ≤ |b|, ai < bi

A Matrix A
|A| Cardinality of matrix A
Aa Specific value of matrix A from a predefined set
A[i, j] (Scalar) element of matrix A at the i-th row and j-th column
A[i] Vector equal to the i-th row of matrix A
Aa[i, j] (Scalar) element of matrix Aa at the i-th row and j-th column
Aa[i] Vector equal to the i-th row of matrix Aa

AT Transpose of matrix A
A−1 Inverse of Matrix A
A+ Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Matrix A

0 Zero-valued vector or matrix; cardinality is inferred from context
1 Vector with all elements equal to 1; cardinality is inferred from context
ek Vector with k-th element equal to 1, other elements equal to 0
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Abstract in German

Vorgestellt wird ein Verfahren zur automatischen Synthese analoger Schaltungen
ausgehend von einer Netzliste und einer Menge von Entwurfsparametern. Die neue
Methode basiert ausschließlich auf Entwurfs-, Platzierungs- und Verdrahtungsbe-
dingungen, und benötigt, im Gegensatz zu existierenden Verfahren, keine Layout-
Vorlagen. Die Synthese ist Teil einer nichtlinearen, Layout-orientierten Optimierung
zur Schaltungsdimensionierung. Das Verfahren wurde zur Layout-orientierten Di-
mensionierung von mehreren CMOS-Schaltungen, darunter ein großes Analog-
Subsystem mit 52 Transistoren, angewandt. Im Vergleich zu Verfahren, die
Platzierung und Verdrahtung nicht berücksichtigen, konnten deutliche Verbesserun-
gen hinsichtlich der Erfüllung der Optimierungsziele erreicht werden.
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